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This report presents the process - outcome relationships found in the

date froi the Texas Junior High School Study, conducted by the Correlates

of Effective Teaching Program at the University of Texas Research and

Development Center for Teacher Education. both low* and high-inference

measures of classroom processes and cognitive and affective indices of

outcome will be discussed for two subject areas and for classrooms with

varying levels of entering ability. Results describe patterns of teach-

ing behaviors which relate to either type of outcome in differ it contexts,

and may therefore suggest what composes "effective teaching" at the junior

high school level. Although there has been some research on this topic

at the elementary level, there has been no work done on teaching 'in the

secondary schools that has included the large data base, variety of mea-

sures, and specificatioplof contextual influences included in this study.

These data were analyzed at the clad; level and focus only on process-

outcome relationships. Other data will be presented in future reports,

such as nalyses done at the student Lew.. and examitations of presage-

outcome, presage- process, and process, proc199 rclaLionships. -rev.ous

reports from this study have discussed the 9:ability of and the contex-

tm00 influences upon process measures ( Evertson, Anierson, Edgar, Minter,

and Brophy, Note 1). A

Background. The Junior High School Study was conceived as a repli-

cation and extension of an earlier study of teaching effectiveness con-

ductel at the second and third grade levels (Brophy and Evertson, 1976).

The earlier study suggested several effective strategies for teaching
I.

elementary students, but it did not support several va:iablea popular

among educational researchers, such as indirect teaching, extensive use

of class discussion,end pupil talk. One question arising from these



results was that, oven though such 1litre:exit's were not related to achieve-

ment in .114, early grades, would the) become more important at the later

grades when most "tool" skills are mastered and students are learning to

apply thee Another question was, to what extent do contextual influences,

such as subject matter or the abilities of the students, affect such rela-

tionships? Therefore, the Junior High School Study was designed as an

effort at replication of the earlier process-outcome study but at dif-

ferent grade levels, epd also as a more extensive examination of teach-

ing behaviors that were reated to both cognitive and affective student

outcomes.

The design was improved from that of the earlier study in several

way;, including the following: 1) data were collected during the same

school year in parallel sections of seventh- and, eighth -grade mathematics

or English classes taught by tbe same teachers in the same public schools;

2) nns visited alternately by two observers, each averaging

20 hours of observation per classroom; 3; data were collected on a large

number of individual stlidentb, enabling investikations of student effects

as well as teacher effects; and 4) he low - inference observational coding

system was modified especially for use in secondary classrooms in order

to capture appropriate contextual difference's.

Methodo'ogy

Selection of subjects and design of instruments reflected th

tent research questions of the study. In all, 136 classes in nine schools

'were observed. They were chosen so that:

1. Two different but important school subject areas were included--

math and English--making it possible to investigate differences in effec-

tive teaching strategies in different settings.

2. The nine junior high schools represented a wide range of

-2-
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socio-economic status (SES) and aeoievement levels, caking it possible to

examine differences in effective teaching strategies for low vs. high

ability elas.)es.

3. Each participating teacher was observed in two separate sections

of his or her subject matter (math or English), allowing systematic atten-

tion to the (ovation of teacher stability in process behs4iors across

classroom settings, AM well as to the central question of teaching effec-

tiveness as it was affected by grade, subject matter, student sex, and

other context differences.

Sub ects

Description of teachers in the sample. Sixty-eight teachers (39 Eng-

lish and 29 math) were observed in nine of the eleven junior high schuols

in a large urban school district. (Two other junior high schools woke not

included Sc cause they were using an exclusively self-paced mathematics pro-

/I gram that allowed for very little public teacher-student interaction.)

Because two sections were observed.,for each teacher, there were 136 class-

rooms in all. Twu ob-crvern alternated visits to these classes, throughout

the school year 1974-1975. (The actual range was from 16 to 22 observa-

tions.) rce .ollowing shows the distribution of observed math and English

classes by grade levels:

Table 1.1

:'istribution of Observed Math and English Classes bv.Grade Level

English

7:h .Je 11 44

8th Grate _.7!1
34

Total 58 78

Total

7)

61

116

Oote: Three teachers taught in both grades for math and two teachers
taught in both grades for English.

-3-
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The following table shows the distribution of teacher sex and othnicity:

Table 1.2

Dietribvtion of Teacher Sex and 11"thnicity

Teacher Sex

Myth FA1IJ4h Total

Male II 4 (11Z. lb (.2It)

Erma
1.M 14 Or', (7h1)

Total :9 (100Z, 19 (100Z) bM (99:

Teacher Ethnicity

Math F11.6.11mh T. 41

Angio 21 (mh:,I .!(i) 047.1 14 (MO .1

Mex. Amer. (--) (18'.)

Slack (14Z) 3 (8Z) 7 (int)

Total :9 (100Z) )9 (100Z) 68 (100t)

Attempts were made to avoid un:lue situations by excluding unusual

scheduling or split sections that met for part of the time before lunch

and the remainder of the tine after lunch.,

Tea,.,ers selected for the study were those with et least one previous

year of ,xperience in their subject matter area. Student teachers, first-

year teachers, or teachers who shifted int., these areas from some other

subject matter area were not Include.!.

The resulting teacher sample was tit-usually complete, and was reason-

ably froe of volunteer effects or other sample bias effects, since nearly

all the eligible faculty from each of the nine junior high schools parti-

cipated.

Description of students in the sample. The nine junior high schools

represented wide range of socio-economic status and achievement le/els.

-4- 11



They were Included In r local doologregatIon plan.whIch

provId.0 for busing of bl ck students only to predosimmtly

'white junior high schools. Although it was leceseery to collect

data on individual students, It was spostent that observers would

not be able to identify and remember code nust'ers for all stidentw

in each claw. In which they observed (some observees sew as many as

S00-600 student. each week). Therefore. In order to be able to

record at least some individual student data, a subsample of 10 -I:

"target students" was selected randomly, within sex. In each class.

lhese target studems th 1,01) were selected from teachers' ro:.1.

bef-Ire observations were conducted in any classrooms.

One exception to random selection was made. however. In slect-

Ins target students, efforts were made to include a large sample of

students who were attending both math and an trAlloh class includ-

ed in the study (S 149). These selection procedures resulted in

a subgroup of students who were taught by two diff-rent teachers

and are refereed to as "overla., itudents." Therefore, the design

of the study made it poselble to examine not only stability of

individual teacher's behaviors across sections, but also stability

of individual student behavior across teachers and subjects, as well

as comparrsons of appropriate studer and teacher havior in ter ma

o: learning gains in different subject matters. A thorough dis-

cussion of these stability findings may to found in Fvertnon et al.

(SOte 1)

The distribwion of sex and ethni,ity of students observed in

the study in presented below for both target and nontargrt students

in each subject area.



Table 1.3

Student Sex

Math English T.Jtal

M 340 (10%) 462 (13%) 802 (23%)
Target

F 353 (10%) 459 (13%) 812 (23%)

M
Nontarget

F 439 (12%) 499(_14%) 938 (26%)

463 (13%) 594 (14%) 1,057 (27%)

Total 1,595 (45%)- 2,014 (54%) 3,609 (100%)

Student Ethnicity

(Target Students Only)

Math English Total

No data 7 (-...\ 24 (01%) 31 (02%)

Anglo 502 (31%) 590 (37%) 1,092 (68%)
--... .

Mex. Amer.. 119 (064) 199 (12%) 318 (20- %)

Black 6 (04%) 108 (07%) 173 (11%)

Total 693 (43%) 921 (57%) 1,61s (100%)

Instruments

A wide varley of Instruments was used to collect data in this

study. They can be broadly claSsified as either process measures,

which described classroom occurrences outcome measures, which

described Ole achievement and attitudes of the students at the end

of the year. The results presented In this report are based on

relationships between each of the process measures and each outcome.

-6-
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Examples of all instruments used in the study and instructions to observ-

ers are provided in Appendices A, B, and C. A brief description of

each instrument follows.

Description of process measures. The process instruments can be

classified as being low-inference or high-inference. The former was an'

observation system used to note the frequency of occurrence of several

discrete behaviors, and the latter consisted of several kinds of rating

scales. Some were completed during the year and then averaged, and some

were completed one time at the end of the year..

Low-inference process measures: The Classroom Observation Coding

System. This was an adaptation of the coding system used in the Texas

Teacher Effectiveness Study (Brophy & Evertson, Note 2; Brophy, Evertson,
/-\

Baum, Crawford, Edgar, Note 3). The modified instrument was devel-

oped to. include a wide range of variables, including those used most

frequently in previous educational research, as well as some unique to

this study. The major adaptations and expansions were done to add vari-

ables based on Kounin's (1970) research on classroom management techniques,

and to-break down teacher behavior more specifically according to context

variables having to dowith the time and nature of classroom interaction

during which a particular observation took place.

For example, while using the coding system,'observers recorded the

amounts of time teache.A spent in various acts ties, such as class dis-

.

cussion, drill, lost time, transitions, etc. They also noted the context

area of the lessons for that day (e.g., division with whole numbers or

fractions for math classes, or grammar, drama presentations, literature,

etc. for English classes). Such information was useful for placing fre-

quency data within the appropriate context.

-7- 14
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Another addition to the coding system was provision for a detailed

recording of student misbehaviw.s (e.g., mild behaviers, socializing,

sassing, verbal or Physical aggression) :And the manner in
P
which the

teacher handled the incident- In addition, observer r.2c,.-Arded the appro-

priateness of the disciplinary intervention according :o categories sug-

gested by Koun',n (target error, timing error, overreact, ignore). This

allowed examination of not only the type'of student misbehavior, but also

teacher reaction to it and its appropriateness.

In all the system was more cOmpleX and detailed than previous sys-

terns (Brophy & Evertson, Note 2) so as to allow recording of behaviors

which were more likely to occur with older students. The system was.'

expanded to include categories allowing more detailed coding of teacher-

initiated versus student-initiated public response opportunities, private

contacts initiated by students or teacher (work-related, procedural, or

personal-social) and clasiroom Othavior-related irciients.

Observers were trained to a reliability criterion of 80% agreement

on each major section of the system, computed according to the following

formula:

Codes agreed upon by Coders A & B

% agreement Coder codes (which Coder B missed) + Coder B's codes
(which Coder A missed) + those coded'and agreed on by
both, + those coded by both but dioagreed on

See Coulter (Note 4) for a detailed explanation of training procedures.

After all observtions were completed, the lowrinference data were

reduced. The coding'system yielded 768 frequencies which were tallied

over all observations made during the year for a single class. These

consisted of sums of single categories (e.g., ttie sum of correct answers,,

sums of two or more categories applicable to the same interaction (e.g.,

-8- 15



the sum of all correct answers receiving praise), and aggregates of single

categories over many interactions (e.g., the sum of all answers given by

the students).

These frequencies were computed for each of the 136 observed classes,

and were then used to create other scores which were more appropriate for

analysis.

These "final-forr" variables were of two kinds: (1) rate variables,

for which frequencies were divided by number of,50-minute periods for which

that class was observed, thus giving an index of the mean absolute rate at

which certain behaviors occurred (e.g., "correct answers per observation"),

and (2) proportion variables, which were computed by dividing raw.fre-

quenciee of the variables in the coding system by the frequencies of the

major categories, in order to see the relative occurrence of b behav-

iors. For example, the proportion variable "process questions" was com-

puted by dividing frequency of these questions by the total for all

questioning categories; therefore, the proportions of the four question

types (process, product, choice, and opinion) add to 1.00.

Some of the proportion variables were composed of frequencies

describing the simultaneous occurrence of two.discrete categories in the

coding system. For example, the measure "student behaViors with manage-

ment and no error': reflects the proportion of behavior contacts coded as

management response (vs. nonverbal intervention, Criticism, or threat)

and as containing no error (vs. a target error, a timing error, or an

overreaction). Each behavioral contact that was solved with only manage-

ment response, and solved in a way that involved no error, counted toward

the total used in the numerator of the proportion. The sum of these

behavioral contacts was divided by the total number of behavioral inter-

ventions observed.

-9-



Some of these proportion measures involved more than one frequency

.score in the numerator or denbminator. For example, the proportion

variabie "don't know or no response answers after which teacher gave

the answer" included both the frequency of "don't know" and of "no response"

answers in the denominator. (These were combl,ned intoLone variable because

both were low frequency variables compared to correct and incorrect

answers.) Thus, the variable was derived by summing the times that

teachers gave the answer to students when they either. said that they did

not know or made no response, and dividing this total by-the total num-

ber of times that srudentein the class said that they did not know.or

made no response.

High-inference process measures: Rating scales done throughout the

year. Two high-inference measures were completed during each observe-,

tion, and then-used to calcdlate single scores representing averages

over the year. The Classroom Observation-Scales were 12 5-point scales

that described certain global classroom or teacher characteristics, such

as level'of student attention, clarity of presentation, enthusiasm, and

affect. A complete deScription of the scales and instructions for their
r

use may be found in Emmer (Note 5) and in Appendix B. Emmer reported

between-observer reliability estimates (intraclass correlations) ranging

from .48 to .89 for scales recording adequate variation among teachers.

All 12 scales In the present study elicited such variation. The reliabil-

ity of the high-inference ratings is also refleqed in the very strung

correlations between ratings of the same teachers in their two classes

observed (Evertson.et al., Note 1).

After completing the Classroom Observation Scales, observers also

rated the presence or absence of certain types of teacher questioning

during each observation: memory-fact related, higher cognitive level,

-10- 17



or personal -self questions.

After eac) observation of a class, observers completed Classroom

Descriptions by recc:ding any impressions, comments, and anecdotes about

what occurred during th,. A9801 hour. The form and focus of these class

Apacriptions were left relatively unstructured, because investigatdrs

..ere interested in capt.aing any ultra information that was not elicited

by the behavioral coding system or the observation scales. -This method

allowed observers to note qualitative and cont'xtual elements of the

classroom environment as well as he sequence and content of instruction.

The descriptions proved invaluable for cross-checking the observation

sheets duriftg data processing, and they added an important dimension to

our data on classroom events. They were scored by using a system adapted

partially from that used by Tikunoff, Berliner, and Rist (Note 6), supple-

mented by other categories suggested by events that appeared in the

descriptions. Each set of protocols, representing all the classroom

descriptions written about a given class during the course of the year,

was scored on 31 5-point scales for 3UCh categories as reacting to stu-

h.

dents' feelings, dividing time and attention equally among students, and

perceiving learning rates of students and adjusting pace accordingly.

Pairs of observers first scored all protocols independently and then

resolved disagreements by discussion. Sometipes the resolution involved

redefining th- categories in more specific ways and rescoring'the descrip-

tions. See Appendix A' for further information about these descriptions

and their scoring.

It is important to note that although the Classroom Observation Scales

and the Classroom Descriptions were completed' after each observation, the

data from these instruments were reduced to single scores representing

"average" behavior over the course of the year for each class. For the

18



Classroom Obser.'ation Scales this was done by averaging all the ratings

accumulated over the course of theyear for each class. nes cpmbined set

of Classroom Descriptions for ear .class was rated only once, at the end
4

of the year.

High-inference process measures: RLang scales completed at the end

of the year. There were fogr types of ratings done at the end of the

year, two by the observers, one by teachers about their target students,

and one by the students about their teachers. The Observer Ratings of

Teachers included 79 5-point scales of such attributes as personal-social

interactive style. competency in subject area, and classroom organization

and control. These are listed in Appendix A. Since eac.i teacher was

scored by more that one observer, ratings were correlated to get reli-

abl"ity estimates. These estimates are found in Table 2.' Fifteen items

were droppA for unreliability when 2 < .05. Thus the Observer Ratings

of Teachers produced 64 usable variables. These items were factor ana-

lyzed, producing five factor scores, which were included as the last five

variables in this 69-variable subset.

The Observer Ratings of Students4reTe also completed at the end of

the year.. Observers completed 26 5-point rating scales on each target

student. These included characteristics such as work habits, likability,

classroom conduct, and physical development. Again, each target student

was seen by at leasst two observers. One rating 'scale was dropped for

unreliability, lthough reliability estimates (correlations) for the

remaining items were high (Ja < .01). See Appendix A for a list of arl

scales. These items were factor analyzed and reduced to four factors,

which are included along with the individual items. Ratings of the stu-

dents in each class were summed and averaged to obtain a score per item

for each and each class section. The ratings, therefore, represent

,

-12-



"average" characteristics of the target students in a class, though their

validity when used in this manner is doubtfu..

Teacher Ratings of Students. At the end of *he year each teacher

provided ratings on 5-point scales of each target student. These ratings

were also summed and averaged tc yield a ;core for each class. For fur-

ther information, refer to Appendix A.

Student Ratings of Teachers. These were collected primarily for use

as an outcome twasure. and they will be discussed with the outcome mes,,,,s,

below. However, the Student Ratings of Teachers were also ysed a'

tors when achievement was used al the outcome measure.

Summary of trocess weasures. Data will be presented ir, this rf.Tor

on eight measures which describe classroom processes:

Lou inference measures:

1. Rates computed from frequencies derived :rom cod nit

system data

2. Proportions computed from frequencies derived from

coding system data

High inference measures:

3. Classroom Observation Scales, including the present-

absent ratings of question type (completed during

every observation and averaged for the year)

4. Classroom Descriptions (completed during every obser-
-

vation, summarized, and scored for the year)

5. Observer Ratings of Teachers (completed at the end

of the year)

6. Observer Ratings of Students (completed at the end

of the year)

7. Teacher Ratings of Students (completed at the end of

-1 3--
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1

the year)

8. Student Ratings of Teachers (completed at the end

of the year)

Desc.7iption of outcome measures. Thena are two outcome measures

administered to the students at the end of the year: achievement tEsts

each subject'area, and Student Ratings et Teachers. In addition,

the students' scores on the California Achievement Test taken in the

spring of the preceding school year were used as covariables in any

analyses involving the outcome measures. This combination of cognitive

end attitudinal (or affective) measures was chosen in order to examine

two important'but different objectives that teachers might set for students

in junior high school. Using these data, it is possible to examine any

possible "trade-off" between cognitive learning and attitudes toward school

and teachers that might exist.

Affective outcome measures: Stud0n, Ratings of Teachers. AL the end

of the school year, students were aFked to fill out nine 5-point rating

scales abOut their teachers. These scales included essentially two types

of items: those assessing general liking of the teacher ("I would go to

this teacher if I had a problem") and those assessing the degree to which

the student felt he/she learned the subject matter ("I learned a lot from

this teacher"). .Alk.stulients, both target and nontarget, filled out these

assignments. The ninetitems were factor-analyzed, and one general factor

0 emerged which was named "generalized likability" or general liking of the

teacher.

This general factor was used as an affective or attitudinal criterion

to which all other measures could be compared. Distributions of ratings

for math and English classes are shown in the following figures. Scores

were standardized (X 50,SO If)).
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Cognitive outcome measures: Achievement tests and AT scores. Stu-

dents' average scores.on the English and math subtests of the California

Achievement Tests given in the spring pror to observation were use,: to

estimate entering ability. The scores for each class section were then

averaged. Figures 3 and 4 show the distribution of ,lass average scores

of the CAT for each subject.

To obtain an estimate of achievement at the end of the veo,, tt.sts

were specially contracted for use in this study to measure knowledge of

English grammar, word usage, punctuation, and spelling, and to measure.

knowledge of mathematical computation and reasoning.

These tests, which were administered during the firt weeks of May,

were designed to be contet:t valid to the extent that the items reflected

the subject matter being taught in the observed classrooms. Information

on the subject matter covered was gathered from the'content formats on

observers' coding sheets. Also, observers were given copies of the tests,

and they noted for each item whether or not its content was covered during

the.r observation periods. Copies of the adopted texts were also cotsulted.

The tests were piloted in two math and two English classes in another

schodl district, in order to judge the amount of time required to complete
4

the tests, to adjust the item wording, and to clarify instructions. After

the tests were revised and final copies were prepared, they were administer-

ed to students in each of the 136 creissrooma. Distributions of scores on

the achievement tests by class section are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

Prior to the administration of the tests, students were asked to fill

out the student rating forms mentioned previously. These were collected,

and then the achievement tests were distributed. Students were allowed

approximately 45 minutes to take their respective tests. No student

received a perfect score, and only a small percentage of students completed

-17-
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their entire tests. While each student received a single total score, the

individual test items were alto scored. This information was preserved so

that item analyses could be performed. Items that did no discriminate

were eliminated before students' aggregate scores were computed. A Rasch

analysis of the tests indicated a high internal consistency in each test

and also confirmed that the appropriate items been dropped.

The math test contained 85 items, yielding a maximum possible score

of 101 (X 45, SD 24, a .97). Lt was taken by 1, 326 students. The

English test was administered to l, 664 students. It yielded a maximum

of 237 possible points (X 156, SD 35, a .98). Because reading.

ability was a factor in obtaining a v#lid score on the English test, we

assumed that scores below 55 would be more indicative of poor reading

ability than of knowledge of the subject matter contained in the test.

Therefore, English achievement test scores of 55 points or less were

dropped, in view of evidence suggesting that these scores largely reflected

reading problems among students who did not have English as their first

language.

No such cutoff point was used for the math test, because very little

of tt relied on reading ability. There were, however, two math classes

_which were extreme outliers with regard to both achievement and CAT scores

(see Figure 3). These classes were both taught by the same teacher; both

le
had means on the CAT and achievement tests that were so high as to be out

of the range of validity for those tests. Since the scores for this

teacher were also extremely high for m.iay of the classroom prpcess meaures,

these two outliers were found to he exerting a disproportionate effect on

the results for math classes when achievement was used as the criti,rion

(Veldman, Note 7). These classes were therefore omitted from the sample

of math classes'when achievement was used as the outcome measure.

-22-
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Decisions regarding the use of the outcome measures. The mean CAT

and achievement test scores were computed to use in analyses relating pro-

cess measures to cognitive outcomes. There were several important questions

to answer regarding the choice of the achievement criterion and covariate.

Large differences in general level of academic achievement existed among

the nine schools observed in the study, and a certain amount of "tracking"

was evident within schools. Also, a significant numbe, of 'students lacked

either the CAT score or the achievement test score, and it seemed undesir-

able to exclude these students .tirely from analyses. Before performing

two sets of analyses with the two outcome measures, more information was

needed about their relationship to one another. In addition, current

controversy regarding the measurement of learning gains, especially the

use of residualized gains and the need for appropriate levels of analysis,

called for a careful examination of the outcome measures before pursuing

the other process-outcome analysis.

Partial correlations of several possible predictor variables with

achievement test scores were computed to determine the independent con-
.

tribution of each predictor to the overall variance. Stepwise multiple

regressions analyses were performed with achievement test scores as the

criterion, using the same predictor sets. Each set of analyses was done

twice, once using only students with both CAT and achievement scores

(restricted sample), and once using all available scores to form class

means (full sample).

The following predictors were considered:

1. Individual CAT score (used only in analyses with

restricted sample)

2. Individual CAT score squared (CAT
2

) (used only In

analyses with restricted sample)

-23- 3U



Class mean CAT

4. School mean CAT

5. Grade (7 vs. 8)

6. period (first observed section of a given teacher

vs. second observed section)

The following conclusions were reached after performing these

analyses:

1. The section period observed was not a significant predictor.

(This was not surprising.) Therefore, further analyses were not done

separately by period.

2. Grade level did not contribute significantly to the prediction

of English achievement, and, although significant, it had only a weak

relationship to math ichievement (r .06). Therefore, further analyses

were nut done separately by grade level.

3. Once the class mean CAT was entered as a variable to p'edict

achievement, inclusion of the school mean CAT did not significantly

improve prediction of residual achievement scores.

4. Using the adjusted means based upon the full data set versus

the data based upon only pupils having all scores made very little dif-

ference. In both English and mathematics, the multiple R's based upon

class means computed from pupils having both CAT and achievement scores

differed by less than .01 from the multiple R's based upon means that

included some pupils with one of the scores missing.

5. Since the initial set of process-outcome analyses to be per-

formed was to use the class as the unit of analysis, class mean achieve-

ment was the most appropriate criterion to use, and c!ass mean CAT was

the most appropriate predictor to use as an ability covariate. Such a deci-

sion not only kept the outcome measures at the same level of _6gregation

-24-



as the process measures, but it also allowed use of the full sample of

students' scores to compute class average.

6. Relationships between CAT and achievement in math were high

enough to allow confidence that the achievement CAT was an effective

covariable to adjust for student entering ability, but there still wax

room for meaningful prediction of achievement from classroom or teacher

behaviors (292 of the variance was not accounted for by CAT). However,

the English achievement test scores were more strongly predicted by CAT,

leaving only 142 of the variance unaccounted for. (The process-outcome

results reported in later sections are much more easily interpreted for

math classes than English, a finding that may be due in part to this

factor.)

7. Student Ratings of Teachers did indeed seem to be a separate

outcome, tapping something that was different from the achievement test

and not predictable from the CAT score.

Analytic Methodology

Examination of various prediction models through multiple regression

techniques led us to single out class mean CAT (adjusting achievement

scores from a given classroom for the average CAT for that classroom) as

the covariable to he used for testing additional regression models con-

structed to determine which of many high- and low- inference measures of

teacher behavior were related to gain in mathematics and English achieve-

ment. The "class mean CAT" control allowed us to use all available scores

and to control for school differences, tracking within schools, and grade

levels. In other words, once "class mean CAT" was entered into the pre-

diction equatior. these latter variables did not add to the prediction of

class mean achiPver,mt.

In addition, we wished to determine the degree and direction of

-25--



process-outcome relationships, to determine whether the relationship*

were comparable at different levels of initial ability, and finally to

aetormino whether the relationships were nonlinear. For the purpose of

these analyses, each class section was'treated separately in the analyses.

To determine whether process-outcome relationships depended upon subject

matter, all analyses were conducted separately for math (N 58) and

English (N 78).

Data analyses treated each class as a distinct unit rather than

pooling the two classes for each teacher, because we are restricting

inferences about teacher effects to those specific to individual classes.

This was considered necessary in view of marked differences between

classes of the same teacher where a teacher might be effective with one

group and not with another. Pooling the two classes for each teacher

could mask these possible differences.

Tests of process - outcome relationships were conducted using two sets

of linear regression equations for each of the potentially predictive

teacher or classroom behavior variableQ. One of the equations (listed

below under "Linear Relationships") included the degree of simple rela-

tionship of the process var!,ble to gain and also the degree of the vari-
',

able's interaction with initial student ability. The second set of equa-

tions (listed below under "Curvilinear Relationships") identifies the

extent and nature of any iecuud- degree curvilinear (quadratic) relation-

ships between the variables. These analyses are included in the tables

whenever there is an interpretable curvilinear effect.

Linear Relationships

The three regression e,:Aationc timt in this set are shown below.

As indicated, each produces a squared multiple correlation coefficient,

and selected comparisons of these R
2

values yield !- ratios and associated
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probability values that test whether particular variables improve the

prediction of clasp mean achievement.

Post Ach Pre CAT + CB + (CB) (CAT) + E
1

R-
1

2Post Ach Pre CAT + CB + E2 R

2Post Ach Pre CAT + E
3

R
3

Test 1:
Interaction
Effect

Test 2:
Main Effect

(R
2

1

- R2)

F
I

(1 - R
1

2
) /(N-4)

Fs
2

(1 - R )/(14-3)

2
(R

2

2
- R

3
)

df 1, (N - 4)

df 1, (N 3)

In these equations "Post" is the criterion achievement test given

at the end of the school year, "Pre" is the CAT measure of initial ability,

"CB" is the particular classroom behavior being assessed, and "I!" represents

errors of prediction. Each equation is solved for a set of weights that

minimize the E values, thus maximizing R
2
, which is an index of the amount

of criterion variance associated with the predictor variables in the

equation.

The R
2

associated with the first equation must equal or exceed that

of the second, which must in turn equal or exceed that of the third,

because each equation contains successively less information (i.e., fewer

variables). The product variable in the first equation represents the

interaction of initial ability and teacher or classroom behavior, and the

first F-test therefore assesses whether the relationship is the same at

all levels 0 initial ability. The second model assumes the relationship

is the'same at all ability levels, and then tests whether the relationship

is significantly different from zero. Because the class pretest mean

appears in all .. quations, initial differences between the achievement

-27-



levels of the classes are %statistically controlled." For example. the

second comparison asks whether the posttest Is prsdtctable from the teacher

behavior bmyond what is predictable from the pretest. In other language,

we are asking whether, holding initial ability constant, classes that were

exposed to different levels of the teacher or classroom behavior differ in

their posttest achievement.

In the event that the interaction is found to he statistically signif-

leant (2 . .05), expected values for the posttest are calculated for par-

ticular combinations of pretest level and classroom behavior, in order to

explicate the nature of the interaction. Four combinations are presented:

Low Pre with low CB

Low Pre with high CB

!Ugh Pre with low CB

!Ugh Pre with high CB

where "high" and "low" are plus and minus one standard deviat4ion from the

mean of the variable conc. rned. ro facilitate comparisons across class-

room behavior variables, these values are scaled as z scores (mean 0.

SD 1). In the example below, we see the the behavior is positively

related to gain, but that its effect is restricted to classes whose initial

ability is low (low CAT). the achievement of classes whose initial CAT

scores are high do not appear to be influenced by the behavior. It is

important to note that the regression line do not represent actual results

for groups of classes, but predicted values for classes at two preselected

levels of ability.

Achievement

High

Low

Nigh CAT

Low CAT

Low H i gh

.11.1V tor
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The acond test, which forces the implicit rgreasion lines to be

parallel. may Or may not be significant. independent of any interaction

effect. If both tests are significant. we still can make a general state-

ment about the classroom behavior's effect. but with a qualification recog-

nising its interaction with initial ability.

Ip the event that only the second test is significant, we can deter-

mine the direction of the effect of the lassroom behavior simply by exam-

ining the sign of the CB beta weight in the second equation.

Curvilinear Relationship

The previous set of models is sensitive only to the linear inspects of

the relationship between classroom behavior and gain. To determine whether

regression lines that arc allowed to curve w111 fit the setual AidtS points

better. another set of regression models was employed.

2
Post Ach Pre CAT r CB + (CAT) (CB) + (CB)

2
+ (CAT) <<'B)2 + E

Post Ach Pre CAT + CB + (CAT) (C8) + E
2

2
(R2

1

- R2) 1

F

(1 - R1) / (N - 6)

2
R,

df 2, (N - 6)

The second of these equations is, of course, the first of the previous

set. By ,adding the last two terms--squared CB scores and their products

with the pretest--we pergitt the prediction lines not only to bend once, but

to bend differently at different levels of the ability pretest.

If the F-test is significant. we crncludb that allowing the regression

lines to bend does indeed afford a letter fit to the data, and therefore

that curvilinear relationship exists between the process and outcome

variables. To obtain a graphic reflection of such an effect, five 4:pected

values are computed for the low pretest level an: five for the high pretest

level. Classroom behavior values corresponding to the mean. the +" and --2



sigma yalwa. s the el and -1 *Igoe values are eubutituted Into the

squat /on oparatslY for high and low proteat con's. rhe teatiltleg set

of ten yahoo, can be used to Produce a plot cab 4114 the ortgi 4.10:

Achievement
Porittest

1 OW

Classroom Behavior

in this example. the inference vould he thet the eldrange of the

laWilf,'0111 behavior 1146 4 depressing effect om the performance of low ability

(lasso's and an enhancing effect on that of high ability classes; but when

the classroom behavior is relatively high or low, achievement is not affected

in either high or lou classes. There is also the suggestion here, reflected

by the dot ted line, that for average ability classes, the classroom behavior

is 1-'t 'elated to s-hievement at All.

Each peed:ct r was analyzed la tle manner shown in Figure 7 for both

student ratings and arhievrment and for each subject matter. For ease in

reporting, the tables are reproduced as they come from the computer printout

(ve:dma" S Lino:e.. 4). yiTA 1,4 rte%ented t. 41d

the reader in understanding the data table'.

The followthit Interpretation can be made from the example output. The

teacher's appearing he prepared for class is slgniffrant:v related to

student Attitude as assestd by the student ratings A tAlelr teachers (SRI).

However. this effect differs depending upon whether students were hfsh or

low in initial ability. in this (Jae, the higher uric tuacher ft score on

observers' ratings of "being prepared for class," the less facilitative for
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1

students. attitudes in clams rat low average entering ability. ml.

trend is reversed for students' attitudes in high ability classy., huginavvr.

Here, the better the teacher's rating on preparation, the sets poeltive thy

attitudaa.

9.44.4" 411111!OlrIEntlilLY,' Neterojwneitxr

%ogee evidence ha. euggested that hetorogonoi:.: -t et rodents entering

ability may have a depressing effect on wind.-0-year achievement (Stalling.,

0:7061, Medley, Mote 10). This suwetion is plausible for number of

instructional and organisational reasons. Handling tudents who have dif-

ferent learning styles, rates, and curriculum requiremento could become

'management problem to teacher. to the extent that they most plan individual

programm of work for these *Cu.:onto. It would sews intuitively correct that

teaching students of similar ability levels is an easier task from almost

any point of view, and this assumption is one basis on which "tracking-
)

within schools is often justified. Because of this (suggestion), we

attempted to investigate this with the junior high school data by entering

class standard deviation on the CAT as a predictor, using these equation.:

ACH CAT SD

ACH CAT

where ACH is end-of-year achievement in one of the subject matter areas,

CAT is the entering ,lass-moran ability, and S:) is the standard deviaric,n

of CAT scores within the clans.

The hypothesis that variabt:Itv entering aht1tty would hr related

to achievement was tested by compnrin; R values from the two equations.

2
The difference in values for English %ea. .00:) and for math it vas

.0011; neither value, approached ststistikal Class means and

standard deviations were also founa to he emernt131;v tintoffeL4ted

(math r .17; English r .24).
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Results

Presentation of the results of this study is complicated by the

sheer number of significant relationships. Far clarity, we will attempt

to describe patterns that make interpretive sense and to emphasize not

4A
so much significant individual variables as the patterns that emerge from

'clusters of variables with similar relationships to achievement. Some

findings, while statistically significant, show very weak relationships.

This is more often true for those process variables that interact with

entering ability. Because of this, an arbitrary cutoff point has been

established to determine when a relationship is strong enough to discus..

This is a difference of .40 standard deviation units (or more) between(

the criterion scores predicted from +1 vs. -1 sigma values of the class-

room behavior variable in the equation. All data are presented in the

tables, however, and readers are free to establish their own criteria.

Throughout the text, lists of variables faking up interpretable

patterns will be included, along with their variable numbers, for easy

reference in the tal,les. Chapters 2 and 3 will deal with those findings

that were significantLy related to the cognitive outcomes (end-of-year

achievement). The data for Chapter 2 are taken from the high - inference

ratings and from the observer classroom descriptions. Chapter 3 will

deal with low-inference behavioral data from the classroom observati(',

system. Data tables using cognitive outcomes as criteria are in Volume II.

in Chapter 4 we will discuss variables showing significant effects for

affective outcomes (student ratings of teachers). These tables are found

in Volume III. Within each chapter the data will be considered separately

for the two subject matter areas: math, then English.

For most variables, the linear relationships will be the ones, that

fit the data best. However, curvilinear analyses have also been performed,
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as previously noted. Those which are interpretable and add new informa-

tion about the nature of the relationships between process measures and

outcomes will be discussed and are found in the back sections of each

volume. Many curvilinear analyses are omitted(because they are just

minor elaborations on the linear ones, or are not readily interpretable.

Others include hypothetical or extrapolated points that fall outside the

range of actual scores. With these eliminated , many such curves are based

on only two or three real data points, not enough to interpret meaningfully.

4



Chapter 2: Findings from High-inference Measures

for Cognitive Outcomes 1

The process data discussed in this section are "high inference," in that

they represent global impressions, rather than counts of discrete behaviors.

Copies of the instruments used are in Appendix A. The six types of high

inference measures were:

1. The Classroom Observation Scales. Fifteen scales completed during

each observation yielded information about types of teacher questioning and

interaction styles. These were averaged across the year to produce a score

for each of the 136 classes. The scales were based on behaviors or class-

room processes which were commonly included in classroom observation systems.

Resultc will be presented for each of the 15 separate scales, as well as

for the four factor scores.

2. Observers' Ratings of Teachers'_ Methods and Practices. At the end

of the year, the classroom observers completed 79 scales on each of the

teachers. These differ from the "lassroom Observation Scales in that they

represent summary or overall impressions given after several hours of obser-

vation in each classroom. There were several separate ratings for each of

three major areas of teaching behavior: classroom management, personal-social

interactive style of the teacher, and methods of teaching academic content.

Five factor scores were also created for each class on the basis of these

ratings.

3. Classroom Descriptions. A third source of high inference data

about teachers in their classrooms was a set of written classroom descrip-

tions completed after each observation. The instructions to the observers

were to describe important or salient aspects of each observation period.



At the end of the year, the set of descriptions for each class was read
1

by two persons who rated them oil 31 5-point scales. Therefore, each class

had a score of 31 scales which represented the set of classroom descrip-

tions. This data set differed from the rating scales described above in

that these ratings were based on relatively unstructured descriptions of

the most characteristic aspects of each classroom visit.

4. Student Ratings cr Teachers. At the end of the year, the students

were asked to rate their teachers on nine 5-point scales to determine the

students' opinions of the teachers' competence and personal relationships

with students. Factor scores were also created from these nine rating

scales. The ratings and factor scores were averaged for all students in

each class. For results using these student ratings as an affective out-

come measure, see Chapter. 4. In this chapter, the student ratings will

be examined as predictors of teacher success in inducing student achieve-

ment.

5. Observer Ratings of Students. In addition to measuring aspects

of teacher behaviors and classroom processes, high inference data were

obtained on individual students. These were averaged for each class in

order to gain a picture of student behhviors and characteristics most

evident in.that classroom. There 26 5-polnt, scales and four factor

scores.

6. Teacher Ratings of Students. The teachers were also asked to

rate students in their classrooms on five 5-point scales. (These were

only completed for the "target student" sample, which was randomly selected

within sex.) The scores were averaged to obtain a mean score to represent



the teacher's perceptions of student characteristics in his or her (

Therefore, the high inference data discussed in this paper repres.i.

several different approaches to measuring aspects of classroom life which

may be viewed globally. The total number of variables involved is very

large, and not all of the variables are equally reliable. Complete infor-

mation on the relationship of each variable with student achievement gains

can be found in Volume II, pages 1-48 (math) and 233-287 (English). Since

the sheer mass of data makes it difficult to interpret, we have prepared-
?

summary tables, which are presented as Table 2.6 at the end of this chapter.

In Table 2.6, the math and English data are grouped together, and variables

from different data sets which are concerned with the sane topic (e.g.,

classroom management) are also grouped together.

Additional information which may be helpful in interpreting the data

is contained in Tables 2.1 - 2.5, which list variable numbers, variable

names, factor loadings, and information on the distribution or reliability

of ea:h variable. Appendix A also contains copies of each of the instru-

ments used to collect the data.

Each of the ratings and factor scores was included in regression analy-

ses according to thq procedures described in Chapter 1. The results in

this chapter will be limited to the relationships between these variables

and the student achievement measures. Relationships with math achievement

will be discussed first, and then results for English classes will be given.

Within each section, we will discuss the results from each set of variables.

At the end of each section, we will summarize.the most important patterns

of results for classes in that subject.



Relationships with Math Achievement

Overall, the data for math classes indicated that the more effective

teachers had well organized and highly structured classrooms in which a

great deal of public interaction occurred. The high-inference data for

math classes support the low-inference data presented in the next chapter.

Results will be presented first for each type of measure, and then

summarized according to patterns of relationships across measures. Numbers

in parentheses are variable numbers used in the tables in Volume II.

1. Classroom Observation Scales. Results indicated positive relation-

ships with achievement for teacher presentation-of questions for discussion.

This included all types ofqueaLions from lower order fact questions to "higher

cognitive level" inquiry.

The Classroom Observation Scales produced 19 variables: 15 individual

scale scores and four factor scores. Table 2.1 contains descriptive data

on these 19 variable,. The tables in Volume II, pages 1-6, contain complete

information on the relationship of each of these variables .pith math

achievement. Significant results are described below.

Teacher initiated problem solving (01002) represented the extent to

which the teacher asked questions and provided response opportunities to

the students. There was a positive relationship with achievement for both

high and low level classes. The range of obtained scores for this variable

indicated that most teachers were rated as 1, 2 or 3. Therefore, this

result should not be interpreted to mean that high amounts of teacher

initiated problem solving behavior was beneficial, but that within the actual

fange of behaviors observed, those teachers who filled some of their class

time in this way produced higher achievement than those who did it less

often.

4 6.-38-



Teacher presentaion of academic information (01004) was positively

related to achievement for high ability students, suggesting that direct

teacher presentation of the lesson context may be a more efficient method

for getting across subject matter for these students.

Also, clarity of teacher presentation (01011) and teacher task orien-

tation (01010) showed positive noninteractive relationships with achieve-

ment. The obtained ranges for these variables indicated that more effective

teachers were high on both of these variables, maintaining a high degree of

attention to the task at hand, and giving clear explanations of work to

be done.

The more effective teachers also tended to elicit more "higher cogni-

tive level studen behaviors" (01007). On this scale there was an overall

positive relationship for both high and low ability classes. Again, the

range of scores suggests that the more effective teachers occasionally

(not frequently) elicited this type of student behavior, as compared to the

less effective teachers who almost never did it.

The group of variables in this data net which were measures of types of

questions all showed positive noninteractive relationships with achievement.

These were random, memory, or fact-related questions (01013); higher cognitive

level questions, including synthesis and "why" questions (01014); and personal

questions or questions with applications to students' lives (01015). The

obtained ranges suggested that most teacher, did not ask ttiese kinds of ques-

tions, but there was an apparent facilitating effect for those who did.

One affective measure, negative affect (01005) ahowea negative relation-

ships with achievement for high ability students, as might be predicted.

The range of scores indicated that a negative or hostile tone seldom occurred

to a large degree. No teacher wasated as having as many as two or three

4 7



mildly negative behaviors per class period.

All four factors obtained from reducing the classroom observation

scales were significantly related to achievement:

Factor 1: Attention, clarity and instructional activity (01020) was

positively related to achievement for both ability groups. This factor

consisted of positive ratings on pupil attention, clarity of presentations,

and task orientation plus negative ratings on pupil behavior, passive and

negative affect. Three of these variables were significant when considered

al)ne. Single ratings on the other variables in the factor did not yield

significant results.

Factor 2: Positive affect and enthusiasm (01021) also was positively

related to achievement for high and low groups. Positive affect, teacher'

enthusiasm, questions with applications to students' personal lives, and

teacher initiated problem solving were the individual ratings which made

up this factor. All showed individual relationships to gain excepe posi-

tive affect.

Factor 3: Teacher questioning and evaluation (01022). This factor

loads heavily on items describing all cognitive levels of questions.

Most of the single ratings composing this factor were also significantly

and positively related to achievement for both groups.

Factor 4: Pupil interaction (01023) (vs. teacher presentation) shows

a negative relationship for high ability students. These students showed

greater achievement gains in classes which were rated by observers as

having high levels of teacher presentation and low levels of pupil-to-

pupil interaction.

48
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2. Observers' Ratings of Teachers' Methods and Practices. The 79

rating scales completed by observers at the end of the year produced 64

usable individual scale variables and five factor scores. Table 2.2 contains

data describing these 69 variables. The tables in Volume II, pages 7-26,

contain complete information on the relationships of each of these variables

with math achievement.

Classes with high achic/ement were characterized by having more effec-

tive management, organization, and teacher control. Some personal charac-

teristics of teachers were significant, such as enthusiasm and confidence.

There were also significant relationships for several variables describing

teachers' personal orientation to student needs. Ratings which described

specific teaching techniques suggested that the more effective teachers

had made more provisions for class discussion and minimized their use of

indivi4ualized and self-7aced work.

Scales describing classroom management: Ten separate scales and one

factor score describing classroom management showed significant relation-

ships with achievement. In all but two cases, these were not interactive,

indicating equally,important relationships for both high and low ability

classes. The following variables related positively to achievement:

02003, Effectiveness of teachers' management methods

02008, Student obedience to teacher

02014, Consistency of enforcement of ryles

02021, Monitoiing 61 class

02022, Efficiency of transition during the class period

02065, Factor 1: Effective organization and control
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These variables showee negative relationships with achievement:

02010, Classroom interruptions

02013, Frequency of seat arrangement changes

02018, Amount of disturbance teacher will accept

Two other variables showed negative relationships for high ability

students: teacher granting requests to go to the water fountain or restroom

(02015) and length of time for the class to begin after the bell rings (02016).

Two of the variables (seating changes and water fountain requests)

showed a restricted range, indicating that almost all of the teachers in

the sample fell in the lower end of the possible range This suggests

that there were not very many instances of bathroom requests or seating

changes; but.that within the observed range, there was a negative relation-
;

ship with achievement. All'of the other variables showed observed ranges

across the entire available scale.

Not surprisingly, there bap a strong positive relationship with achieve-

ment for the factor "teacher organization and control " (02065). This factor

was composed of the single variables already given plus some others such

as academic effectiveness of teacher and time spent in productive work.

A similar study done in second and third grades (Brophy 4S.Evertson,

1976) suggested that classroom management was an extremely critical variable

in determining teacher effects on class achievement. This pattern of results

is also evident for junior high math classes. That is, the more effective

teacher was the one who had established control over classroom processes and

who maximized efficient use of instructional time. The negative relation-

ships for classroom interruptions and frequent requests granted for the bath-

room or water may reflect a lack of teacher control, which makes it easy for

5 0
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the students to provide their own distractions. The negative relationship

for frequency of seating changes may reflect teacher reactions to management

problems.

Scales deass ibin ersonsl characteristics of the teacher.

scales were included to describe personal characteristics of the

Several

teacher and

his/her personal relationships with students. Some variables which described

the teachers' orientation to affective concerns and personal relationships

with the students showed no significant relationships to achievement. These

1.1 !tided ratings of teacher affection (02023), solidarity with the

(02026), socializing ( 92032) and showManship (02035).

were:

group

A group of observer rating variables which showed positive mat effects

02028,

02029,

02030,

02031,

02034,

Teacher

Teacher

Student

confidence level

enthusiasm

respect for the teacher

Effective dealing with student personal

Teacher credibility

Also positively related to achievement were

and other variables desc4bing an orientation

fective needs (02066), and describing teacher

Another indication of overall competence

"coder would choose this teacher if a

problems

factors which included these

to students' personal and.af-

competenceand confidence (02069).

and appeal was the rating,

seventh or eig

were positive relationships for both ability groups

th grader" (02064). There

for this variable.

These result§ indicate that the teacher who is most effective with both

high and low ability students in junior high math classes is one who comes

)1
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across to th. otuden:s as confident and one who commands respect, nob

character ate easy to relate to the findings for classroom management,

in that the teacher who is most likely to have effective management is the

one who can carry out the teacher's role as leader of the classroom, attend

to personal needs and problems, and command student respect.

Scales describing teaching methods and practices. Several specific

teaching techniques were also rated at the end of the year. Those which

showed significant relationships with achieyement showed similar (noninter-
WA.

active) relationships for both high and lew ability classes. Th4se scales

included deicriptions of the format used to convey information, as well as

more global perceptions of the way in which the teacher presented academic

content.

There were positive relatiouships for both groups for teacher concern

for academic achievement affd grades (02056), as well as academic encourage-

ment offered by the teacher (02036).

There were also positive relationships for the amount of teacher pre-

paration (02050), teachers' academic effectiveness (02052), and the amount

of class time spent in productive work (02054).

These general descriptions indicate that the more effective teachers

valued achievement. They were also "proactive" in the sense that they pre-

pared for class and encouraged students in class to excel academically.

everal variables examined the extent to which teachers used lecturing,

class discussion, and outwork in math classes. There was also a factor

'score which described the extent to which seatwork was used rather than

class discussion. The obtained ranges indicate that seatwork was used more

4
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often than tither lecturing or class discussion.

There were no significant. findings for the scales Aescribing the fre-

quency of lecturing (02057) but there was a negative overall relationship

for assigning large amounts of seatwork (02058). However, there V411

positive relationship for both ability groups for the scale measuring fre-

quency of class discussions (02059). This is also supported for rating

for the time allotted for class discussion (02048), although this was

positive for high ability students only. The obtained ranges for each of

-these two variables indicate that class discussion was not used very such

of the time in most math classes, but that within that range, there was 4

positive relationship with achievement. Most classes had public discussion

30Z of the time or less. Likewise, the factor score which described the

relative use of seatwork and discussion yielded significant results. The

higher the relative use of discussion, the greater the achievement.

Related to public discussion variables, the teachers' receptiveness to

student input (02037) also showed positive relationships with achievement.

The teachers' rated frequency of use of the blackboard. for lecturing and

discussion (02041) showed positive relationships with achievement for both

high and low ability groups. There were no significant relationshOs for

the use of audio-visual equipment (02042).

There were negative relationships for both high and low groups for

variables describing the variety and choice of assignments (02039) and the

teachers' use of self-paced work (02040); Extensive use of such approaches

was rare, and might have resulted in problems with management and monitoring

which would have an adverse effect on achievement.



3. Classroom Descriptions. The 31 categories used to rate the class-

room descriptions are listed in Table 2.3 at the end of the chapter, along

with distribution statistics. Complete results showing the relationship

of each variable with math achievement are in Volume II, pages 41-48. Fifteen

of the categories showed significant relationships with achievement in math.

411 of these findings were noninteractive, so that relationships were similar

for high and low ability classes. The N's for analyses in this subset of

data were reduced, since information about all categories was not included

in all sets of descriptions. The N is given below for each significant result.

All class sections received an overall cvnluation by the raters, and

this rating showed positive relatiun4hips with achievement 111032), which

was not surprising.

The single descriptive categories which related to achievement can be

clustered into three groups which correspond to the categories of ratings

just 'ssod: management related variables, variables describing the

teachers' interpersonal style, and the teachers' academic style or style

of interactions.

Classroom management. Those classroom management variables which

shoved positive relationships to achievement were:

11004, Consistency: when teacher makes a threat, It is followed uut

(N 35)
4

11029, Students respect the teacher (N 33)

11030, Classroom management: teacher is in contrul of class and

maintains ,order
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A negative relati,,:ihip with achievement was found for:

11031, Time wasting: time is spent in activities such an off-task

talking, fooling around (N 47)

These variables support similar results for the Observer Ratings of Teachers.

Personal Characteristi Those adjective categories which were

positively related to achlfverent and which described the teacher's inter

per, ,nal style were:

11001, Accepting: teacher reacts positively to students' feelings

- 11)

11005, Conviviality: warm, family-lihe feeling in classroom, positive

feelings mong class (N 27)

11006, Cooperation: ',.rents cooperate with others and teacher (N 37)

11010, Equity: teacher divides time and attentior among all students

(N 26)

11015, Job satisfaction: teacher seems to enjoy teaching (N = 18)

11020, Openness: teacher ack:.owledges students' feelings, both

positive and negative (N = 17)

TheSe variables suggest that math teachers who demonstrate! warm .1ccep-

tance of their students and openness toward their feAings produced high

achievement. However, similar variables usc_ in the Observer Ratings of

Teachers did not show such findings. This might be due to the differences in

the instruments. The classroom descriptions included information on these

variables only when it was most salient, and therefore, only Included the

extremes for the characteristics in questiun, as demonstrated by the lower

However, in :he Observer Ratings of Teachers, all classes were rated
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on the scales, and the tow extreme cast which were detected with the Class-

room Descritions were probably not enough to define a 'elation:4111p for the

entire sample.

Academic style. The following variables are descriptive of teachers'

approach to academics, and related positively to achievement:

11009, Encout,iging: teacher encourages student effort, given support

for work (N = '29)

11023, Promoting self-sufficiency: teacher encourages students to take

re.lpon,,lhilitv for their own work (N = 26)

These two variables were
, ;,hest [ -.'ly to achievement:

11011, Teacher fil. -ir, t. busy wort. (N = 11)

1101), Teacher as-L,;n ui..nk t ;ks t. o match individual abilities/

interesti; (J =

The t irst three ry,, ,s suggest that ....lassrooms in which students achieved

the most were ones with much -mph i ueaningful task-oriented behavior,

with the students 1-,einr,- re, ible for their own work. The fourth result

is perhaps related to others which shoLed negative relationships with achieve-

: ,r higher levels of individualization and self-pacing. These may be

ex)lained by the shorter times each student is in direct contact with the

teacher in settings in which the acher is trying t individualize. When

students have less contact with e teacher, they do not achieve as much.

The range of scor s for this variahie indicated that all levels of use ct

individualization hr!d been sampled, at least within the 33 classes with valid

data on this measure.

4. Student Ratings cat Teac!ini. ih fourth high - inference .,,urn e of



data about teack,r's in the study came from the students themselves. Dis-

trihution statistics tor the nine scales on which the students rated their

teachers and descriptions of the t ive factor !wores are contained in Table 2.4

at the end of the chapter. Complete relationships of these variables with

achievement are in Volume II, pages 35-3fi. Four of the nine scales showed

signs: is relationships with Achievement in math, and tour of the live

factor scores were also significant. All of these relationships were for the

entire sample, oth high And lAw ahilitv students.

Positive relationships with achievement were found for those scale!.

describing the teachers' competency and the students' learning of the content.

These variables were:

1)4001, Students think the teacher knows the subject well

Students think the teacher is always prepared and organized

04003, Students think teacher enjoys teaching

04007, Students feel they have learned a great deal in the class

04009, Students would ask for this teacher next year

For many of Caese relationships, although there was not a significant

interaction, the low ability classes had steeper slopes than the higher

ability classes.

Factor scores which showed significant positive relationship!, wit

c1;:evement were:

0.010, Generalized liking cf teacher

04011, Female students' view of teacher competmcv

04012, Male students' v 'w of teacher competency

(high abilit. only)



04013, Female students view of favorable teacher-student relationships

04014, Male students view of favorable teacher student- relationships

For both sexes combined, the student ratings describing favorable

teacher-student relationships were not related to achievement. Therefore,

in general, the students' view of the tencher as someone who is interested

in them or someone to whom they could go with a personal problem did not

contribute to achievement. However, the factor scores were positively

related to achievement.

5. Observer Ratings of Student! The 25 scales on whf-h observers

rated target students and reliability coefficients for each are listed in

Table 2.5. Table 2.5 also contains descriptions of the four factor scores.

Relationships with achievement for all 29 variables are in Volume II, pages

27-34. Fifteen out of 25 rating scales of student characteristics were

sip, ficantly related to math achievement. The significant variables can be

classified into groups of social characteristics, classroom behavior charac-

teristics, and academic achievement.

Serial characteristics. Many of the significant results showed inter-

active relationships, which usually showed a steeper slope for the low groups.

One variable which was positively related for both high and low groups

wasuntudent has good relationship with teacher "(03017). Even though the test

for interaction was not significant for this variable, the lower ability

classes contributed much more to the relationship than the higher ability

classes.

Two variables showed negative relationships with achievement firs, both

low and high groups:



03018, Student has chip on shoulder and engages in physical or verbal

abuse

03021, Student lacks cooperativeness, shows no desire to work with

.others

For ea,.I of these two variables, lower ability classes were contributing most

of the elope, and this was found within a fairly restricted range of scores

toward the lower end of the scale. These findings suggest that few students

evidence behaviors described by these scales, but that the more that are in

a class, the lower the class mean achievement is likely to be, especially

in lower ability classrooms. Even though these are ratings of student charac-

teristics, they are not completely student determined, since students could

be reacting to a teacher's style or control h- demonstrating such behaviors.

There was an interactive relationship for the variable 'student has

good peer relatiopships" (03016). Here, higher ability classes had a nega-

tive slope, while lower ability classes had a positive slope. It might

be thatthat "good peer relationship" means different things in highek and lower

ability classes. Perha-s in higher ability classes, when goo peer relation-

ships are evident to an obscLver, they represent lack of teacher control.

However, in lower ability classes, evidence of good peer relations might

represent greater involvement with the subject matter, and a more general

positive affect while in that classroom.

Factor scores were created for this set of data. Although several

individual ratings showed relationships for social characteristics, there

were no significant relationships with achievement for the factor describing

charisma (outgoingness, sociableness, happiness) with peers and teacher



(03028), or for the factor desoribing students with ''.anti - social tendencies"

(01030).

Classroom behaviors. Three scales wh'ch dent-the behavioral Lharac-

teristics were significantly related to achievement. The average rating

for "student 14 obedient" (03002) showed a positive relatf,tnship with

achievement. Most of the slope was contributed by 'ewer ability (la, o
although the interaction was not significant This v6-fable probably

reflects the teacher's overall classro m management shilities.

4k
Likewise, the rating fur 'student has behavior problems and disrupts

class frequently" (03002) showed nelot.ve relationships with achievement.

once, again, most of this relationi.'iip was contributed l.y the lower at,ilitv

classes.

There was an interact :v. reldttom.hipitor t;te "strAent is

continuall, talking to neighbors" t63020). There sas a sligtt positive

relationship for `sigh al ilicy stocknts but the slope WAS not very steep.

There was a steeper, negative sicie for lower ability sic -lent!. One apparent

excepti is the 1-,Isi'ive relationship, for highs for ' student 14 constantly

attended to t teaOter" (03005). This :acing was a" inux u. the degre.2 of

interaction that individe:1 stud.-mtz had with the teacher (X = 3,4). Hl,hs

appeared to benefit most from greaser amounts of interactions wits their

teacher;. As a set, these variables suggest tht classroom management which

maintains ,.,.der and minimizcs tjsruptions for ta: students is Lptimal for

achievement. This appears to be especially important for lower ability

students, but highs especialiy benefit from increased teacher cooract.

Acaeemic characteristics. Five variables ,!escribing academ., chari,-
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tel of students were related to achievement, and none were interactive.

Not surprisingly, the variable "student is highly motivated and eager"

(01009) showed positive relationships with achievement. Again, most of

the relationship was contributed by lower ability classes.

Three mingle items showed clear negative relationships with achievement:

0i004, Student has bad work habits, short attention span, is unprepared

to resp,)nd

01014, Student lacks persistence

03019, Student is irresponsible, dosn't turn in work on time, comes

without supplies

Not surpiisingl\ the factor score for low achievement motivation, low

interest and poor wowk habits (03027) showed significant negative relation-

ships with achievvnent, and the slope was especially steep for lower ability

classes.

cince these scores were averaged for each class, and since many of them

describe extremes of behavior which were not expressed by most students,

the range of scores is limited, and is close to one end of the possible range.

However, even within limited ranges, these relationships suggest that the more

students in a class who can he viewed in fairly positive terms, the higher

that class achievement is likely to be. Given the pervasive findings for

the importance of classroom management and teacher control, and given the

findings within the Classroom Descriptions for the importance of teacher

responsiveness to students, it is likely that m Ay of these so-called student

variables are dependent on the way the teacher runs the classroom. That is,

a student may have tendencies toward extrovcrsion, uncoopera,- veness, or



obedience, but the teacher will probably affect the absolute omniat of soh

behaviors shown by the students. HoWevet, the influence 01 st t behaviors

and characteristics cannot be discounted, and these data cannot couclusively

attribute certain pro'llemm to either teacher or students.

6. Teacher Ratings of Students. The last source of high-inference data

is the clams average on five rating scales completed by the teachers for

about half of the students in that class (target students). 'There were no

significant relationships found between achievement and teak her ratings.

tiummajiy

The more effective teachers in math generally.won positive evaluation%
11

from both the observers and their students. They were considered to be

confident and elthusiastic; they were rated as more effective classroom

managers; their students seemed to respect and obey them, and they spent

more time on task. The students of the more successful teachers generally

likeu them, saw them as competent, and said that they felt comfortable with

them. The students in their claw: vs were rated as more cooperative, motivated,

eager to learn, and were less likely to he rated as irresponsible or lazy.

It is hardly surprising that teachers and classes with 'these characteristics

were more academically successful. the association between achievement

gains and positive evaluations tends to apport the validity of both daft

sets.

The more effective teachers also di!fered from their less su(css..,il

associates in a number of loss predi(table ways. lhev tended to use

more clas.; discussion and less seatwork than the less effective teachers,

6,9



and they asked man), questions, both higher and lower level. Use of indi-

vidualised instruction, self-paced work, and giving students choices in

their assignments were all negatively related to achievement gains. Finally,

the more successful teachers generally were rated as placing a heavy

emphasis on academic matters, and as wotking hard to encourage the academic

success of their students.

Relationships with English Achievement

1. Classroom Observation Scales. There were no significant relation-

ships with English achievement Tor any of the 15 scales or four factor scores

if. this set of ratings. This indicates that the types of behaviors described

by these scales (level of questioning and the teachers' general style

of interactions) had little effect on English achievement as it was measured

(knowledge of grammar, spelling, word usage). Tables presenting the relation-

ships of the Classroom Observation Scales with English achievement can be

fowid in Volume II, pages 233-237.

2. Observer Ratings of Teachers. Five of the 64 scales showed sig-

nificant relationships with English achievement, bit these do not fit

togewher in a clear, cohesive pattern as they did for math classes. Since

this small number of significant findings could he due to the effects of

statistical chance a.one, they must be interpreted with great caution.

One of these significa findings might be related to teacher manage-

ment style. There was a positive relationship !or the variable "teacher

uses explanations to solve behavior problems" (02017) for both high and

low groups. The ohtai, rang. ut Siote t)r this variable inoicated that



mont of the trachern were rated an either at I, or i on f!,1, stole. which

meant that they ranged from typically telling mtudentn to limit knock it

off" with attendant threat or criticinm, up to a moderate une of expLann-

tions as to why student shouldn't do what ti !ri did. Theretore, the posi-

tive relationship darn not indlcate that file more of teacfers usually

tvo such extended env 1.111.1C Ion., but only t hatC t hey used t hem some cif I h.

time.

three variables which demerftd the teachers' instructional .t vie and

technique were significant. Mc tirst.ot these was the "teacher's atten-

tion to learning disabled students ..r slow learners" (0.'051) tor which data

were available for only Sh teachers. There was a signithant interaction

here, but the slopes for the two groups, although different trim one Another,

were not steep enough to define clear relationships within each group.

The rated frequency of homework ((1205i) showed bo:h .an overall ; si-

tive relationship with achievement, A, well :as a significant interaction.

An examinotion ot the slopes for the high and low Ability grolps shows that

the higher ability classes hod a ncir ..erg .1(.,pc, while the lower ability

classes showed A positive rclations witn a nicycment. The obtained ranges

inAicated that dew teochers a igned daily :,,tneworf.. use r.eaged trom

-seldom" up to a few t'-os .1 Wc.g. It homework cat, `he Al upted as provi-

sion of additional procti,u And reintt ement. and it can be ass,:med that

lower agility classe- needed 7:..ce pro.ti,e. the!: tni,

The third instructional variable which demonstrate,' a rc iatto!-Aiip wit!,

.1..ievement was the rat fug for "teocher ,on-.i cten!lv

assigned work" (q:(Ihi). thtte .1 significant intcractt n r.ac. r



that there was no clear relationship for higher ability groups, but a nega-

tive slop, for lower ability classes. Thin variable might represent a less

efficient use of clams time than n more streamlined approach to feedback.

If this in the came, this might be considered a teacher management variable,

rather than an instructional variable. If too much clat,s time was :pent in

following up on neatwork and homework assignments by giving answers ,to the

students, this could have taken the place of presentation of new material

and new skills.

Ratings of rowdc-nes of the classroom (02004) were related positively

to acblevement for both high and low groups. rhis is difficult to explain,

but might reflect either butter attendance or student selection of the

better teachers when given the opportunity to choose teachers.

Since no clear patters, was found in these results, no single finding

should be ,-onsiderci as meaningful. There was much overlap built into the

selection of the scales, and therefore, meaningful patterns are exirted

to emerge as significant findings it there arc strong relationships with

achievement. However, the results ict tip- two ,ts of rating scales are not

cohesive. This is in contrast to the clear pattern demonstrated in the math

data.

Tables presenting the relationships Observer Ratings and factor

scores with English achievement are In Volume II, pages

3. Cla: ...00m Descriptions. Five of the 31 descriptive categorie,i

showed significant relationships with Kngliqh achievement. howtret,

did not fit together in is ,:ohesive pattern which allowed .optide:it inter-

pretation.

_



Two of theme variable. shoved interactive relational:10a tot afiective

usracteriaties of the t laorroom. The firot was "istudenta cooperate with

others and teacher" (11106, N ll). The interaction for this variable

involved a negative slope for higher ability (lasarii and a positive slope

for lower *Atilt- ;lasses, Indicating that the more cooperation evident

among the students, the better was learning in low classes, and the worse

was learning in high classes. Phis might represent different iunctiuns

of peer relationships in classes at the extremes of the ability range. This

interpretation was also suggested by some of the findings in the moth data,

particularly for "good peer relat ions" an an observer ratto;: tf students.

An interaction was also found for "teacher seeks contacts with studetu

talks with them and shows affection for them" (11026, S 52). A similar

pattern was found for /his variable, although the negatir 'lope for hi

classes was not very steep. This result suggests !, effective teachers

of lower ability students were those who did demonstrAtc _iar warmth toward

he students in English :lasses, but that teachers of higher ability studtrits

who demonstrated higher level-, of warmth were la4s effective. The actual

range indicates that very few teachers were rated low on ttls variable, so

that the range vls actually fr,)si a miv'orate amount to a high amount of warmth.

A positive relationship with ac'evcment for both high and low groups

was demonstrated by the variable tt n, her sems o eolov teaching- (.1')P,,

)0). It is likely that tea lor. writ, evidenced liking (,r dislikingi

their lobs in such obvious ways that ohervers w-uld note w nIA , !

those teachers who oviience either confelet (or anxiety), And %,.la

woul.,! he more (or loss) 1 ikely to dmn,:.rAte ;ositfve aftekt f, ,ward it



otudent.

The variable 40seribing management 'likings. "teacher emphaoirro quiet:iron.

crdetrItnaaa and goes! behavior" (11OW. H '0). *howpal positive selationohipo

with achiavrment f-r both group's. This to the only indication that overall

clanoroo, manak.ment okillo writ- related to Vnglish ,i(hievement This wat

not ouppotted -v gatiogn In tbr other nub:sets of data.

Moir were oignifi,ant negative telatlon,:hips with 4:hievement for the

variable "(rather prrgeives student learning tateo and adjusts Isarning parr"

(110:1. %

Very low to very

Scores on thr variable covered the ;,Duthie range. from

high, although morbt 1hr valid ores tell near t he h tith

end. This might mran that traghers who spent to, muth time in dealing with

individuals and perhaps frying to gear lessons toard individuals rather thin

the .,tire gt (up might be missing (ontact wI h many of the chilJren. This

might also retie( a I i t. tan, a t ha 1 1 Adertt

lat '3 of data. t!:se few tindinv do not hang together

:n 3 .on,, cohr,.. rn within " ..bits

4. Student P4rInlis -(1 reachern. ';ix of LI.' line scale,. show.A signt

fi(ant interactions such that there were stronger telationshi.ps for lower

ability classes than higher ability classes. In lower classes. there 'ended

to be negatie relationships with achievement for razing% of teachers, espe-

cially for those variable,. which reflet.ted personal feelings about the teacher.

There were no relationships w:th !-!-411.0, a(hievement for ratings of "I

learnA a lot in this t lass" 0,4(0); I enlo ! this ( (0400k). "tea,her

known the subject matter" (04001). r the fa( ! 'r re f.-)r male ..tuden

.ng of "teacher competen:e" (o. :21. These suggest that tu.lent

s
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for t... -,e variables. Tables presenting the relationbh.4, of each of the above

variables with English .achievement ire in Volume IT pages 269-275.

The next two sets of data discuss the ratings of students as averaged

for each class. There were more significant re...ationships with English achieve-

ment here, which support the conclusion that performance on the achievement

test in English was more dependent on student factors than on classroom factors.

5. Observe: Ratings of Students. Thirteen of the 25 scales sho,ied sig-

nificant relati -,hips with achievement, and 11 of these showed interactive

relationships. (Howevr, most of the interactions did not include clear

relationships within either group, even though the slopes of the two groups

were signifiantly different from(Vhe another). Those variables which showed

significant relationships for the total group (i.e., no significant inter-

actions) actually had most of the slope in the relationship contributed by

the low group. These results cuggest that in higher ability classes, student

characeristics were of less importance in determining achievement than they

were in lower ability classes. This might be due to different backgrounds

of the students, in that higher ability classes are more likely to be found

in higher SES schools, wnere students are more likel

(

to have had exposure

to correct grammar and word usage outside of school than students of lower

SES schools. Therefore, teiicherS of lower ability 'lasses would have had

:.ore effect on the English usage of their students.

The following variables showed clear negative relationships with English

achievement for lower. a: kiity student,;, but no strong relationships for high

ability classes:

03001, Student is very outgoing or extroverted
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03023, Student has athletic ability

03028, Factor score for physical and athletic development

Two other variables did not show significant interactions, but examina-

tion of their slopes suggested that relationships within lower ability classes

were stronger:

03013, Student is physically mature

03016, Student has good peer relations

There was a positive relationship found within lower ability classes

for the variable "student is highly motivated and eager" (03009).

The interpretation of these data is difficult. Although the ratings

were collected as descriptions of individual students, the ratings of all

the target students in a class were averaged for the purposes of data analysis.

The ratings, therefore, represent "average characteristics" of students in

a given class. These characteristics may be brought with the student into

the classroom, and would not necessarily nflect classroom processes. How-

ever, since these student ratings were class averages, they might be reflecting

something that the teacher is doing, although such teacher b'2haviors were

not detected with the other high-inference measures.

These data suggest tha ',ewer ability classes where students are more

concerned with nonacademic ,es achieve less than those classes where

students are more concerned (i.e., motivated and eager) with academic matters.

It makes seuse that the latter type of 1, gent is going to be more attentive

to systematic learning of English usage, and therefore, would do better on

such a test. It is interesting that these types of relationships between

the students' concerns and achievement w,re not demonstrated fur higher
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ability classes.

Tables presenting the relationships of the above variables with

achievement are in Volume II, pages 257-268.

6. Teacher Ratings of Students. Three thethe five s.:ales showed sig-

nificant interactive elationships with achievement, and the patterns arc

similar to these reported for the Observer Ratings of Students. However,

two of these interactions did not demonstrate clear relationships within

each group:

05001, High student motivation

05005, Student displays appropriate behavior in the classroom

However, the teacher rating of student academic performance, compared

to the rest of the class (05003), showed an interaction with a more steep

positive slope for lower ability students. It is certainly sensible that

teacher ratings of academic performance should correspond to student achieve-

ment at the eni: of the year, but it is interesting ;.hat this was only found

for lower ahility classes. Once again, this suggests that the concerns and

interests that lower ability students bring into the classroom will have

more of an effect on their achievement than would be the case for higher

Lbility students. However, this was only true for English achievement,

not for math aciiievement.

Tahles presenting the relationshipb the above variables with achieve-

ment 2-e in Volume II, pages 276-278.

Summary

The English data are clearly much less satisfactory than the math data.

T ih high-inference measures do not give us a clear picture of what an effec-
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tive English teacher is like. In general, milin effects wer observed very

rarely. and they did not form clearly interpretable patterns. Most of the

observed main effects could be due to statistical chance. Interactions

were much more common, but they were also often difficult to interpret.

The pattern of results seen here would tend to support the following

conclusions:

1. We have no general recommendations about how to be an effective

English teacher.

2. Our achievement test is of doubtful validity, perhaps because

no one is quite sure what it is that English teachers are

supposed to teach.

3. The large number of interactions implies that the needs of low

ability classes are different from the needs of high ability

classes.

We will return to each of the above conclusions in discussing other data

sets. Each conclusion seems to be supported by the data to be presented

in the following chapters.
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Table 2.2: Reliability Correlations of Coder Ratings

0: Teachers (Decimal Points Omitted)

question #4, Variable 4** Variable Name

1

2

3

5

6

8

9

10

11

02001 Patience in correctAlg errors 39 i35 .000

02002 Attractiveness of room 20 132 .022

02003 Effective management and control 61 136 .000

02004 Crowding in room 24 134 .005

02005 DeMocratic leackrship style 37 132 .000

02006 Talk among students in class 27 136 .002

02007 i'eacher's stress on form 19 135 .025

02008 Student obedience to teacher 63 L36 .000

02009 Quantity of directions for seatwork,
homework 24 135 .006

02010 Interruptions 49 136 .000

12 02011 Use of students in performing some
functions 36 79 .001

14 02012 Has seating arrangement 22 136 .011

15 02013 Rearranges seating often 23 107 .015

16 02014 Consistently enforces Llassroom rules 33 136 .000

17 02015 Grants student request for restroom,
fountain 23 133 .008

18 02016 Time it takes for class to begin after
bell 22 136 .010

19 02017 Explanations involved in dc.iling with
behavior problems 41 134 .000

21 02018 Amount of disturbance that Is
tolerated -01 134 .952

22 02019 Teacher confusion 23 13o 000

23 02020 Correction of minor misbehaviors 26 134 .003

*
See Appendix A

**See Chapters 2 and 4, also Volumes II and 9111;



Question it Variable IP Variable Name

TAhie

r

2.2

N

(cont.)

p

24 02021 Monitors class regularly 32 136 .000

'5 02922 Efficiency of transitions 38 133 .000

41 02023 Typical affectionateness 30 136 .001

42 02024 Range of affectionateness (low) 42 13b .000

43 02025 Range of affectionateness (high) 24 136 .000

44 02026 5.,lidarity with the group j2 136 .000

45 02021 Teacher anxiety 45 134 .000

46 02028 , 'ni . it.nce 5' 135 .000

4, 02029 Teacher cnthusiam 43 133 .000

4c4 02030 Student respect for teacher 55 136 .000

50 02031 Deals with student personal problems 50 116 .000

51 02032 Socializing with students 47 136 .000

53 02033 Teacher awareness of coder 38 136 .000

54 02034 Teacher credibility 44 136 .111

55 02035 Showmanship 40 136 .000

56 02036 Encouragement ro io academic

matters 45 135 .000

58 02031 Reconciles angry, fighting students 11 98 .294

59 02038 Nurtures students' affective skills 46 134 .000

81 02039 Variety in assignments 37 136 .000

83 02040 Use of self-paced work 39 135 .000

84 02041 Use of blackboard for l"cture,
demonstration 52 136 .000

85 02042 Use of audio-vis-il Aids 36 136 .000

16 02043 Use of oral reading 46 136 .000

87 01 )44 Use )1 drama 11 129 .000

88 02045 Pr(ductive use of own mi);takes 32 106 .001
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Question 0 Variable 4 Variable Name

Table 2.2

r N

(cont.)

p

89 02046 Teacher goes to student during
seatwork 5.: 136 .000

92 02047 Student eagerness for response
opportunities 132 .000

97 02048 % Public response opportuni:;
discussion 35 .36 .000

98 02049 Z Task oriented seatwork 22 136 .010

99 02050 Amount of teach ,r preparation 41 136 .000

100 02051 Dealing with LD children 40 63 .001

101 02052 teacher's overall academic
effectiveness 59 134 .000

102 02053 Frequency of homework 45 124 .000

104 02054 % Productive work 48 134 .000

105 02055 Teacher emphasis on grades 18 129 .035

107 0205b Teacher concern for academic
achievement 37 135 .000

108 02057 % Lecture 39 135 .000

110 02059 Z Interactive class discussion 33 15 .000

111 02060 Command of subject matter 43 135 .000

1.12 02061 Difficulty level of questions 21 134 .016

113 02062 Conq6Itently plans enough work 25 '134 .004

114 02063 Follows up on homv..:ork, leatwork 24 130 .006

115 02064 Coder would sisn for .his teacher 65 135 .000'

02065 Factor 1: teacher organiza-_EffeLtive
tion, control

Containing variables: I ,adings

02003 Effectiveness of r.anagement methods .90
02001 Talk among students in class. -.62
02009 Student obedience to teacher .92

- 7 0-
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Variable #

Table 2.2 (cont.)

Variable Name Loadings

02011 Classroom interruptions -.83
02016 Consistent enforcement of rules .88

02018 Time for class to begin -.63
02021 Amount of disturbance tolerated -.87
02024 Monitoring the class .75

02025 Efficiency of transitions .84

02049 Student respect for the teacher .64
02101 Academic effectiveness of teacher .65

02104 Time spent in productive work .79

02066 Factort2: Orientation to students' personal
affective needs solidarity with Rroup

Containing variables:

0201. Patience in correcting errors .69
02006 Democratic leadership style .67
02008 .eaclher's stress on form -.55
02023 Correction of minor misbehaviors -.56
02041 Typical affectionateness .81
02042 Affectionate range -7 low end .53
02041 Affectionate range --\high end .82
02044 Solidarity with group .88
02048 Teacher enthusiasm .64

02050 Deals with student personal problems .18

02051 Socializing with students .;3
02055 Showmanship
02056 Encouragement in academic matters .55
02058 Receptive to student input
02059 Nurturance of affects o skills .72
02088 Productive use of own mistakes .60
02092 Student eagerness for response

opportunities .43

02067 Factor 3: Seatwork vs. discussion

02097 Public response opportunitie', discussion -.76
02098 Task-oriented seatwork .68
02109 Style as primarily seatwork .84
02110 Style as primarily class discussion -.84

02068 Factor 4: Use of oral reading and drama

02086 Use of era. readin, .8

02087 Use of drama .14

02069 Factor 5: Teacher competence, confidence

02022 Teacher confusion -.86
02046 Teacher (onfidence .71

02054 Teacher credibility .64
02099 Amount of preparation .58
02111 Command of subject matter .19

7!)
-71-
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Table 2.3: Reliability Correlations of Coder Ratings

of Target Students

Variable 1 Variable Name r N
......11_

03001 Extroversion .44 194 <.001*

03002 Obedience to teacher .44 1388

03003 Confidence .25 1206

03004 Bad work habits .41 1333

03005 Degree of interaction with tea(her .32 1372

03006 Shoddy appearance .23 1392

03007 Academic dependence on teacher .25 1331

03008 Emotional maturity .32 1359

03009 Achievement motivation .44 1294

03010 Calmness .31 1377

03011 Unhappy .25 1371

03012 Academic achievement .48 12(u

03013 Physical maturity .46 1385

li.)3014 Lacks persistence .37 1198

030.5 Class participation .33 1309

03016 Good peer relations .36 1364

03017 Good relationship with teacher .32 1351

03018 Lev of aggression high .36 1327

03019 Lacks dependability .45 1308

03020 Talks during class .36 1383

03021 Lack of cooperativeness .25 1207

03022 Behavior problems in class .44 1381

03023 Athletic ability .16 1'69
,..-

03024 Use of 1,rofane language .20 11'4/

03025 Aademic peer leadership .35 12A7
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Table 2.3 (cont.)

Variable 0 Loadings

03027 Factor 1: Low achievement motivation,
interest" poor work habits

Containing variables:

03003 Confidence of student -.85
03004 Bad work habits .74
03007 A-idemic dependence c.:1 teacher .65
03009 Azhievement motivation -.77
03012 Academic achievement level -.88
03014 Lacks persistence .7A

03019 Lacks dependability .675

03025 Peer leader in academic matters .8:

03028 Factor 2: Charisma (outgoing, sociable,
happy) with peers and teacher

03001 Extroversion .i7
03005 Degree of interaction with teacl,r .73
03011 Lsually unhappy -.76
03015 lass participation .67
03016 ...:clod peer relations .72
03020 Talk during class .67

03039 Factor 3: Fhysicai, athletic development

03013 Physical maturity .75
03023 Athletic ability .70

03030 Factor 4: Students with antisocial
tendencies' emotional or behavioral problems
in clap,

03002 Obedien -.79
03006 Shoddy appearance .47
03008 Emotional maturity -.53
03010 Calmness -.62
03017 Good relationship with teacher -.74
03018 Level of aggression .71
03021 Lack of co6perativeness 81
03022 3ehavior problems .18
03024 Use of profane langu 4e .55

*p < .001 for all varies



TABLE 2.4

STUDENT RATINGS OF TEACHERS
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TABLE 2.5

TEACHER kATINGS CF TARGET STUDENTS
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TABLE 2.6

CODER CLASSROOM DESCRIPTIONS
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Table 2.7 (cont.)

Questioning' Techniques, Class Discussion
(3.a.) cont.

03015 Student participates in class

, 01411 Clality of teacher presentations

01022 Factor 3: Questioning; evaluation

Use of Individualized Instructional
Techniques (3.b.)

D2039 Variety and choice in assignments

02040 Teacher use of self-paced work

11014 Teacher assigns learning tasks
to match indiyidual
abilities/interests

110214eacher perceives student learning
rates and adjusts learning pace

Emphasis on Academic Nor* (3:c.)

01010 TeacheT task Orientation

02036 AcademiVencouragement
given by teacher

02056 Teacher concern for academ,
achievement, grades

,e

11009 Teacher encourages student effort;
gives support for work

11023 Teacher encourages students to
take rt.010Gr. ,ability for their

own

02053 fiequency ohomework

02054 Amount of clais time spent in
productive work

02063 Teacher consistently gives feedback
on assigned work

Interactions
(Math)

Low High

-89-

Main
Effects

Math English

ns

ns

+ ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

nR

ns

ns

ns

Interactions
(English)

Low MA

( - )

( - )



Table 2.7 (cont.)

Interactions
(Math)

Low Ilija

gmeapais an Academic Work (J.c.) conte

11011. Teacher fills empty time with
bLsy wbrk

02156 Teacher primarily assigns seatwork

Teacher Characteristics (3.d.)

, 010411 Factor 1:
activity

02050 mount of

Attention, clarity,

teacher preparation

02052 Teacher academic effectiveness

Student Characteristics (3.e.)

03009 Student is highly motivated and
and eager

05003 High student academic performance,
compared to rest of class

,

03004 Student ha: bad work habi:s, short
attention al an. dnpre:sared to
respond

03014 Student lacks persistence

03019 Student is eirresponsible, doesn't
turn in work on time, comes
without supplies

03026 Factor 1: Low achiefement
motivation, low interest, poor
work habits

Hain
Effecto

Hate inetah

ns

ns

ns

ns

+ ns

ns

Interactions
(English).

I

(-)

( - )

a.

Ia.
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Chapter 3:. Findings fgom Low-inference Measures

for Cognitive Outcomes

t, In addition the high-inference measures discuPaad in the previous

chapter, low-inference data on caisroca processes were collecte0 by means

of a complex coding system (Apnendix C). Data from the coding systeh

were used to Produce the rate and proportion variables asdes'cribed 1n

Chapter 1. In this chapter, we will discuss the relationship between those
40.

.low-inference classroom process measures and student achievement in English

and math.

Of the 413 rate variables whichwere originally constructed to describe

how often an event was observed during an average class period, 158

were deleted because of low incidence of occurrence or because of inade-

quate variance. The remaining 255 variables are listed in Table 3.1, elm,

with the\range of scores and means and standard deviations for both math

and English classes. It should be noted that: ,

1. The numbers of all rate variables beginlaith 15. .

1.. The means and ranges represent the numbei of times that a

.behaviior occurred during 50 minutes of observation time, which is about,

the length of a normal junior high school period. Thus; we see from

variables 15001 and 15002 that the average math teacher asked about three

process. questions and 10 product quesitions in an average class period.

3. ,Even among the variables that were not deleted, many represdnt

events which occurred veryrarely in moistclassrooms (e.g., variables

15003 and 15004). These variables are obviously of much less practical

significance than those which represent frequently occurring events.

.
Proportion variables were computed from rates, to describe relative fre-

quency. 'Thirty-seven of the /02 )roporilon variables were deleted due to

1
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`inadequate variance. The remaining 30 ere listed with their distri-

buttons and formulas in Table 3.2. It should be noted that:

1. The numbers of all proportion variables begin with 09.

2. The numbers in the formula for pruportion variable correspond

to the last three digits of rate variables. Thus, the numerator for vent-

able 09001 is the number of process'questions (variable 15001) and the

denominator.is the *m of the numbers of all four types of quebtlons (vari-

ables1501, 15062, 15003, 15004).

3. The means and ranges represent the kroportion of time that cer-
.

tain event occurred. Thus we
0
see from looking at variables 09001 -09004

that the average math teacher asked about 172 process questions, 792

product questions, 32 choice question& and 12 opinion questions while

working with the whole, class.

4. Many proportion vartables represent infrequent events. Those

variables are of less practical significance than variables that represent

frequently occurring events. It is not always obvious from the range

data which variables represent infrequently occurring events. For instance,

variable 09007,"choice questions which students answered correctly:'repre-

sante an infrequent event in spite of the apparently high mean of .84.

The data fo- ,he corresponding rate variable (15007) show that correct

answers to choice questions occurred only about once every four peridds in

the average math class. The mean on the variable appears to be high because

choice questiOns, the denominator of the fcirmula, were themselves infrequent.

In this chapter, the relationships with both English and math achieve-

.went areexamined for a total of 620 rate. and proportion variables. Since

testsfor both significant main effects and interactions with initial

-92
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abikity were performed, there are almost 2,500E-teats to be discussed in

this chapter. The sheer mass of data leads to two problems, one practical,

the other methodological. As a practical mottos, it is very difficult to

examine the results of all 2,50etests for significance when they extend for

several hundred pages of VoAume II. Therefore, summary tables have been

compiled which present the most important results in shorter form. These

are included at the end of the chapter.

The large number of ! - tests leads to the methodological problem of

chance significance. Perhaps 125 findings canbe attribUtable to chance

alone. (Although we cannot estimate the actual number because the ! -tests

were not independene0 Only a replication of the study could allow more

confidence in the elimination of spurious results. However, we have tried

to avoid discussion ofresults that seem to beospurious or of little prac-

tical significance. Results included in the summary tables and discussOin

the text of this chapter are generally those that met all four of the follow-

ing criteria:

1. The results of the ! -test were significant at 2. < .05.

2. The results seemed to combine with other results to form a

meaningful pattern.
1!)

3. The event represented by the variable occurred often enough to

have some practical significance.

4. The regression lines had a slope steep enough to be of practical '1

significance.

The fourth criterion applied to interactions only. If the difference
, .

between the projected achievement scores for teachers exhibiting high and

low amounts (j SD) of tee classroom behavica- did not exceed .40 z-score

-93-101



units for at least one of the two plotted regression lines, we enelAlly

have not included the result in the summar;, tebles or discussed it in this

chapter. Occes4onally, exceptions were made for results which seemed to

be part of a strong and interesting pattern: When we discuss data which do

mot Mgt all,four of the above criteria, it is sated in the summery tables

and in the text. 6 6

Curvilinear relationships between process variables and student learning

are prevented in Volusell,Tablei 17 (math achievement) and 18 (English

acOleviment). These tables only include data on curvilinear relationships

that, reach the .05 level of significance. Less than'52 Of the rate and pro-

portion measures from the lois inference coding showed sigpificant curvilinear

relationships with learning in eithir math or English, and only a few of

these, relationships seam interpretable with any confidence. Therefore,

the data.in Tables 17 and 18 will not be discussed systematic Ilv in this

report, although they are presented for interested readers.

ThS remainder of this chaptei is 'divided into two sectin6s. Results

are discussed first for tit, then for English. Within each section.

results are discusied in the following order:

1. The teachers' use of tine in the classroom

2. Public contacts between the teacher and studenti

a. Academic response opportunities (questions asked by the

teacher), including:

4
i. Types of questions

ii. Selection of resppndents

iii. Quality of responses

iv. Feedback to student responses

I 02
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I

b. Student initiated questions! and comments (public litigations

and combats asked by students)
lea

3. Private academic and procedural contacts between the teacher

and students

4. Behavioral contacts between the teacher and students

5. Social contacts between the teacher and students

6. Summary and. discussion of important results

Math Classes

This section willodiscuss significant relationships between process

variables and student learning in math classes. These data are summarised

in Table 3.3. Tables containing' results for all process, variables are

contained in Volume II, pages 49-115 (proportion variables) and 156-233

(rate variables). Readers wishing more information about how specific

events were.recorded are referred to the coding manual (Appendix C).

1. Teachers' use of time..in the classroom. The overage class per-

iod lasted about 50 minucos. Within'that time block, most classroom

activity occurred in three of the 18 formats (15362-15381). These were

individual sestwork (1536', mean 23 minutes/period), lecture-demonstra-

tion (15370,4mean 10 minuies/period), and discussion (15371, mean

6 minutes/period). Two of these types of activities showed significant

relationships with math learning. Time spent in inelividLal searwork wee

inelatively related to achievement and time spent in lecture-demonstration

was positively related to achievement. Thus, the more successful teachers

95
were the ones who spent relatively more time teactillg the class as a whole

(although not necessarily the majority of the time): This result is

strongly supported by a number of other variables which will be presented

-95-
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in later sections.

2a. Public acadiele 'rearm opportunities. The largest section of

the coding system (over 270 variables) dealtjoith teacher questions

cddrissed to the class, student responses to those questions, and feedback

from the teacher to the students. Such response oppOrtunitiss could occur

In either a lecture -demonstration.or a distussion format. As noted

above, use of the lecture-demonstration format was positively associated

with math achievement. It is to be expected. then. that rata of academic

response opportUnitlea shoUld be positively associated with math achievement

scores. This is in fact the case. Positive relationships with student

gohievement test scores were observed for the following'major variables:

0930, (proportion of) Dyadic contacts which were response opportunities

15393. Public response opportunities

15001. Response opportunities generated by process questions

15002,.Response opportunities genetoted by product questions'

15019, Correct answers.

15020, Incorrect answers

rositive relationships wiLh achievement for 22 other rate variables are

part of the same pattern (15005, 15006, 1501C, Im12, 15021, 15021. 15024,

15026,

15143,

15041

15144,

1.044, 15050

15183:15,9!

13052, 15053, 15056, 15079, 15080, 15141, 15142,

. This pattern of relationships is.so strong,
.

intact; that it prevents.opaningful interpretation of most of the single

rate variables connected with public response opportunities. The above var-

iablen will not be interpreted separately, and subsequeneaselyses in this

section will.depen0 heavily on rroportion variables.

In addition to the sheer frequency of public recitations, the types

1 0 I
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of interactions that took place in these/recitations were also important.

A large number of catesotios were included in the coding system to capture

possible types of teacher questions, student answers, and subeequent feed-

back, allowinti for a more fine-grained, analysis of interactions. The many

variables involved will be di/ided into the following categories and dis-

cussed separately:

Types Of question:I°

,

Selection of students to respond

Quality of student responses .

Teacher feedback following student answers

Types of questions. Questions were placed in one of four categories

(process. product; choice and opinion) (09001-09004). For all teachers in

the sample the most frequently observed type of question was the product

question, in which the student was required td. give a relatively short

answer such as a solution to a 'rabies*. Over three-fourths of all the

questions observed wereeproduct questions. Most of the remaining questions

wwre process questions, where students were asked to explaib theft reason-

ing at come length. Choice questions and opinion questions were obierved

infrequently.

The relative frequency of process Auestioni calling for an explana-

tion of the steps'involved in arriving at an answer was positively associ-

ated with learning in math classes (09001), but the relative frequency ct

product questions seeking factual answers only was negatively associated

(09002). Therefore, greater learning was associated with recitation that

vent beyond seeking factually correct Answers to probing the thinking pro-
- \

ceases involved. This teaching style involves At lot of instruction

4.
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diFected both at ths respondent and at other senbees of the class she are

'atoning., ismiltations that concentrate almost completely on getting the

answer are leas infornatiie, looking nor, like an oral quis than method

of Instruction.

SolsoOloo of toso0Odents to muections. Teachers' methods of selecting

students to reared to questions were classified into one of five categories

(09009-13, 09060-74). Teachers were rarely observed selecting students to

respond before asking question, either by use of patterned turns (about

22 of all response opportunities), or by calling the student's name in

advance (32). In general, the students selected to answer question

mere nonynlunteers (432), volunteers (212), or students who called out

their answers (282).

Nigher achievement was ssoctted with.(scitation patterns in which

teacher, asked questions directed to the whole bless and then called on

volunteers to respond (09011, 09072, 09203, 09208). We believe that part

of the reason far this relationship is fiat calling on olunteers allows

the recitation to move along at a good pace. Volunteers usually know the

answer and respond without hesitation. Also, volunteer, wish to respond,

so that teachers do not risk encountering student hostility or producing

student embarrassment when they call on them. Finally, teacher ability

to motivate students and . match difficulty level td questions to student

readiness to respond maybe nvolved here. too. Perhaps tie students in

the classes of more successful teachers were generally more willing to

rasp& in comparison to students in other classes in which case the rata

of volunteering may be n short -tersoutcoise that le not causally related to

achievement. Rather/ both high rates of volunteering and higher achtevemAt

10fi
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test scores are rho results of a teaching style which creates interest and

enthusiasm.

These relationships for calling on student volunteers contrast with

our earlier findings at the second- and third-grade level (Brophy 6 Rvertson,

11161 Note 2). We believe that both sets of relationships were valid and

reflect impirtant differences between early elementary schools and junior

high school. Older students can learn from Marini' other students, espe-

cially if the lesson is well-paced and interesting. Nowever, there is much

evidence to indicate that younger students need to receive opportunities

\\*"........_

to answer *loud, and learn less well from hearing someone el.. ,raeltece.

Thilifore, young children are taught in small groups much of the time,

and in this setting, going arou'$ the group in predetermined patterned

order is a feasible stTategy and one that appears to be mote efficienct

than calling on volunteer.. However, for junior high students in large

group settings, ordereturns are much less appropriate. since it is

probably more important for junior high teachers to keep moving at a good

pace than to give each individual student an opportunity to practice.

Calling on volunteers is an efficient way to do this.

Other findings indicate a positive relationship for incorrect answer

given by students whose names were celled before the teacher ev'n asked

the question (09296),-but a negative relationship for incorrect answers

given by students called on as bonvolunteers (09207). Like other recent

data (Anderson, Evertson, 4 'Brophy, in press; Brophy 6 tvertson, 1976;

Note 2; Anderson it el.. Note 11; Good 4 Grouws, Note 12), these findings

provide nixed support for certain group instruction methods that !tomb+ (1970)
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salled,"miasuntshility" techeiquae.

The use of preselect sospettern turns indium that leathers tacos-
.

atonally called os students by sass before even sables the 'tootles.

Ptobably most of thIpee preselect foss occurred booms. the students involved

had not bees vollotettiss is answer or had sot bees payiag enmities.

°comatose& ditreetAeo of a question to such etudes.s is as accoustability

devices it resteds the students that they are held accountable for the

looses and stoat be called moos at may tine to respond. if not used too

frequently, and it sot used punitively, this device can be useful. The

rasa* data from t,* present study suggest that the 4evite was bolos used

appropriately, and it did correlate positively with learning gals.. How-

ever, the extremely low rate of OCCUfPOCO (*bout once every 1$ class

pertnda) and the lack of significant results for related variable. (09010,

09201) indicate that this teault, at best, is of dubious validity.

Calling on nonvoluntrers who have not raised their hands seeking

as opportunity to respond to question directed at the class is *pother

aaouatability device. However, it is less subtle than preselection,

because the teacher is calling on a student who is get seeking to respond.

and this Is itself may be taken as an aggressive or punitive set. Further,

the Image data indicate that this method of calling on students was very

frequently observed. and in fret was the most commonly used method in

Easy classes. Consequently, the negative relationship with learning is

weeurprialeg. Certain teachers spoarvntly could not get many of their

stalesto to volunteer regularly, either because of poor teacher-student

relationships or because of a poor match between difficulty level of.

question. ad ptudemt reedieess, so they apparently were forced to call on
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nonvolunteers in order to keep lessons moving, It is possible but unlikely

_04;ft*tain teachers called. on nonvoluuteere esamatter a policy; most

teachers would recognize this as self-destructive.

In general, the data from the present study and those cited above

suggest that the appropriateness of various methods of selling on students

to respond varies with grade level and setting, and that within this, rela-

tionships between frequency of use of any particular method and learning

outcomes are likely to be complex. In particular, small group instruction

in the early grades seems to be facilitated when the teacher goes around

the group in a predetermined pattern and suppresses call'outs, whereas

large group instruction in junior high school seems fa.cilitated by a more

rapid pace featuring direction of questions to the class as a whole followed

by calling on volunteers.

In each.setting, accountability devices such as-occasionally directing

a question to a student preselected before the question is atikecl or occasion-

ally asking a student,to comment upon or evaluate the previous statement of

another student, may be necessary to enforce accountability or even useful

as a change of pace. Overuse of these or other accountabilitilidevices indicates

that something is wrong, however. If the teacher Is resorting to these devices

out of need, 'there probably'ls a poor match between the level of 4uestion and

students' present knowledge and interest in the material, one problemtin the

teacher's relationship with the class and ability to motivate them to respond.

If the teacher overuses these devices deliberately as a matter of policy, it

is liyply thae-the teacher is overly authoritarian, is behaving vindictively,

or is otherwise acting inapprcipriately.

The final effects observed in this section were two interactions

tO!)



(09Q)5, 09209). These results will not be interpreted because they repre-

sent infrequent events and because they do not contribute to a strong or

consistent pattern.
0

Quality of student responses to questions. Student responses were

classified into four categories (correct,. incorrect, "don't know," and no

response) (09019-22). Teachers generally asked qUestions at a diffic ty

level such that about threel-fourths (77: : mean) of. the students' answers

were correct. Incorrect answers accounted for about 16% of all observed

responses. Sometimes students said that they didn't know (3%) or failed

to iespond at all (4%).

In order to examine the quality of student responses in a variety of

situations depending on the type of question and the method of selectian,

a large number of rate and proportion variables were generated (15005-08,

15009-22, 15050-57, 09005-08, 09014-22, 09050-58, 09125-39). Positive

relationships with achievement for a number of rate variables were part

of the general pattern favoring frequent public recitations. Only three

of the 37 proportion variables showed significant main effects or inter-

actions, so the results in this section must be interpreted with caution.

--There were no significant relationships involving the general percentSges

of answers Oat were correct, but failure to make any response at all was

negatively associated y(th learning.(09022, 9056). Our previous work has

established that failure to make any response at all correlates negatively

with learning (Brophy E. Evertson, 1976; note 2), and that the ability

to elicit at least some kind of response from Students when they do not

respond to the initial question is an important part of effective teach -

sing (Anderson et al., inpresd; Note 11). If anything, failure to respond
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is probably a:greacer problem in junior high school than in the early

grades; because it is more unusual and more indicative of serious problems

with the student or the teacher-student relationship. It indicates that

students are afraid to risk making any response at all, or more probably)

th.it they have learned that the teacher will give.sthe answer or move on

t6 someone else it they' wait quietly.

N.. significant relationships with achievement were round for ptopor-

tions of correct, incorrect, or "ddn't4ltnow" answers. The only remaining

significant result in this section (an interaction for 09052) will not be

. interpreted because of its isolated nature and low frequency of occ,u4ence

Teacher reactions to student responses. A large number of variables

concerned the waysthat teachers reacted to student responses. In all,

there were AO rate variables and 120 proportion variables (15023-49, 15079-184,

15397-99, 09023-49, 09079-125, 49140-199. 09213-15, 09382-83). After a

student had answered (or failed to answer) a wstion, the coding system

allowed, for the coding of a number oUdifferent reactions on the part of

the teacher. Observers:recorded whether the teacher praised or criticized r---

the student's answer. Both praise and criticism were observed relatively

infrequently; praise was obierved after about 9% of all response opportun-
e 4

sties (09382) and criticism after about 0.6% (09383). In addition, the

teacher could continue-the student's turn by giving some form of sustain-

ing feedback (repeating the question, simplifying the question, or asking

anew question). This happened an average of 12% of the time (09215).

The teacher could also respond to the student's answer with a nonacademic

question (32 - 09025, 09034). Most commonly, the Student's turn was ended

in some way (his answer was integrated into the class discusa.on, the
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teacher gave no response, the tticher simply acknowledged the answer, the

teacher gave process feedback, 'the macher gave the answer, the teacher, asked

another student, or another student called out the answer). This occurred

about 85% of the time on the average.

:Fourteen of the 60 rate variables showed positive main effects. All

of these results are in line with the previously reported result that fre-

quent public recitai.ions are importa,i-for achievement. They dill not be

discussed separately here.

It is of interest that eight of the 14 positive relationships obsereed

among the rate variables concern the use of praise (15023, k5079, 15080,

15141, 15142, 15143, 15144, 15395). Theau findings are the only ones that

are supported by similar results among the proportion variator-, The follow-

ing proportion variables also showed positive associations wig.. math acliieve-
.

ment gains:

09023, Correct answers which teacher praised

09080, Answers to product questions which teacher praised

09142, Nonvolunteers whom teacher praised

09382, Response opportunities, in which teacher praised

It is important to note that the findings reported here apply to praise

only in the context of public discussion. These findings do not apply to

other contexts, as will be seen. A more complete discussion of the find-

ings on praise and criticism will be given following the presentation of

results for English classes. .

Only 10 of the 109 proportion variables not concerned with praise

showed significant main effects or interactions, This is about the number

that would be expected as a result of chance alone. Since the remaining

1 2
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results do not fora a meaningful pattern, they will hot be interpreted
I

(09032, 09035,'09039, 09041, 09046, 09092, 09099., 09027, 09120, 09182).

One interaction among the rate variables (15035) aleill not be,discussed.

A large number of the variables in this section concern the use of t

sustaining feedback, in which the teacher follows an inadequate answer with

an attempt to elicit an improved answer from the same student. In general,'

the data for this study provide no support for the idea.that teachers should

try to elicit improved responses, and some evidence adhkni it.

These findings contrast with more positive support for trying to improve

responses seen in early elementary school data (Anderson et al., in press;

$rophk & Evertson, 1976; Note 2). We believe that the differences in

findings are related to the same kinds of differences in teacher-learning

situations as were discussed earlier-. That is, in the early gradesit

seems to'be important for teachers to focus on each individual in asking
1

questions and providing feedback, making sure to elicit responses and

staying with the student long enough to ask follow-up.questions or give

follow-up explanations where necessary. The pace is slow, and sometimes

what is ostendibly a group lesson becomes more a series of dyadic tutoring

situations. In contrast, the public recitations involving the whole

class at the junicir high level are faster paced, and brief interactions

with individuals are mostly geared to teaching the class as a whole. In

this context, therefore, prolonging interactions with individual students

in attempts to get chew to imprqve their responses thrlIngh repeated question-
..., .-

ing is likely to be counter-productive. Many of these- viduale will

need individualized attention, but this will have to -wai until the teacher

can provide it without disrupting the learning focus of the rest of the

class.



Taken tag:other, the variables in this section illustrate the impor-

tance of keep;nE whole class recitation moving at a good pace at t'e junior

high school level. Ibis mey be even more important than the need to pro-
.

vide immediate individualized attention When,students fail to respond cor-

rectly, something that is more important at the early elementary grades.

2b. Student initiated Questions and comments. The actions of.studente

were coded in a number of different categories. Those recorded as."silident

initiated questions and comments" had the following characteristics:

). They took place during public recitations. Questions and comments
A

which were not monitored by the whole cliss (such as those during individdl

seatwork) were recordedeas "student created contacts" with the teacher and

will be discussed in section 3.

2. They were not responses to questions asked by the teacher.. Public

response opportunities are discussed in section 2a. .

3. They were not merely attempts to socialiie or to "get to" (bait) the

teacher. These were recorded as misbehaviors and will be discussedin

section 4.

For more.detail on the characteristics and coding of student itiated

questions.and comments, see the Low Inference Coding Manual, App ix C.

Student initiated questions6and c ts were fairly common occurrences;

they were observed an average of about 5'times per class period (15200,

15201). About 74% of these were coded es questions and 26% as comments (09216,

09217). The obiervers also recorded wh her the questions and comments were

-

called out (an average of 60Z of questio s, 72% of comments, 09218, 09239),

and whether they were relevant (952 of questions, 74% of comments) or irrele-

vant .(5% of questions, 26% of comments)'. The teacher's reactions to student

1
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initiated questions And comments *hire also recorded in a number of categories

to be discussed latter. Ar .er. .

. 4 .

The rate'variables follow closely the already observed pattern of aqito-

0'
ciation between high student achievement gains and frequent public recitations.

Significant positive associations with achievement gains were observed for

virtually every rate variable that exhibited sufficient variance. The most.

important variables were numbers: 15413'"student initiated questions and,'

comments", 15200."3tudent initiated questions and comments which were questions",

and 15201 "student initiated questions and comments which were comments." Pos-
.

itive main effects for sixteen other variables (152 1, 15203, 15207, 15208,

15214, 15218, 15219, 15220, 15122,'15224, 15229, 15230, 15231, 15400) fall into

the same pattern. As with the data for response opportunities, this single

pattern is so strong among the rate variables that it is necessary to rely on

the proportion variables for a more detailed anslysis of behavior patterns that

are associated with effective teaching.

. . The rate variables are'supported by a number of important proportion

variables in a pattern which provides support for FlanderW (1970) stress on

the use of Student ideas as an effective teaching strategy. In addition to

the fate variables discussed above, the following proportion variables

showed positive associations with achievement:

09385, Dyadic contacts which were student initiated questions

0.397.,Student created public contacts

09235. Student initiated relevant questions which. were redirected

09236. Student initiated xelevant questions which were integrated into

class discussion.

09245, Student initiated relevant comments called out and given
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feedback

' 09247, Student initiated relevant comments called out and integrated

into clans 'discussion

Thus, it appears that the more effective taachersotend'to have high rates

of student initiated questions, and comments, .that studentInitieted.questions

and comments are a relatively high proportion Qf theiF contacts with students.

and that they react to relevant questions and comments in ways that luply

recognition of the value of the student's contributj'on.

Student initiated questions and comments were sometimes a mixed

blessing. When they were called out and/or irrelevant, they could detract

from :the' cont ,:city of the class and make It difficult for the teacher to

4

maintain a continued emphasis on academic. matters. A, large set of inter

actions indicates that the more effective teachers reacted di:feently in

high and low ability classes. All of the following variable, had oppissite

slopes for the 'regression lines for high and loW ability classes, riorally

slightly positive for low ability claws and slightly or significantly

negativefor high ability classes:

09226, 15210, :student initiated called out questions which were

irrelevant

09227, Student initiated irteleant questions called out and ignored

09229, 15213, Student initiated irrelevant questions called out and

'given feedback

/09239, Student initiated comments which were called out

09248, 15232, Student initiated irrelevant comments which were call... out

09250, Student initiated irtelevant comments called out and ignored

15235, Student initiated irrelevant comments called out and not accepted -
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09252, 15236, Student initiated irrelevent comments called out and

given feedback

-The remdining significant results In..this section (09221, 09233, 09254;

15225, all interactions) seem to fall into this as general pattern.

'AIthoggh a number of the interactions presented alpve are..weak and based

on low - frequency date, the pattern,is probably an important one. It is

in part a replication of our own results at the second and third grade level

(Brophy 6 Evertson, 1976; Note.2). It is also one of the few patterns

of rmults that is pertly replicated by thelresulti for English classes

in this study. It is apparently especially important for teachers in high

ability classes to maintain a narrow academic focus, even at the e7pense

of discouraging student initiative. Inthe low ability classes, on the

other hand, the more successful teachers were those who alldwed students

to express their ideas, even if they were not directly relevant to the

f academic task at hand. (However, the obserN d ranges do not suggest that

the effective teachers let this get out of hand.)

3. Private contacts between teachers and students. In addition to

recording public interactions between teachers and students, observers coded

private contacts such as those that took place during seatwork. Contacts
406 *

were grouped into two broad categories: student created contacts and teacher

afforded contacts. Within each category the following information was coded:

'1. The content discussed during the contact (academic, procedural,

.orepersonal request).

2. The length of the contact (brief or long).

3. The teacher's use of praise or criticism.

4. If the observer Could hear, he or she recorded the type of feedback
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given by the teacher (simply observing the studenes work, delaying a

request, giving simple feedback, giving process feedback).

Private contac's between the students and the teacher were fairly

frequent occurrences in most of the classrooms observed (as would be

expected in view of the, large amount of seatwork observed): On the aver-

a
age, observers saw student-created academic contacts about 11 times a par-

r-

iod (15247),. student created proCedural contacts about four times a period

(15248) teacher initiated academic contacts about three times a period

(15264), teacher initlat procedural contacts about two times a period

(15270. Thus, private contacts between the teacher and.student were more

common than public ones in most of the observed classes (15393, 15411, 15412).

It has already been noted that the more successful teachers tended to

ask more public questions, respond to more public student questions and

comments,.spend more time in lecture demonstration, and spend leas time

in seatwork than the less successful teachers. In view of these facts, it

is perhaps surprising that the more successful teachers did not have signifi-

cantly fewer private contacts with their students. No significant relationships

were observed between any of the rate variables recording private contacts

and student achievement gains in math (15247, 15248, 15264, 15276, 15411;

15412). Since the more effective teachers had more contacts with their

students overall; however, their'private contacts with students were pro-

portionally fewer (09387, 09391).

A.significant pattern of effects was observed; however, with regard

-to the loath of private contacts between teachers and students. The more

successful teachers tended to keep their contacts brief. Positive relation-
.

ships with achievement were observed"for the following variables, all
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involving brief feedback: . 4

09271, Student crested academic contacts involvigg.brief teacher

contact

09274, Student crested 'academic contacts WOU simple feedback.

%lb

1

, 09280, Student, created academic contacts given brief feedback

09281, Student created acidemic contacts given brief "Cocoas feidback

09293, Teacfier initiated academic contacts which ineolv40 brief

process feedback

4CW
Negative relationships with student achievement gains were' observed for

44

the following variables, all involving long feedback:

09272, 15252, Student created academic contacts involving long teacher

feedback 0

09283, 15263, Student.created academic contacts involving long process

feedback

09275, Student created academic contacts involving proCess feedback

092118,-Teacher initiated academic contacts which were long

09295, Teacher initiated academic contacts which involved long process

feedback

Two other variables (09291, 15261) showed interactions which seemed to fall

into the sage pattern.

Although it was apparently important for the teacher to keep private

Academic contacts with students brief, it didn't seem to matter such amt..

was said. Except for those variables' noted above, no significant relation-

ships were observed between achievement gains and a particular type of feed-

back during academic contacts. It is'of interest that though'many positive

relationships with achievement were observed for public praise, private.



topraise seamed io be much less effective. In:generil, there seened.to be no

association between teacher pralte or criticism during.private contacts and

41.

student achievement gains (09393, 09394);

The main pattern observed ilirthis section is similar to. one observed

earliei Per public response opportunities. The more effective teachers

seemed to be doing a good job of fialancing the needs of the individual WO

the pressure to teach the class as a.ithole. They kept the comas moving at &-

good pace by keeping private work-related interactions with students brief,

providing enough feedback and guidance to get them going again, but not

stopping for lengthy interactions that would keep them from meeting the

needs of other students. These data also support the ideas of load and

Grooms (Note ,12) that the more effective teachers oaks sure that their students

understand bow'to do their work before they assign seatwork. Thus, they

planned their clilues so that their students had less need for long private

explanations after they had begun doing seatwork.

Five interaotinns involved personal requests from students. Neither

the number of personal requests or the teacher's handling of them was siva-
.

ficantly related to achievement for low ability classes. In high ability

f classes, on the other hand, there was scion' negative relationship between

the number of personal tiqutsits and student achievement (09276, 15256).

.Teachers who granted large numbers of personal requests tended to be inef-

fective with high.ability students (09277,15247), whereas the more effective
. -

teachers tended to refuse a larger proportion of their students' personal

requests (09279). Once again, these results fall into the pattern of favoring

'4_
a narrow emphasis on academic matters for high ability classes.

The final two significant results in this section, both interactions,
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also sam to be connected with the same pattern. In loci ability classes

the sore effective teachers tended to infklate more procedural contacts

with tistir students %09296) and fewer academic contacts (09284). this

p4tern is such weaker and leas reliable than the others disipssed in this

, section.

4.' Behavior related contacts petween teachers and students. Observers
.

coded mispehaviors on the part of students'and teachers' reactions to then.

Misbehaviors were coded in 11 categories, most of which fit into two major

classes. Those misbehaviors which were classed as mild (daydreaming, wasting
Ar

tine, working on the wrong assignment, socialising) were coded laze, when

they provoked a reaction from the teacher. Serious misbehaviors (disrupting

the class, seeming or defying the teacher, verbal aggression, physical &wes-
t

lion, baiting the teacher) were coded whenever they were observed, whether
*-

the teacher reacted to this or not. Several types of misbehaviors were

coded but not put into either large clase\(being late to class, leaving with-

out permission, sleeping, possession of contraband). Categories also existed

for misbehaviors which the observer did not uee, but which provoked a teacher

reaction, and for "other" misbehaviors which did not fit into any of the

above categories.

Behavioral contacts were not uncommon in the observed classes. They

were observed an average'of about five times a period (15394). The range

for variable 15394 is also of interest. Some teachers hardly ever had to

speak to their students about their behavior. while others averaged as such

as 16 times per period. Most of the observed behavioral contacts concerned

mild misbehaviors (15407). but there were classes in which serious Alsbehaviors

°ceased several tines a period (15408). gel
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Surprisingly, there wore me sigmlficant relationships between rates of

miabebaviars am/ scblevemsmt galas in meth Crab the *sceptics of one Littera/e-
a

ties, probably spurious, om variable 152110). Ibis result is surprielme since

negative °armistices between rates of behavioral contacts and achievement

have beam *consistent (indite of other process-product studies (Brophy 6

Hutson, 1976; Note 2; Good 6 Crows, Mote 12). Rates of serious eilsbehaviore

were also negatively correlated with achievement in Onglisb for the pripent

study. It certainly appears that the rates of misbehaviors were also toga-

tively correlated with achievement in English for the present study. It

calmly appears that the rates of misbehaviors in some classes should have been

high enough to seriously disrupt learning:

*Tethers' reactions to misbehaviors were coded in four categories.

Two of these categories involved relatively mild responses. The teacher

could intervene nonverbelly (Observed about 32 of the time on the average,

09312) or they could respond to the misbehweloir with a management request

(observed about 692 of the time. 09313-16). Two other possible reopen**.

were more severs. These were threats or warnings, (S2, 09321-23), and

criticism (162, 09317720). The latter category includes punishment.

ei A Dumber of results indicate that the more effective teachers tended

to react to misbehaviors with mild responses, especially management requests.

The following variables showed positive associations with student achle4e-

meat galas in meths

09313, Misbehaviors which involved management requests fromteacher

09332, S3cialising misbehaviors involving a management request

09347, Student physical aggression handled by a management request

ognso; Misbehaviors which involved management requests
4P-7

09366, Mild misbehaviors involving management requests
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The following variables, all of which involve seveie reactions to misbe-

haviors, were negatively related to student achievement gains in math:

13404, Behavioral criticism

15297, Misbehaviors in which teacher criticised (no error)

09348, 15328, student physical 'aggression which teacher criticised

The pattern of results presented abOve is not strong one. There were

many important variables. for which there were no significant resulti or

results that did not fit the pattern.

It seems likely that the situation is actually complicated one.

It mey be, for instance, that the results presented above represent an

effect rather than a cause. The More effective teachers may use milder

reactions to misbehavior because they have better control over their classes

in the first place, and therefore have less need for'severe reactions.

This interpretation is supported by.a number of interactions. Misbe-

halviofs were more coupon in low ability classes (as revealed by analysis of

variance on variable 09389). A number of interactions seem to indicate that

effective teachers were also sort likely to react severely to misbehaviors

in low ability classes. The following variables were positively associated

with achievement gains in low ability classes and negatively associated with

achievement in high ability classes:

A

09321, Misbehaviors in which teacher threatened student (no error)
mL

15316, Misbehaviors involving tardiness which teacher criticized

13338, Misbehaviors not in above, categories which teacher criticized

09361, Misbehaviors in which teacher threatened student

For the following variables which involve mild teacher reactions, the

interactions go the other way (positive for high ability, negative for
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low):

09342, Defiance of teacher responded to with a managementrequest

09345, Student verbal aggression handled with a management request

09354, Student baits teacher and teacher bandies with a management

request

Thus, it appear, that mild responses to misbehaviors may be most aftro-

priate with high ability students, who are less likely to present severe

behavior problems. This pattern of results, though it is partially repli-

cated by findings for English classes, is againa weak one, hase0 on low

frequency data, and missing many important variables.

The remaining results in this section concern errors in teachers'

responses to misbehaviors. When a teacher directed his attention to the

wrong student, the observer coded a target error. Not surprisingly, target

errors were generally negatively correlated with achievement gains (15294,

09314, 09363,)09375). .When. the observer felt that the teacher had waited

too long before responding to a misbehavior, he or she coded a timing error.

The only two significant results ear timing errors are interactions, and

they will not be interpreted because the data are of doubtful validity

(09315, 09322).

5. Social interactions between students and teachers. Of all the major

categories between students and teachers,' social interactions were the least

commonly observed--an average of slightly more than once a period (15402).

Social contacts were not significantly associated with student achievement

in math classes.

6. Summary and discussion. Effective instruction in junior hAgh

math classes was marked by an academic orientasion, relatively more whole



ti
4

group instruction and less individualised contact, frequent public recita-

tion and discussion with active student involvement and initiation of ques

tions and comments maintenance of a rapid pace, calling mostly on volun-

teers and minimising lengthy 4ntdirruptions to deal with. the needs of indt-

vidual students on the spot,, and in general, a stress on eliciting and

4
reinforcing high quality responses to.questions designed to move the class

along at a good pace. All pf this was especially true with respect to high

ability students.,

Both the level of demand and the-level of discourse was lower in the

low ability clasSes (appropriately so) and effective teachers in these

settings spent more time dealing with individuals, especially attempting to

elicit,improved responses. The effective teachers in low ability classes

were also more tolerant of didEfactigna from academic tasks such as iirele-
.

vent comments and personal requests, but not of misbehaviors. There was much

support for aspects of what Flanders (1%70) has called indirect teaching,

particularly praise (at least in public Interactions) and.use of student

ideas. Again,-however, this assumes a context of a strong academic and

demanding orientation.

English

The data representing the relationships between classrombehalors

and student achievement gains for English are much less satisfactory than

those ,for math. Possible reasons for this will be discussed at the end

of the chapter., At this point, it is worth noting the following contrasts

between the math.data and the English data:

. 1. Entering CAT scores accounted for, an extremely high proportion
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of t !silence in the English achievement tests-432, compared with 712

for moth.

2. The variables that showed significant main effects or interactions

for math tended to be those which represented commonly occurring classroom

events and showed considerable variance. In contrast, many of the otitis-

tically significant relationships for English occurred for variables which

represented rare classroom events, while there wee no' relationship with

achievement for sire imports . variables.

3. There were more statistically significant interactions than main

effects.

4. In contrast to math, there often seemed to be no pattern to the

findings. An interpretation (suggested by one variable would not be supported

or would even be contradicted by the results for related variables.

In view of the inconsistent nature of the English findings, little

-attempt will ba made to interpret many of the results. Variables that showed

significant main effects or interactions will be listed for those who wish

to attempt their own interpretations. Tables with complete results for

each variable are in Volume II, pages 288-401 (proportion variables) and

402-481 (rats variables).

1. Teachers' use of time in the classroom. As in math, meet of'the

observed English classes spent most of their time in individual seatwork,

discuision, or lecture-demonstration. There did seem to be slightly more

variation in the formats uied by the English teachers, with some classes

spending appreciable amounts of time in formats such as special activities,

advince organisers, and other (unspecified) activities (15362-15381).
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Only two significant effects occurred for these 20 variables (15378

"minutes in testing"; 15381 "nunbet of peer tutoring situations"). These

will not be interpreted because they exhibit insufficient variance and

they are of questionable validity. (Observers did not code during classes

when hour tests were given.)

fa. Public acedeplc response opportunities. The strong pattern that

was observed in the girth data favoring the use of frequent crass discussions

with high rates of student participation was not observed for English.

Neither was any other pattern. The discussion, of public response opportu-

nities will therefore be limited mainly to descriptive data.

Public response opportunities were observed about as frequently in

English classes (an average of about 12 per period) as in math classes

(en average of about 13 per period).

As in math classes, teachers tendedto ask mostly product questions

(an average of 782 of all questions). Most of the remaining questions were

process questions (142). A few were choice questions (32) or opinion gums-

tiona (52). One significant main effect (15003) and one significant inter-
.

action (15001) were obtained for relationships with student achlevemeni.

gains. Neither will be interpreted.

The observed ranges for variables 09009-13 indicate that there was

a great deal of variation in the ways that teachers chose the students to

respond to their questions. The most commonly observed method of select-

ing students was calling on nonvolunteert (an average of1422 of the time),

followed by calling on volunteers (252), call outs (212), patterned turns

(82), and preselecting students in nonpitterned turns (42).

There are a number of interactions between classroom behavior
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proportions and entering CAT score* in thehr relationship with achievement

(09012, 601311 09063,09073, 09076), but no min effects. This suggests

that appropriate methods of selection may be different for high and low

ability studentsi but the data.do not ihow anypattornetrong enough to

allow cenfident interpretation.

The practical significance of these interactions is doubtful for two

reasons. For some variables (09012, 09013) the per unit change from low

to high levels of the variables is quite small (the. regression lines have

shallow slopes). Other variables (09063, 09073) represent infrequent

events. This is true even for some proportion variables where there

appears to be an adequate range. Variable 09073, for instance, represents

"choice questions' directed to volunteers." Since the average teacher

asked only about one choice question every three periods (13003), the

practical utility of this variable is highly questionable.

Variable 09076 (Product questions answered by a student calling out)

does repiesent a fairly frequent event, and there is a significant relation-

ship with achievement for low ability classes. This variable seems to be

part of a very weak pattern of interactions which includes variables

09013 (Response opportunities which students answered by calling out) for

English and two variablee(90975, 09209) among the math 'results, These

four variables showed sinner trends: positive for high ability classes,

negative for low. More than a dosen related variables showedno such

trends. If these results are of interest at all, it is because they con-

trast with the such stronger patterns, concerning student i,nitiated questions

and comments which were'called out.

128
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In Enslia$1 as in math, students answered most questions correctly.

On the average, about $2X of the observed student responses in English

classes were correct, 122 were incorrect, 32 were know" and students

failed to respond about 32 of the time..

The relationships between quality of student responses and achieve -

sent do not fall into an interpretable pattern. Main effecti were observed

for variables 15007, 15053, 09035, and 09132. Interactions were found

for variables 15005, 15003, 15050, 09053, 09127, 09133, 09204, and 09211.

Most of these variables represent very.infrequent events, while variablis

representing evente which occurred much more commonly showed no significant

effects. Ones again, the predominance of interactions over main effects is

notable, suggesting that high and low ability students may have different

needs in English classes.

The data for teacher reactions to student responses show a similar

paitein of occurrence to that already observed fOr math. Most teachers

used praise and criticism sparingly- -praise occurred on an average after

about l&2 of all response opportunities and criticism after about 0.42.

Most students' turns were ended siller their answers, either by simple

acknowledgement from the teacher, or by some form of terminal feedback

(an overawe of about 872 of the time); Teachers sometimes gave studehts

sustaining feedback (102.-09215) or followed a. student response with a

nonacademic questian (32.-09025, 09034). f

With the exception of the data on praise, the large timber of feedback

variables (180 variables in all). yielded no'interesting patterns of results.

Main effects were observed for eight of the variables not concerned
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with prelim (15029, 15121, 15122, 0908$, 09114, 09125, 09192). Interactions

were observed for 10 other variables (15027, 15091, 15107, 15115, 15119,

15184, 09020, 09030, 09036, 09039, 09107, 09112, 09113, 09159, 09160, 04164,

09105, 09109). The predominance of meaningless results and of interactions

are again potable.

Praise and criticism. The'findings concerning the efficacy of public

praise whit were observed for math classes were repeated for English

classqs. Positive main effects were observild for.the following

variables:

15001, Answers to choice questions which teacher praised

15143, Volunteers whom teacher praised
.

09029, Correct answers which teacher praised

09144, Call-out students who teacher prailed

09302, Response opportunities in which teacher praised

In addition, an interaction was observed for variable 09082,"answers to

opinion questions which teacher praised." The variable was positively

related to student achievement gains for high ability classes and showed

littl elationship for low ability classes. It is noteworthy that among

thes6 r lts main effects In:dominate, and that several of the variables

represent frequent occurrences in the classroom.'

The findings for praise and criticism in junior high school math and

English classes can be summarised by looking at variables 09382, 09383, 09393,

and 09394, as shown below:



YeLlia

09302. Itesimese opportunities in which

AelatIonghlo wkth Achievement

A Bilt !WW1

teacher praised

099113, Response opportunities in which

teacher criticised no no

09393, Private academic contacts which

teacher praised ns no

09394, Private academic contacts which

teacher criticised no no

Thus, cher: is clear pattern, with many other variables supporting these,

shoving that the more successful teachers tended to praise more during public

dilcussions, but that use of criticism or private praise did not correlate

with increased student learning. It is possible, of course, that this

pattern repregents an effect rather than a cause. It may by that the sore

successful teachers were simply better at eliciting praiseworthy answers

fres their students#

In general, these data support our own previous findings (Anderson

et al., in press; Brophy i Evertson, 1976; Brophy 4 Evertson, Note 2)

indicating that the appropriateness and effectiveness of praise and crit-

icism vary with context.

However, the findings for praise in junior high math and English classes

contrast with those seen in the early elementary 'triodes. In elementary

school, praise during public response opportunities usually shows weak and

insignificant relationships to learning gains. The important relationships

concern praise given during private teacher-student interactions. Praise

given during 'indent initiated Interactions correlated negatively with learning
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pins, while praise gives in teacher,initiated'interactioes often correlated

positively (drop* i Ivertsen, l9761 Note 2). Apparently, this was due

Se differences is the gensinemiss and specificity of praise in these two

situations.

In early grades, it is very commas for students to bring their work

up to skint to the teacher what they are finished. Nosy push students are

very dependeet.upon the teacher or eager to please the teacher, and they

will show their work in a way that amounts to "asking for" praise. Teachers

usually provide it, but such such "praise" is perfunctory, usually brief

word or two without elaboration of specifics end sometiles without even close

inspection ofvlbe work. Considering the nature of the praise and the slum-

tim which elicit it, it is not surprising that praise under these

circumstances correlates negatively with learning gains. In contrast,

praise given during teacher initiated work related interactions usually is

leidist4 by the teachers themselves, and is tends to be more genuine, as

well as more elaborated. It is not frequent or stromg correlate of learn-
.

ins sains, but when it does correlate, it correlates positively.

The dymmnics of teacher-student relationships change considerqbly

morose grades, though, and by junior high school few students actively seek

;seamy praise. asp dally for everyday work. When students do initiate

private work interactions with teachers, they seek help with Problems or

confirmation that they have completed their assignment and can move on to

sensible. sloe. They rarely "ask for" praise the way that early elementary

students do. Nor do teachers praise frequently in thee, situations. .As

result, teschpr praise given during student initiated privael,interactions

drops out as significant correlate of learning gains.



Aloe, the switch from am individual to a group focal cheaSes the

dynamics of piddle and private leteractlies initiated by the teacher. is the

early grades, public Togliatti's cdessetrites on practice of basic skills.

The tasks required of each individual student are similar, and students are

net yet developed to the point where they are likely to maks truly impressive

contribution at their owe initiation,orto.recossise such contributions

when made by others. Consequeetly, teacher praise duEing public recitation

situations tends to be brief and perfunctory even when sincere. Ilibet early

eleyestary.teachers praise frequently, and even predictably, is these

situations, further watering down the impact of any particular praise state-

ment on the target student co the rest of the class. As a result, praise

during public recitation situations usually does dot correlate strongly

with learning gains one way or the other in tbk early grades.

The situation is different is junior high schools, however. Teachers

praise such less routinely, usually because they are aware on some level of

consciousness that students do not appreciate public praise for routine

accomplishments. It say be taken as condescending, or it may produce ember-
.

remanent to the student. However, Junior high students are capable of.

genuinely outstanding contributions or accomplishments, and of recosnising

'these when they are made by classmates. So are the teachers, of course, and

when such contributions or accomplishments appear, they will tend to elicit

semis' admiration andipraise from the teacher. Much of the public praise

occurring in junior high school has this connotation, so it is not surprising

that it correlates positively with learning gains.

The positive relationship between praise given during tescher.initiated
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work interactions and student learning in the early grades has reversed by

junior high schiel. Again, the dynamics of these interactions haws

changed. In the early grades, these teacher initiated work related

latirectiems are very frequent. They occur more often mad extend logger

with @rudests who are bevies trouble with their week, but they do occur

with all students regularly. By junior high school, these interactions

tend to be focused on students who are hevieg trouble with their wort.

Therefore, the quality of praise is different from that °beeves) in public

recitations. Usually, it Involves not so much &swine teacher admiration

for student accomplishments ps attempts by the teacher to be encouraging

with students who are having problems. Under the circumsteaces, such

praise is sot truly reinforcing.

The findings for criticism in public end private situations are

similar across grade levels. At all levels, public criticism for failure

to respond to question or answering it incorrectly is rare, and when it is

given, it tends to be "deserved." Under the circumstances, it is not inap-

propriate criticism, and occasionally it even correlates positively with

learning gains. Criticism given during private work related interactions is

more frogman and usually indicates that the students involved are consis-

tently failing to apply themselves to their wolk, that the teachers are having

trouble findings ways to motivate or listruct them succeskfully, and/or that

teed teacher in hypercritical. Not surprising), criticism is this context

correlates negatively with learning gains (09266).

2b. Student initiated euestions and comments. As in math classes,

academe initiated questions and comments were observed an.average of about

five times per class period (15200, 15201). Comments were,relatively more

134
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ewes* is bgltsh classes them is nisch classes. On the average, sheet 372

of observed qsaalome mad eensmsta were sesests sad 'S wore gaieties.

(092116 09217). The it senses my for studs'ss to ask their questiess or

sake their Genoese. was by Galin out (as averse. of 11711 of theHtine, 09210).

Thu patters of interactions that was observed for oath Glasses is

repeated far @Relish claws. Nigh rates of call outs teed to be *Natively

associated with achivvemest piss for high ability classes, but positively

associated for low ability lessee. This patter* appears for three major

variables, as follows

15223, Student initiated commute which were called out

09219, Student initiated called4out ;meatless which were relevant

09240, Student initiated relevant commits which were called out

The pattern is also seen in a number of less importaat variables (09242,

09244, 09245, 15224, 15226, 1S229). Several curvilinear. relationships

also show the same general pattern (ee. %Imo II, Table IS. variable*

09217, 09219, 09223, 09239, 09240. Note that the right-hand portions of

the curves are based on extrapolated scores). it is astable that the slopes.
of the regression linos for the variables are the 09900it of thole seen

in the such weaker pattern concerning called out answers to response oppor-

tunities.

It is apparent that call outs mean different things in high and low

ability classes. A teacher who allow* large numbers of call outs in

high ability class is probably/doing poor job of controlling the coo-

petitiveases of the students. In low ability class on the other baud,

relevant call outs may well be an indication of student interest. These

I 3.1
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variables ales fors pert of the more moral patters which is moo to

amoral odor rots of variables. evermaisi teachers of blab ability

ammo miatalaed o more businesslike, **admit atmeophere, while see

easeful teachers of Ise ability classes wore sore likely to show a w-

oos' leteeset is their Modesto and to ascesrage student sepressivesess,

eves if the etedest was not enact!, es task.

One sets effect (09255) and seven other interactions (15219, 11220,

15222, 15E43, 0923., 09240, 0,211,) were observed for the data is this

footles. for all of thee. variables, the data are technically defisiest,

and they tie sot fors a coherent petters. The results, therefore, will

sot be interpreted. Once again, the preponderance of interactions over

msis effects is notable.

to English,

as is math, private academic costaets between teachers and students were

sore commas than public response epportusities. Observers recorded as

overate' of about student created contacts and six teacher initiated

costacta period!. Baglieliciesses (15411, 15412).

to meth, the sore successful teachers were those who seeerally kept

private contacts with students relatively short. This pattern was not

repeated for English classes In general, there was no relationship

betimes variables coecerning the length of Interactions and student

achievement gala.

There was, however, set of Interactions, spotty weak and involving

shallow slopes for the regression lines. isdicating that narrow focus

out academie setters is sore important for high - ability classes than for

36.
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by ability classes, and that in the high ability classes, successful

teachers were Gore likely ,to initiate contacts, and students less likely.

All of the following variables shwed.significatirinteractions with slight

Positive relationships with achievelment for high ability classes and

slight negative relationships for low ability classes:

09284, 15264, Teacher initiated:contacts which were academic related

09267, Student created contacts related to academic content

09388, Dyadic contacts which were teacher initiated (private)

-7)

09395, Private academic contacts

An interaction in the opposite direction on.yariable 09396,"private non-

academic contacts;' falls into the same general pattern.. Also part of

the same pattern are interactionson"Six less important variables (15265,

15268, 15271, 15275, 09278,,09285).

Although the pattetn presented above is a real one, it is not strong.

The slopes of most of the regresssion lines are too shallow to reach our

own criteria for reporting and interpretation. The results thus indicate

that a slight difference in emphasis might be appropriate for high and low

ability classes, but they do not support the use of radically different

teaching methods.

Only two other significant results occurred for the variables in

this section. A positive main effect was obtained for varLable 15274,

"teacher initiated academic contacts which involved,long feedback.", This

sesUlt will not be interpreted because of its isolated nature and the

infrequent occurrence of the event. In addition,' there was a negative

relationship with achievement for variable 09286, "teacher initiated
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academic contacts which involved criticism:' This result has been die-

cussed in'the sectionoon praise and criticism above. 0

4.1 Behavior related contacts. In En4ish classes, as in math classes,

behavioral contacts were observed,an average of about five times a period

(15394), and most of the observed behavioral Contacts involved mild mis-

behaviors (15407, 15408). The rangecis again, notable. Some of tht observed

teachers had obviously. lost control of their classes. It is also notable

that an 'overage of about one contact in nine was behavior related, but for

some teachers, this ratio climbed to as high As one contact in three

(09389).

Piot surprisingly, teachers who spent much of their time dealing with

behavioi problems, especially serious misbehavior, were not particularly

effecttre in teaching' English. The following variables showed negative

'relationships with student achievement gains:

01389, Dyadic contacts which'were behavior related

09305, 15285, Students leaving the class without permission

0 09307, 15287,,ftsbehaviors involving students baiting teacher

15282, Misbehaviors during which student sassed or defied teacher

15293, Misbehaviors involving management request from teacher

15322, Defiance of teacher responded to with a management request

15334, Student baits teacher and teacher handled with a managment request

15388, Serious misbehavior which teacher handled without error

1408, Serious misbehaviors /1

4r, The composite picture which emerges from these results is one of a teacher

who "lets the students walk all over him or her." There was no relationship

I- 8
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between, achievement and rates of-milderrmlsbehaviors (15407). The miebe-
.1

haviortlisted above are serious and public in nature. They demand a response

from the teacher. Some less successful teachers apparently often responded

to these serious misbehaviors with mild words (management requests)..,

Although the rates of occurrence for many of these misbehaviors are rela-

tively low, the misbehaviors are serious enough .to be significant whenever

they.happen. It doesn't take very many instances of student defiance to

seriously affect the atmosphere of a classroom..

It seems to be especially important that the teachers "keepthe lid on"

in low ability classes. A number of interactions indicated that the more

successful teachers in low ability classes tendedto react to misbehaviors

more severely than successful teachers of high ability classes. For all of

the following variables, which involve severe reactions to misbehaviors,

there were positive associations with achievement gains for, low ability

classes awl negative associations for high ability classes:

09321, Misbehaviors in which teacher threatened student

09323, Misbehaviors in which teacher overreacted with a threat

09330, Mild misbehaviors where teacher threatened' student

09334, Socializing misbehaviors where teacher threatened student

09361, Misbehaviors in which teacher threatened student

09367, Mild misbehaviors involving teacher criticiap

The regression lines slope the opposite way (positive for high ability

clas

invo

negative for low ability classes) for the jollowing variables,

ng mild reactions to misbehaviors:

331, 15311, Socializing misbehaviors in which teacher intervened

nonverbally.
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09338, Disruptive misbehaviors in which teacher intervened nonverbally

15292, Misbehaviors which teacher intervened nonverbally

15307, Mild misbehaviors in which teacher intervened nonverbally
0

For a single variable (15324,"stefiance of teacher responded to with teacher

threatAning student"), the interaction goes in an unexpected direction

(positive for high, negative for low). It could be argued, however, that a

threat such as "I'll send you to the office if you don't stop that," may be

a riacyaild response to student defiance.

Once again, we are reporting here a series of weak interactions, many

of which have very shallow slopes for the regression lines. They indicate,

if anything; a,slight difference in emphasis between successful teachers in

high.and low Ability classes. Most of the variables above also involved'

t
teacher reactions which were rarely observed. The most common forms of

reaction to

The pattern

cient- data.

Of the remaining significant results

student misbehavior were management requests and criticism.

of results reported here is therefore based on technically defi-

from this set of variables (09306,

09314, 09363, 09371, 09376), most concern positive relationshipS with achieVe-

sant foi target or timing errors in teacher reactions to misbehavior. There

seems to be no reason why this should be, so.- The data are' technically

deficient, and of questionable validity. The coding of a target error or a

timing error depended considerably more on the judgment of the obseivers

than most other categories in the observation system. It may be that

observers were inconsistent in their use of this code.

5. Social _interactions between teachers and students. Teachers rarely

'initiated social contacts with students, and there were no significant
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associations between teacher-initiated social interactions and student

achievement gains (15339, 09378).

Student created social contacts were somewhat more common, being

observed an average of about once a period in English classes (15340).

There were significant interactions for six of the eight variables concerned

with student created social contacts. Although the regression lines had

shallow slopes for these variables, all of the interactions were statis-

tically highly significant (ja < .02 for all six variables). The following

variables were negatively associated with achievement gains in high ability

classes and positively associated with achievement gains in low ability

classes:

15340, Student created contacts which were social

09380, 15341, Student created social contacts which were accepted

15402, Social contacts

09390, Dyadic contacts which were social

In addition, variable 09381, "student created social contacts which teacher

did not accept, " .was positively related to achievement for high ability

classes and negatively related for low ability classes.

The pattern here fits with that observed in other variables. The more

successful teachers in high ability classes maintained a tight academic

focus,.while in -the low ability classes the more successful teachers are

more likely to show a persOnal interest in .their students and be more accept-

ing of the students' social overtures.

6. Summary and discussion. In general, the patterns of relationships

linking process variables to learning were much less clear for English classes

than.for math. Main effects in particular were very rare. Most of the



interpretable main effects fell into.ons of two patterns. First, teachers

who)tolerated higher rates of serious misbehaviors were less likely to be

successful in inducing student achievement gains. Second, the pattern '6f

results favoring higher rates of public praise which was observed for math

classes was again observed for English classes.

Interactions were such more common than main effects, but many were

. impossible to interpret. Interactions which were based on technically

suspect data and interactions which did not form interpretable patterns

were common. The ibserved patterns of interactions included the following.

Successful teachers in low ability classes were more likely to:

1. Accept or tolerate student call outs of questions and comments.

. 2. Have private contacts with their students about nonacal4Mic matters

and let students initiate private contas.

3. React more severely to students' misbehaviors.

4. Accept students' attempts to discuss social matters with them.

Overall, the picture is one of a very businesslike, academic orientation

in the successful high ability teachers, and a sere personal orientation

with more emphasis on student expressiveness for the successful low ability

teachers.

The nature of the sample may also explain (n part the high incidence

of interactions rather than main effects. The low ability classes generally

contained higher *ambers of Chicanos, for many of whom English was a second

language, and low- income Blacks, who often spoke a dialect form of English.

It is hardly surprising that teachers in these classes found it necessary
. -

to use different tactics from teachers of high ability classes, where most

of the students had grown up speaking the same form of English as the teachers
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were trying to teach.

The pattern of interactions describedabove bears a striking simi-

larity to the description by Mots (1978) of the adjustments"that teachers

make to the.demands of the students in their..classrooms. /lets tends to

view the adjustments that teachers ma for low ability students as

in2"necessary evils" which'may not ult ely be in the best interest of

the students themselves:

In practice, if,not in intent, the teacher engages in

exchange with the lover level classes. The teacher permits

inattention to the academic task and minor breaches of class- 6

room etiquette in exchange for the students' willingness to

refrain from really disruptive noisy activity or overt

angry attack upon the teacher.

Such an exchange may allow everyone to get through the

hour without unduly intruding upon one another. But it does

not result in the most academic progress for the majority of

the students. Some teachers tried to alter the pattern,

either through better sources of coercive control or, more

frequently, through increasing students' intrinsic interest

in the academic task. . . . And, in fact', there was evi-

dence quit over a long time teachers gradually come to

adopt an educational philosophy which justifies the sTat-

ogles that yield the minimum of conflict with students of

theschools they find themselves in. (pp..109-110)

The data from this study, however, seem to indicate that the teichers

who conformed to theeexpectations,of their student and accepted some
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de-ephasis.of academics with law ability classes were more successful

in inducing achievement test gains than those who did not.

In addition to the predominance of interactions over main effects,

however, the English data are also notable for the relative paucity of

consistent patterns of relationships. U. believe that there are several

reasons for the lack of consistent relationships'between the measures taken

from our low - inference coding system and our measures'of student learning

in the English classes. First, there is less uniformity of curriculum and

instruction at the-junior high level than in the early grades, and a smaller

percentage of the curricular objectives held in common could be included

on our test. It appears that this model of process-outcome research,

featuring year-long data collection and using adjusted scores on an end-of-
.

year achievement test as the criterion, is not appropriate for junior high

English classes, at least not without much more extensive end-of-year testing.

The model worked reasonably well even in junior high school for study-

ing math, apparently because there still is a strong emphasis on skill prac-.

tice and a relative homogeneity of curriculum and instruction across classes

and Schools within the same grade for math. For English, though, there is

much more variation, meaning that the content validity of the English achieve-

ment test was watered down considerabty. Test items were valid in the sense

that they were objective-referenced, 'using information obtained from inter-

views with teachers and from our own classroom observations concerning

what objectives were being taught in these classes, but there were not

enough items.

The validity of the test can also be questioned on the basis of a

significant (2 .0001) tendency for high ability classes to show lower
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residual pie, scores. It appears that the assumed linear relationshi#

between CAT scores and posttest scores does not hold for students performing

well over grade' level.

There would be problems in trying to cover umcontrolled naturalistic

variation across many classes sad schools with a single 45-minute test in

may case, but these problems were exaggerated by the nature of the sample

in thepresent study. We included almost all of the eligible math and English

classes in mine of the 11 junior high schools in the city. These included

two lamer-city and primarily minority schools, es well as three others

serving unusually homogeneous upper middle class populations. Despite a

degree of busing for desegregation purposes, there were strong school .2-`

effects in the distributions of student ability and achievement test scores.

The scores themselves extended along a great range, distributed more hori -.

lostally than normally. As a result, the use of the students' California

Achievement Test scores as co-variablei for adjusting their scores on our

achievement test had the effect ofremoving even mere criterion variance

than is usual in theie situations. This was especially true for English

classes, where some 852 of the variance was accouhted for by CAT scores

-(compared to about 79E for math). With so such variance in English achieve-

ment alreadj accounted for by the covariable, it is likely that most of

the remaining variance was unreliable, thus further decreasing our chances

of finding a rich pattern of relationships.

Finally, it le possible that the validity of the achievement test was

reducediby the nature of the task facing the teachers. Math teachers are,

. for thedmost part, teaching skills to their students that they practice

very little outside math class. Meat students practice speaking English,
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however, all day lose, and they read and Write English in their other

classes, if not at home. It is hard for a single teacher to have a measure-

able effect on a skill that is so deeply ingrained and so habitual in nature,

and it is virtually impossible to separate the effects of the English

teacher from the, effects of the many other models who help to determine bow

a student uses the English language. The emphasis on grammar in the achieve-
.

sent test may have helped slightly with this problem but at the the same

time it increased the doubts about the content validity of the test.
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Table 3.I (cont.
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Table 3.1 (cont.)
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Tobld 3.1 (cont.
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10 1$57,

Tab's 3.1 (cont.)
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Tab to 3.1 (cont. )
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Table 3.2 (amt.)

pagstmIto PITIERNED 'UR* STUDENTS NNON TEACHER GAVE in ANSWER .

FORTILA: 115/11

-RANCE,' N

38 2 80105 NATN
MEAN SIGMA

SOW ..7 Is
sow- .33 '.39ENGLISH 453 .11b

*

PREOELCETEDMONPATTERNED TURN STUDENTS WHOM TEACHER GAVE ANSWER

FNMA: 1116/10°

MEAN SIGMA RANGE
ID r 11113116 NATI' gel, OW ROM ,5d AO

ENGLISH .113 .11 5.110 it_ ,Si 53

NOTONDLUNTURA WHOM TEACHER, GAVE THE ANSWER

FOIMAA: 167/11

MEAN SIGMA
ID 891417 MAIN OA .00

ENGLES:1 .4,113 J:3

RANGE
0,59
16110-

.20

.14

A
56
78

VOLUNTEERS WHOM TEACHER GAYS THE ANSWER

FORMULA: 166/12

MEAN moo RANGE

t

ID IMAM MATH .S3 ,Ot Deed SO 56
ENGLISH .81 .Si Ned 77

CALL OJT lisTuAENTs 11011 TEACHER GAVE PIE ANSWER

FOIDALA, 1119/13

.,

.10 09140 HAT*
... MI.:SW

MEAN
.83
.113

SIGNA
.03
.83

RANGE
11,110

1,111
.14
,20

N

56
78

;

PRESELEWFWTTERNED TURN STUDENO(TERN/NATED IT TEACHER ASKING *WHIR

FORMULA: \190/9

. RANGE

ID 3 95 male ,Ob
SIGMA

.90 .19
AMEAN

ENOLISN .a. OA DOW ---,33 39
18

2 05.
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Table 3.2 (cont.)

PRESELECT 16001-PAT TO48 14.10E4TS TERMINATED BY JEAGNER ASKING ANOTHER

TO On91

191/10

MEAN &TONI , RANGE N
MATH ell0 .13 .8.118 .5 1111

ENGLISH ..103 .06 11.119 .aq 53

NON=VOI.UNIEr99 *N3dr TURN! MERE TERMINATED BY TEACHER ASKING ANOTHER

FORMULA: 142/11

MEAN SIGMA RANGE N

ID 11 0192 MATH .12 .89 ,80 - .S9 S6
MUSH 19 .86 8,9d - .29 TR

r

moNrusts 'mos( TURNS MERE TERMINATED IT TEACHER ASKING ANOTHER

FORMULA: 190/12.

MEAN SIGMA RANGE N

ID I1 09E93 MATH .4 .0 .0i1 08 S6
INGLOSH .RT .85 11,8d - .19 77

i

CALL001141 WHOSE TURNS TERMINATED 11T1EACIIER ASKING.ANOTHER STUDENT

FORMULA: 1114/13

MEAN SIGMA RANGE
ID i 020 MATH .82 01 0.9d .20 S6

ENGLISH .91 .92 ,910 99 78

aDa..e0oNTEERs aloof TURNS TERMINATED SY ANOTHER ITUDENT.CALL OUT

FORMULA: 117/11

ID 6.197 MATH
ER91.1911

4V.

'
7

MEAN SIGMA . RANGE N

2 .103 0.919 .16 56
. 82 .9 9.1111 .33 78

VOLUNTEERS WHOSE TORN! TEAIIINAIED SY ANOTHER STUDENT CALLING OUT

FORMA: 196/12 '

ID 0100 NAT4
ENGLISH

MEAN SIGMA RANGE
.1 .9 .110 ,00 56
. 01 e99 9.91 .11 77



TDlN3.2 (cont.)

CALL-0J8$ :04011/.1WINS TERMINATED DI ANOTNER AMOCO? CALLING OUT

FORMULA: ,191/13

'000,11 SISNA RANGE N

48 8919O NW. 44,01. OM 114,11 .111 S6
---gNiugss opt. :89 DODO . Oa 70

. ,

CONILLO ANO0gRS 419IN NI PREAELEETc0 PATTERNED TURN STUDENTS

. FORMULA: 14/14

..10 091.0 MAIN
MEAN SIGMA MANSE N.

.89 .06 SA ftO e ,A8
INCAS:, ,D9 .13 040 .412 78

.

t088tC8 048"988 gsvr* PI Rrect.scno NON.PATTERNE0 TURN STODIN

FORMULA: 15/11

10 010011 1.4114

ENSLEIN

EDANLEg AmOlogRA C1VfM NI

FORMULA:

MEAN
0 4
.114

ADNNALuNyggNs

SUM
-04

. RANGE
DAM .19
040 .3S

N

S
78.07

NEAN SIGMA RANGE N

10 De m: NM Olt .21 .04 - .8S S6MUM 4,39

c0101.01 ~Loft 010/0 0/ #OWNTLERS

.PO SOO .92 70

FORMA: 17/11

MEAN SIGMA MANSE
10 N OM, NATM .25 .1 D.00 .61 S6

INCLSIN 5.05 .71 ie

CONILCII amortise tufo 5! STUDENTS ANA CALLED Du/

FORMULA: 11/11

.10 04504
EMGLISM

MEAN SIGMA .

00 02
.RA

RANGE
73

:111 :63

N

78
56



Tble4112 (cont.)

.14COOMICT 40121 SIM IT PatistUCTEW feTTIMme0 Tam TuOgmf

mows limo

MEAN elm RAMIE m
10 OWNS- 14,7* ,5 0 06 Se

°MUM . 00 .13 MO .02 77

106000(CT. eM60146 um T 0g0LLIECTED mum.PATTCOMO TUfm TUO1mT

OIALLA: 1NI020
Ne

nee lme
10 f206 . meTm ,5 ,06

MUSS 041 00

MASK.
0,00

.25

.3S

s

Se
77

INCORRECT AisNERs JVEN ST NON1I014NTEgm

9R1411A: 12'V20
.

. NCAN 10111 DANE N

1001.7 NA'S .47 .27 ',A1,00 1 Se
g201.10 ,114 0S,..

lisCOlintgT ei211 Olfth el VOLUNTEER,

ORMULAt 130/20

100 77

NCAN 10MA 46NE
10 0020 ',ATM .21 .17 , ,75 56MUM .23 .22 . ,00 1., 77

14g0002C, AN424 3111 sr tuotmt N$0 CALLED OUT

4:41MULAs 130/20

NEON kold MOM
10 Mee MAIN 0 .22 .00 1, Se

INSLSSN el% *2' , ION 77

DONE ANON /ND Sipemt am opt MIMIC! PATTERNED TURN STUDENTS

IMMIULA: 131137/E1.11 Nk'.
. .

NCAN 10NA RANGE N
1,

10 I, 00260 4414 . ..4 .1 .0111 .51 IS
. ' MUM 040. .12 , ,S3 0



Tao:. 3.2 (coot.)

11/.41 "ado* looowol AN/AM 411001 IT getSELECT.ND6wPoT TYRN sTuDENT$

/0611Les inq3Pa1,a2 o
. . .-

81666 6I6ma Ramet N

ID *mess 6614 A6 06 6,06 .51 SS

fisei.666 ..6 .I. 600- ,Se 76

PONT 6606/60 otioust 0010011 govEN IT 1104901.0412[49

.1341311/2122

nolo IISMA RANK 6

-ID r 66i6 0167s 04 01 2,011 56
60161.216 .66 07 06 1.11 76

PICOniggy maga., Areal wow, ICACNEN SAVE SUSTAIN/Ng IMIDAAck

/ 01111LA: 313133/20

MAN ins* nAmsc
10 8 Oft13 RAIN .g7 0.110 100. SO.

2141.11$11 .23 .15 O./O. .63 77

11061 6606160 6C660661 466406 604106 ICACNCR SAVE OUSTAININS'IMAcK

P OIMULA:. 4243.64/2122
.

'nag - 11/ONA
,44:14 066

N

ro1D 5s6 MATH. .18 .16 9 S3
21161.21111 .14 .16 geed ' .71 76

AU. ligeopmg oP004100NiTAgt r4ZCM TIACNV1 pode.WITAlellfte etD94C4

MA1LA: 11741180..741/1+2404

NCAN HON* ROMA
le 09,201 MAIN ell .1111 .33

241.2110/ k14 017 ' Seed -.36

1000,1,.:011SATIO ee1311040 AND COWWWWOMIC4 Milt OULITIONS

roma= 203/2011201
. . /

%pm 6/666 66661
-.

Ill il MAP MAIN .74 .11 .32 lege
116411114 .61 .14 .25 .91

-S6
7$

SO
76

2 ()
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Table 3.2 (amt.)

488880T IRITIATED-801841048 AND COMMENTS ANIC11 MERE COMMENTS

FIRMILA: 8131/2000101

ID 010217 11890
ENGLUM

MEOW 8I8MA
.28 .13
.37 ' .14

RAMIE
8.08 .68
489 .75

8TUOINt INITIATED 0011111018 NNICN 0g02.,cALLJED OUT

pmetu: beam

ID S m10 MAIN
ENGLISH

VEAN 81804
81 otS

-.67 2S

RA. E
.98

8.88 1.04

S TUDENt INITIATED CALLED OCT QUESTIONS ONICO ERE RELEVANT

rpetILA: 2031200

ID 89,19 NATM
EM81.28N

NEN
,S7
.62

SIGMA
.23
.23

RANCE
.96

11.:0 1,88

TUITCNT INITIATED RELEVANT QUESTIONS CALLED DUI AND CRITICIZED

FOMILA: MOM

le *etas NATO
ENGLISH

S TUDENT IOITI49ED RELEVANT

MLA: MIMIC

3D S 89221
. MAIN

INGLIISTO

MEAN'

.4T
01

RANGE
8.88 .86
8.88 .12

QUESTIONS CALLED OU/ AND IGNORED

NEON 8/086
.81 .9a
.52 .83

S
78

N

Se
76

N
Se
78

N
Se
76

RANGE
488.

5.11 .17 78

IPTUSINE INITIATED RELEVANT QUESTIONS CALLED OJT AND NOT ACCEPTED

FOOP1LA1 206 10

ID v NOTN
ENGLISH

MEAN
.11

,

SIGN*
.02
.02

RANGE
8.00 .07
8.88 ,09

N

S
78



Table 3.2 Commit.)

elomoT INITIATED sticwoo ximoss cALtto out AND'S/VIM FEEDOACK

mum am=
MEAN SIGMA . mom N

ID Dintss NAM. .NI .11 ess '7,78 SA
['SLIM _ ...St .21 SAO .8 76

4 I

MOM INITIATED'ATLIWAMI D. PALLED DDT AND GIVEN now: mow*

mows ammo .

MEAN moo. RANDS .4

.
SO POW MAIN &II . .1 Dole . .SI Se

(061.1111N .0b .40141 lived .19 74

01.01 INITIATED RELEVANT D. mu* Out AND lemma) INTO Elms
DISCUSSION .

f011111LAI, minx ,

MEAN SIM, RANGE 4se OS 44" odi OS goad .21 - A
MUM .01 .112 DODO .16 76

00641 INITIATED CALLED &MOTIONS OdICN NINE IRRELEVANT

PONPULA: 110/200

:ID elm.
MEAN SIGN* NANDI N

MATH .4,5
.1117 11.110 .63 S6

tNSLI$N .06 .86 .108, .10 '* 7A

$TOOLNI INITIATED IRRELEVANT DJESTIONS CALLED OUT AND MIMED

PIMA* 1E1/100..

MEAN SIGMA 8814112 4

ID olio MAIN .8/ DOM .1/ S6mum odi .66 Dow 76

uDesis INITIATED IRRELEVANT sucsumos CALLED DUI WOO NOT ACCEPTED

PO&U,A8 111/101)

MEAN SIGMA RANGE
:0 DMA MAIN .61 DOM ..0 S6

geiL1$8 .81 , .1 00e .DA 78

.212
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704 3.2 (cont. )

1170010 losTioTto OfitwoT oftsTION0 oicm nisi ItoinICTO0

FAIMILAI IMOD

*CON SION* N 440411

IS ft MSS NOIO .0 .03 0.06 .0* so
POLSON .SA 0.0 o .04 .7$

of414.11 1NI1D1C UMW MINIMS INT5004/CO 1410 CLASS DISCOS.

PUMA: 110/100

ID tile
non Mom' *moot

NA/4 .51 ,03 cm .11 S6
ISILSON .00 .01 6.141 jig 711

01110111 INITIoite OSCS/1046 NICN %CNC IONCLCANT

1.1111LA: 81/10D

RUN 1010NA RANSI ft

IS 00117 NAV% 06 .Ot S.'S ,59 SC
300Las 000 .03 0.08 .,13

6f0001, /s1O14it0 1O'CLIVA01 DAIMONS PICH stilt MIN FECDSACA

MUM IMMO
4CA SISsA sA40t

SO .12 4414 SOPS .09 SA
Si .01 0.50 vs 70

'OM./ INITIATO gesnaff ng mum Dill

roMoLos 1113/101

nags Otoiso 000t
ID 0111 4A14 ' . .17 0.50 1,110 SS

MUSH .71 .PS 0.00 1.50 711

000067 sol10110 ofitvw CiPilltor0 imp, mono CALLED 00T

OIMULAt

Kam OW& 4411g

' IS Seise NA/N .38 .to SAS ',SS SS
1 NW 54 .5 0.00 1,011 70

2I.i
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S

Tepid, 3.2 loon

0~7 MIMED inswant commons mixt) oot ASO $141OS0.
. .

MUM ammo
01001

SO 00,01 0414 .08
LOLION

NOM SISTS111, MEDAN,

PNIMAI MOM

SO Mist oats
LISLION

6,000111 jlOSTSAISD RtLLVAMt

POEM* W7/1131

10 9/0S e1111

. 4.111.110m

014104
03 .OS OS

.011 04

N

SS
7$

(001(115 CALLED out AMO ottitcrits

1(11
.Oi
. 01

618NA
.81
.03

COOKNIS CALLED 001

ALAN
.SS
81

615NA

S

RANK
O .80 .11
.84 .18

LID sgqonal

IOW
SS
TS

RAMIE N
0.0,1 '011 SS
48 N 76

IbItielta7 3$11117$0 1$1.11/114, CDNNEN18 CALLED Out AND NOTACCIFTED

FORMAI MNIF

SO 0/110
*Sul IN

MEAN
$$
$$

818NA
1011

.03

41114E
P.00 .11
11..0 .1

SS
78

41!*-

',Ate; 141,11110 1$11,11167 C0.04g1IS CALLED DOT AIM 81EN mown

mow: arvisn

10 DOPS 66674
SOOLOS0

NEAR
.1
1$

015111

.18

.11

481$2
SAO .73
POW 1.30

SS
78

tittlogi dimgvant CALLII0 OUT AND 81Y111 PROWS FEEDBACK

.FORMA' -Isom

/9 47, .014
SeiL111.1

Immo Mom
, 0 .i+
0,41

21.

-207-
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I
T111110 3.2 (cont. )

6, loglimple egLeciost 01041C011 g$4,120 OUT AND IftftenOTSO tido

oiscpssioal .

milmuks miss
. .

oca6 'maw mow 11

ID 0010D mil* ,01 Oa 0,00 ,I

SNOWS,' . OS .07 16110 .Si1 V-- 78

otolloml smsTIATtO 10fE1t044VCOm0Emt0 *PIC* tat COWED OUT

ewe 1110* 0411601 ft

ID IMO ftst .P$ $ 0,00 ,Os 0S
gftetige .10 .14 11,90 Ai 76

bfjoiss smitastte seettiv mongol CaLUD so amis csiticitts

PUMA: DS/Dl

'(AM 'stpla MAMIS M

SO POEN . Pato .4* .It 'sow OS SS

ESOILIOm
ti

:41 ,Oi 0.00 01 74

N
0001.61 :NIT:Alt* 160ELIV4mT (30ose0f6 CALLED DOT AND 16005(0

POMP* Eft'
mgim DION* PARSE

JD 001010 "74 .1. oil 5.00 ,l8 SS

140L01110 ,PO ell 0,00 TS 76

.

5TUDIA, INITIPIED SOPELEvsmT COmmgmT$ CALLED 071 A40 %DT ACCEPTED

FONALAs DV=
4164 0160a 0*W,

so OOPS& ,11.$ .01 ,Do 11,00 ,SS SS
mums .PS OS 0,00 .16 76

040111 MIMS. 144tvil it caomw, mug ear ma) 110(0 mow*
mum limns

'ED or OOPS! math
IDOLIOm

07046 444111 4

PO 0,01 ',OS SS
,00 0,00 ,S0 76

2j,.

-208-



Tlo 3.2 (cent.)

,180404 sestorte IfilVat Comatoms aims .410041 CALM SW

4111111A8 131,1101

OWN Mad
1 eIlen0 oft

So111.11140 .11 . .11

"NM
Sff 1.15eon AO

sIdOlo, 11119191g0 9ILSO1111 C110411i$ scw sot ssogli posse&

MLA: j!Wifil

JO 'MSS 6,914
goStS14

- N

$1
Ts

N OM Iwo sows
,s a ,17 goof AO SS
weir 11 OAPS al 7

.1.186Ot 11173411111 Of1.41Wof 111040107S winos self,SIOSo SSOSACK

FORUM NOM
1 wpm 111Sm lamed o

lio 1.441,11/6
46111 .11 .13 SAO 10 SS
goOLSIN SO .19 0,N GP 01 7

ag,

Immo, 'ammo ammoilla 1000(011 411vgft MOMS MOW'

OOSAA: MAW
n ag 111 loolOS I

so 1091S7 it' ,S OW 010 ,Sit SS
1401110 ,o4 ,o 11011 .88 7$

0,44t 1019111111 9114Vool COolotot$ lottilaTtO Sof0A1MIS OtOCuSSIoft

POOSLAs MASS :r

om/ 1110o Omni ft

ID 011,0 **AIM ' .14 .S SAS AS SS
IIMSLISN 09 ,7 ,O0 ,S 711

40141 101P111 Seoftlfilot COmotot$ 0310 Pt 111004t0

MUM !'WIND
0014 1110 lamed

SD 024 Maio ,s e. Soh ,SS SS
[MUSA 111 ,0 01 IS

0
217

209

fea



/solo 3.2 icoro..

plates logilasse siettiviks cassoggts e/C« Ion mos agegPvl

P010.4* MAW
541646 160* MIK

10 Hess mate .00 off 90 ,11 SS
McBee .8 Saes AO t

0101611 86$71111 SitINswont Cmegets o/Cm 1118 011te

Mlles 814.A101.

stag Imo& seel
111 Moe 0114 .08 Ita CM ,IPS ff

tKLSM eel 11 ,0 74

6114'61,6061 sesfsalt ssittssesigaspoimss minis Sag mosses

Maul 80,45148110641WIOPOS

*ge 141 4mg o

1$ OffisS late .01 .01 ,110 ,11 So
SeSiS4 Os .01 11,ee .10 7

&LI Olefin 101 tart. 4911.00000Vn 0:Cos egfet cmicin
Mew 46110818/111041M

*film 16164 emelt1 / 1111 .11 .01 sow ,0 S6
86tgem .11 .01 0,04 .30 7

1W1001 getMil COit INLAND 1 *Caon 5101111
IMPILLAI ikanienifte49.440

1111e lee& 41116$

111 Ni, 01611, .641 .18 ,ge es so
ofs ote oss oss

sweeter MOM g/101614 Slim. Irtosseseo 61C8011
plow I aohrpolapaso1110

"0" &lees Sheet
JO Ness move 10 01 ,SS 56

1165,e SS 1 .18 ,So 7

2 1
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Tbi 3.2 (coot.)

SIJOINT cOCATIO..ACAOCOIC ISLAM CONTACTS MNICN ACME NA/Sso

FORMULA: 141/560

AtAN .111$04 RANSIL

10 0160 NAT'. . 00 5.55 .11 5
6,166554 5.55 _ et? 76'

tDSNT cligATCO ACAOLN1C IMLATty CONTACTS wow' mum cR/T/cizED

FORMULA: 110447

%gam $1804 RANGE N

ID OM, NA/4 .OI .51 SOO 1111 II
oNOLION OS Olt 1101* .15 75

ay MAT'S AcAOCNIC 'CLAM CONTACTS IONOLAIAL &NW TIACNIN CONTACT

FNMA: 111/P17

'LAN $1110A DANSE
ED 8,71. , NATO *SS .1! *IP ',81 s
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?obis 3.3$ Summery of Important Moults: Belatioaships Between

Low-imferemce Process Variables and Studies Achievement

Table 3.3 contains those results which were judged to be both prac-

tically and statistically significant, and which Teri discussed in-the

test of the chapter. .Criteria for inclusion is the chapter.. and summary

table are discussed on pages 93 and 94. .

The table is divided into sections, as followSs

Section

1. Use of tins is the classroom

2. Public contacts betwesa the teacher and students

a. Academic response opportunities

Types of questions

Selectiom of respondents

Quality of responses ,

Feedback following student responses

b. Student initiated questions and comments

Psm
266

266,

266

267

267

268

269

3. Private contacts between the teacher and students 271

4. Behavior-related contacts between the teacher and

students 273

.

S. Social contacts between the teacher-and.students 276

The symbols used in the tables are afollows:

0.s. not significant. There was no statistically significant

relationsbirbetween the classroom behavior and achievement gains in that

subject.

ar

24 0
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I

+ peeitiva relationship. ibises sem a significant positive asio=

elation between,the class and achievement pins isl gAst subject.

- sesslive relation There was a significant negative ammo-

ciatiom beteeen that classroom behavior and achievement seine in that

subject.

I tateractios. The relationship between the classroo behavior and

achievement gains in that subject was significantly different for low and

high ability classes.

When there is an interaction, the separate relationships for low and high

ability classes are listed in the adjacent mamas. A + or - (without

parentheses) indicates that the slops of the regressioi line for that

variance and ability level exceeded our criterion for practical signifi-

cance (.40 Mscore units difference in adjusted gain for high and.low levels

of the behavior). A (+) or 0 (in parentheses) indicates that the slope

of the regression line did not excited our criterion for practical signifi-

cance.

Results f/r both math and English, and for both rate and proportion

.variablesom listed together in each section. At the end of each section

is a list rat variables that were related to achievement in a statistically

significant manner but not discussed separately in the text. Additional

information on those variables is available in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, and in

the Tables in Volume II.

4.

241
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Table 3.31 Summary of Important Results: Relationships Strween

Low-inference Process Variables'end Student' Achievement

ors or 'vs iv memos/tow (1.)-

'15366411nutimein individual seatwork

15370 Minutes in lecture demonstration

Statistically significant results not dis-
cussed in the text:

Math: 1538.1

English: 15378, 15381

PUBLIC CONTACTS MTWUN TUB MAMA AND
STUDBITS (2%)

Academilo mamas* opportunities (2.A.)

15001 Response opportunities generated by
process questioni

15002 Response opportunities generated by
product questions

15019 Correct answers

15020 Incorrect - answers

13393 Public response opportunities

09384 Dyadic contacts which were response
opportunities

Tykes of questions

09%1 Response opportunities generated by
process questions

09002 Response opportunities generated by
product questions

Statistically significant results not dis-
cussed in the text:

English: 15003

nteractions
(Meth)

Low Nish

- )

2:12

-234-

Main
Effects

Math English

ns

+,I
. ns

ns

As

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

Interactic
(Englis)

Low NJ
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Table 3.3 (cont:)

. .

Selection of rolmoodoots (2.a.) cont.

Interactions
(Moth)

Low High

Main
Effects

Math English

Interaction
(English)

Low !ma

D12 Response opportunities given'to
volunteers + I / ( +) (-)

D13 Response opportunites answered
by students calling Out ns I (-) ( +)

)72 Product questions directed to
volunteers . + ns

)75 Process questions answered by
students calling out .(-) + I as

. I
)76 Product quest tons answered by

students calling out as I - (+)

tO3 Correct answers given by volunteery
.

.

+ ns

U06 Incorrect answers given by prose-
lected nonpatterned turn students

tO7 Incorrect answers given by non-
volunteers

+

-

.

ns

ns

tOS Incorrect answers given by
volunteers . + as

!09 Incorrect answers. given by students
who called out (-)s +

,

I ns

Cistically significant results not
cussed:

.

h: 15010, 15012
, .

Usti: 09063, 09073, 04204, 09211

Quality of responses

- ns22 Answers which were no response

56 Process questions to which students
gave no response - ns

09.1

09

09:

79,

09

09

09

St
di

Ma

090

-2352
3



Table 3.3 (cont.)

Selection of respondents (2. a.) cont.

Statisically significant results not
discussed:

Math: 09052, 15005, 15006, 15021, 15050,
15052, 15053, 15056
English: 09053, 09055, 09127, 09132,
09135, 15005, 15007, 15050, 15053

Feedback following student responses

09023 Coriect answers which teacher
praised

080 Answesa to product questions which
teacher praised

09142 Nonvolunteers whom teacher praised

09144 Call-out students whom teacher
praised

09382 Response opportunities in which
teacher praised

Nar

09383 Response opportunities in which
teacher criticised

15081 Answers to choice questions which
teacher praised

15143 Volunteers whom teacher praised

Statistically significant results not
discussed:

Math: 09027, 09032, 09035, 09039, 09041,
09046, 09092, 09099, 09120, 09182, 15023,
15024, 03026, 15035, 15041, 15044, 15079,
15080, 15141, )5142, 1514415183, 15395,
15399

English: 09028, 09030 4 09036, 09039,
09082, 09088,,09107, 09112, 09113, 09114,
09121, 09125, 09159, 09168, 09184, 09185,
091E9, 09192, 15027, 15029, 15091, 15107,
5115, 15119, 15121, 15122, 15184

Interactions
(Math)

Low

/
-236-

2

Main
Effects

Math English

ns

ns

ns

ns na

ns +,I

Interactions
(English)

Low IWO

( - )
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Table 3.3 (coot.)

OtedWat initiated austatiamp and-eallionts

Interactions
(Math)

Low mi lk

Main
affects

mak Imam'

Late
(1

Low
(?44) , 4

09219 Student initiated called out ques-
tions which were relevant na I (+)

09226 Student initiated called out ques- .

time which were irrelevant (+) - I ns

Q9227 Student initiated irrelevant quest
tisane called out and ignored (+) - I ns

09229 Student initiated irrelevant ques-
class called out and given feedback (+) - I as

09235*Student initiated relevant questions
which were redirected + ns

09236 Student initiated relevant questicas
integrated into class discussion + ns

09239 Student initiated comments which
were called out ( +) (-) I as

09240 Student initiates relevant comments
which were called out ns I (+)

09245 Student initiated relevant comments
called out and given feedback + I (+)

D9247 Student initiated relevant comments
called out and integrated into
discussion + fts

D9246 Student initiated irrelevant cow .

meats which were called out (+) - I na

)9230 Student ipitiated irrelevanecoer
meets called out and ignored (+) (-) I Ele

A

)9252 Student initiated irrelevant comp-
meats called out and given feedback ( +) - I ns .

)93$S Dyadic contacts which were student
initiated questions + na

2 ./ ;3

-237-
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Table 3.3 (cost.)

Otudent Inlelated evontione'and comments
(l.b.) cont.

093,7 Student created public contacts

15200 Studeii initiated questions and cos
nests which were questions

15201 Student initiated questions and com-
meets which were comments

15210 Student initiated called -out ques-
tions which were irrelevant

shm. 15213 Student initiated irrelevant ques-
tions called out and given feedback

15223 Student initiated comments which
were called out

15224 Student initiated relevant consents
which were called out

15232 Student initiated irrelevant
moats which were called out

15235 Student initiated irrelevant com-
ments called out and not accepted

COO-

15236 Student initiated irrelevant coo-
gents called out and given feedback

15413 Student initiated.questiono and
COGSent

Statistically significant results not
discussed:

Math: 09221, 09233, 09238, 09254, 15202,
15.203)'15207, 15208, 15214, 15215, 15217,
15218, 15219, 15220, 15222, 15225, 15229,
15230, 15231, 15400

English: 09238, 09242, 0924489115,
09260, 15219, 15220, 15222, 15226, 15229,
15244

4

Interactions
(Math)

Low 11.411

.1q
-218-

Mato
Effects

Math Ilmalisb

I

1

1

Os

ns

no

tma

ns 1

+ 1

I

I GS

I ns

no

laterott
(Easlish)

Lel Mit

.4

(+) (-)

(-)



Table 3.3 (cont.)

mums CONTACTS *MEM THE ITACIPSA AND
MEM (3.

09267 Student created contacts related to
academic content

09271 Student created academic related
contacts involving brief teacher
contact

09272 Student created academic related con
tacts involving long teacher contact

09274 Student created academic related con
tacts given simple feedback

09275 Studedt created academic :elated con
tacts given process feedback

09276 Student created contacts which
involved personal requests

09277 Student created personal contacts
which teacher granted

09279 Student created personal contacts
which teacher did not grant

09280 Student created content related
contacts given brief feedback

09281 StIdent created content related
contacts given brief process feed-
back

'09283 Student created content related
contacts given long process feed-
back

09284 Teacher initiated contacts which
were academic related

09286 Teacher initiated academic contacts
which involved criticism

09288 Teacher initiated academic contacts
which were long

nterctions
(Math)

Low High

-239-

24%

Main
Effects

Math English

ns

ns

ns-

+ ns

ns

I ns

ns

-,+,I ns

ns

ns

ns

I I

ns

ns

Interactions
(English)

Low High



PRIVATE CONTACTS BETWEEN THE MEACMER AND
STUDENTS (3.) cont.

09293 Teacher initiated academic contacts
which involved brief process feed-
back

09295. Teacher initiated
,

academic contacts
which involved long process feedback

09296 Teacher initiated contacts which
related to classroom procoduic

09387 Dyadic contacts which were
created (private)

09388 Dyadic contacts which wv,0
initiated (private)

09391 Dyadic contactia which were

aiudprt

teacher

privatt
(not public response ,4portunity)

09395 Private academic contacts

09396 Private nonacademic contacts

15252 Student created academic related
contacts involving long teacher
contact

15256 Student created contacts which
involved personal request

15257 Student created personal cor-acts
which teacher granted

15263 Student created content related
contacts given long process feed-
back

15264 Teacher initiated contacts 4hich
were academic related

15411 Private student created contacts

15412 Private teacher initiated contacts

Interactions
(Math)

Low High

( - )

-240-
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Table 3.3 (cont.)

Main
Effects

Math English

ns

ns

I ns

ns

ns

ns

ns I

ns

ns

-,1 ns

ns

ns

ns

ns ns

ns ns

Interactions
(English)

Low Him

(-- ) (4.)

(-) (4.)

(+) (-),



Table 3.3 (cont.)

PRIVATE CONTACTS BETWEEN Tilt TEACHER AND

Interactions
(Math)

Low High

4
Main

Effects

4

Math English

Interactions
(English)

Low Big. hMEM (3.) cone.

Statistically significant results not
discussed:

Math: 09285, 09291, 15261, 15400
English: 09278, 09285, 09399, 15265,
15268, 13271, 15274, 15275

BEHAVIOR-MUM CONTACTS BETWEEN TEE

ns

no

ns

TEACHER (IND 'STVDENTS (4.)

09305 Misbehaviors involving stydents
leaving class without permission

09307 Misbehaviors involving stud tits
baiting teacher

09313 Misbehaviors which involved man-
agement requeit'from teacher (no
error)

.00314 Management request after misbehav-
ior directed to wrong student
(target 'error) +

09321 Misbehaviors in'which teacher
threatened student. ( - ) I I (+) (-)

09323 Misbehaviors in which teacher
overreacted with threat ns I + (-)

09330 Mild misbehaviors where teacher
threatened student ns +,I + (-)

09331 Socializing misbehaviors in which,
teacher intervened nonverbally ns I (-) (+)

09332 Socializing misbehaviors involving
a management request + ns

09334 Socializing misbehaviors in which
teacher threatened student, ns I (+) (-)

09338 Disruptive misbehaviors in which
teacher intervened nonverbally ns I (-) +

-241
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Table 3.3 (cont.)'

SINAVIOR-NSLATXD CONTACTS MSTNISN
ITACNIR AND STUDENTS (4.) von t.

09342 Defiance of teacher responded to
with management request

09345 Student verbal aggression handled
by management request

09347 Student physical aggression
handled by management request

09348 Student physical aggression which
teacher "criticized

09354 Student baits teacher and teacher
handles with management request

09359 Misbehaviors which involved manage-
ment request

09361 Misbehiviors in which teacher
threatened student

09363 Misbenaviors in which teacher acted
with target error

09366 Mild misbehaviors involving manage-
ment request

09367 Mild misbehaviors involving teacher
criticism

09375 Serious misbehaviors for which
teacher made a target error

09389 Dyadic contacts which were behavior
related

15282 Misbehaviors during which students
sassed or defied teacher

5285 Misbehaviors involving students
leaving class without permission

Interactions
(Math)

Low Hall

( )

Main'
Effects

Math jnglish

I ns

ns

ns

ne

na

na

ns

ns

4-

na

na

Interactions
(Rnslish)

Law Mb.



Table 1.3 (cont.)

BRAAVZOR-RILATID COMIC= agrwssm Iva
ximmum.srummors (4.) cont.

15287 Misbehaviors involving students
baiting teacher

15292 Misbehaviors in which teacher
intervened nonverbally

15293 Misbehaviors which involved elan-
&gement request from teacher

15294 Management request after misbe-
hmvior directed to wrong student
(target error)

15297 Misbehaviors which teacher criti-
cized

15307 Mild misbehaviors where teacher
intervened nonverbally

15311 Socializingl.misbehaviors in which
teacher intervened nonverbally

15316 Misbehaviors involving tardiness
which teacher criticized

11322 Defiance of teacher responded to
with a management request.

15324 Defiance of teacher responded to
with teacher threatening student

15328 Student physical aggression which
teacher criticized

15334 Student-baits teacher.and teacher
handles with management request

15338 Misbehaviors not in above categories
which teacher criticized

15388 Serious misbehaviors.which teacher
handled without error

Interactions
(Math)-

Low 111.112

( - )

Main
affects

Math toaliah

ns -

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

RS

I ns

ns -

ns

ns

ns

I ns

ns

Interactions
(inglish)

Low Hiah

(-) (+)



Table 3.3 (cont.)

-

, .

allaraltandranlinaLlinalarn
PBACKSR MD MOWN (4.) cont.

'Interactions
(Math)

Low Mg

Main
If

Matti bullish

Into
(I

Low

- no

15389 Serious misbehaviors for which
teacher spade a target error

,

15404 Behavioral criticism no

.

15408 Serious misbehaviors AS -

.

Statistically significant results nOt
discussed:

Math: 09300, 09315, 09322, 15280
Ing1ish: 09106, 09371, 09376

SOCIAL CONTACTS ilITMUN TNN MA WC, AN:
maim (s.)

09380 Student created social contacts
which teacher.ackinted :la I (+)

0938' Student created so:ial contact:
which teacher d d not accept

\t.

ns I (-)

093i0 Dyadic contacts lch were
social ns I (')

15340 Student created contacts which
were social ns I +

L5341 Student created social contacts
which were accepted na I +

L5402 Social contacts ns . I (+)

,

.

actions
lish)

fug

1.1

( + )

( - )

(-)



Chapter 4e Relations of Nigh- and Low-inference

'Measures with Student Attitudes

Ac the same time as students were given their achievement tests, they

also completed nine S-point scale. describing their attitudes toward the

teacher and class. A factor analysis of these scales producedons factor

(04010) describing the student's overeat positive or negative evaluation

of the teacher. As discussed in Chapter 2, this factor score was posi-

tively related to student achievement gains in math, but was interactively

related in English (positive for high ability classes, negative fox low).

This factor score describing student attitude was used as a criterion

measure la the same way es the achievement scores. That is, each of the

high-and low-inference variables was compared to the attitude factor as a

criterion, using class averages. The class average entering CAT score was

used as a covariable to control for systematic differences in student

attitudes which were related to the student0 entering ability. However,

the effects of CAT on attitude were not great. Although the entering CAT

scores were very good predictors orachlevement test scores, accounting for

about 712 and S52 of the variance in math and English achievement test

scores, respectively, they were very poor predictors of student attitude

scores, accounting for only about 52 of the variance in both math and

English. Since the entering CAT scores also serve, in a very rough way,

as proxy variables for the socio-economic status and ethnic composition

of the class, it seems t t these factors were responsible for only a

wall part of the vari ce in student scores.

Volume III contains tables showing the relationship of each class-

room process measure to tudent attitudes. These data will be discussed

252



in this shepter. Results will be presented first for meth, then for

fittglish. Within each Widest, they viii be presented in the following

orders

I. Nigh-Inference Measures

A. Classroom Observation Scales

S. Observers' &seines of ?bathers' N)thods and Practices

C. Observers' Ratings of Target Students

D. Teachers' Ratings of Target Students

I. Observers' Classroom Descriptions

II. LowInference Measures (Ratss and Proportions)

A. Use of Time in the Classroom

B. Public Contacts between the Teacher and Students

1. Academic response opportunities

Types of questions

Selection of respondents

Quality of responses

Feedback following student responses

2. Student initiated questions andecomnents

C. Private Contacts between the Teacher and Students

D. Behavior Related Contacts between the Teacher and Students

C. Social Contacts between the Teacher and Students

III. Summary and Discussion

There are more than 750 variables in all and tests were conducted to

determine both main effect and interactive relationships with attitude in

both math and Snslish. Thus, this chapter contains a summary of the



results of more than 3.000 V-tests. A great many of these results Was

eigaificaat, especially for math. In order to keep the discussion to a

reasonable lemstb, we viii emphasise meaningful patterns rather than indi-

vidual results. immmary tables are prodded at the sad of this chapter.

Readers who wish to imolai the remelts in greater detail are referred to

the tables in Volume III.
40

A great dull of information which is relevant to the interpretation

of the results presented in this chapter has already been discussed in

previous chapters, including the following:

1. instruments and methodology (Chapter 1 and appendices)

2. The reliability and distribution statistics of the variables

(Chapters 2 and 3)

3. Method of statistical analysis (Chapter 1).

Math

I. Nish Inference Measures

The data from the high inference measures (rating scales) yielded

great many significant results, mostly positive. There are so many, in

fact, that a "halo effect" may be responsible for some of the results.

Observers who rated teacher high on one scale tended to rats that teacher

high on other scales as well. It is also true, of course, that the good

teachers did many different things well, and many of the scales immured

similar attributes. It is clear from the MO inference ures that

there was substantial agreement between the observers and students

about which math teachers were "Food" and which were not. Ts chars who

were rated highly ' -'y the -uservers tended to be rated highly y their

students as well.
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Results for each of the high inference data sets will be discussed

on the following pages. Summary tables with significant results are at

the end of the chapter, and complete results for each high inference

variebld can be found in Volume III, pages 1-43.

A. Climarown Oboometton Scales. Positive relationships with student

attitudes were found for 11. of the 15 Classroom Observation Scales and three

of the four factors. One scale and one factor score were negatively

related to student attitudes. Only three of the scales were unrelated to

student attitudes. Positive relationships with attitudes were found for

the following factor scores:

01020, Factor 1:

01021, Factor

01022, Factor 3:

Attention., clarity, activity

2: Positive affect, enthusiasm

With the exception of

Questioning, evaluation

negative affect (01005), the individual *cale scores

that composed these factors were also related positively to stu.:ent

attitudes. Factor 4: Pupil interaction/teacher presentation (0102.1) was

negatively associated with student attitudes, however. This means that

students preferred teachers who presented information themselves and did

not allow large amounts of pupil-to-pupil interaction.

Thus, the students preferred math teachers who dominated their

classes, spending lots of time in class discussion, presenting information

themselves, and asking many questions. They preferred for their teachers

to be cheerful and enthusiastic, and teachers who were rated by the

observers as giving clear presentations were also highly rated by the

students. Teachers who were rated as being highly task oriented (01010)

were highly rated by their students.
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The variables is this subset were oleo strongly associated with

student achievement gains, sad the pattern of results was about the same,

although it was sot quite as strong. Therefore, the practices which made

teachers popular with their students also tended to help their students

learn math. It appears from the data in this subset that the students were

fairly good judges or' how such they were learning in their math classes,

and that the academic effectiveness of the teacher played an Important col*

In their overall evaluation of the teacher.

M. 0Moorvote Patinae of r000hor Nothodo ohd Practices. Thirty-five

of the 64 individual scale scores and all four factor scores in this subset

showed positive relationships with student attitudes. Nine other scale

scores were negatively related with student attitudes. There Were only two

interactions (02032, 02060). Both of these were associated wiloh positive

main effects, and they will not be discussed separately. Twenty scale

scores were not associated with student attitudes.

As with the data from the classroom observation scales, the attitude

and achievement data formed very similar patterns. There were 22 variables

that were positively related to both achievement and attitude and five

variables that were negatively related to both achievement and attitude.

There were no variables that showed significant relationship in one

direction for achievement and in the other direction for attitude. All

four factor scores were positively associated with both achievement and

Ittitude. Once again, it is clear that students give higher r6tings to

academically effective meth teachers.

There were, however, number of interesting differences between the

individual scale scores that were significantly related to achievement
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and these that Wife significantly related to attitudes. The individual

scales will be divided into tour groups and discussed separately.. Bach

group of seals scores is associated statistically dr logically with one

of ths tour factor scores.

The first factor contained a number of variables that were connected

with the effectiveness of the teacher's organisation and control (0206S).

"Students both liked and benefitted from being in classes where the teacher

wee well organised and efficient. The following variables were signifi-

cantly related to both student attitudes and achievement, in the directions

indicated:

02033, Effectiveness of teachers' management methods (+)

02008, Student obedience to teacher (+)

02010, Classroom interruptions (-) ft,

02014, Consistency of enforcement of rules (+)

02016, Length of time after bell for class t: ),egin (-)

02022, Efficiency of transitions during class period (+)

It appears, however, that disruptions affected student learning more

.

strongly than they affected student attitudes. The following variables

were significantly related to achievement only, in the directions indicated:

02013, Frequency of seating arrangement changes (-)

02015, Teacher grants requests to go to restroom or water fountain (-)

02018, Amount of disturbance teacher accepts (-).

02021, Monitoring col class (+)

It becomes evident Chet students appreciated math teachers who were well

organised, and they tolerated teachers who were strict. Variables associ-

ated with both organisation and strictness were positively related to
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achievement is math.

Factor 2 (02066) included set of variables connected with affec-

tive characteristics of the teachers orientation to students' personal

needs and solidarity with the class group. This factor is Tweitively asso-

ciated with achievement. but only marginally (p .04). The positive

'association with student attitudes, on the other hand, is /Itz SUM*

(112 drop .37, E 4 .0001). TWe following associated variables were posi-

tively related to both attitude and achievement:

02029, Teacher enthusiasm

02030, student respect for teacher

02031. Teacher deals' effectively with personal problems

02036. Academic encouragement given by teacher

02037, Receptiveness to student input

02056. Teacher concern for academic achievement, grades

All of these var4,Nlea were associated more strongly with student attitudes

than with &char, --nowt. There were many other variables in this group that

were significantly positively associated with student attitudes, but not

achievement; most were associated with the teacher's affection and nurturance

of the students (02b23. 02024, 02025, 02026, 02032, 02036, 02047). Thus,

the teacher's affective traits are related much sore strongly to student

attitudes than to student meth achievement.

The third factor score (02067) included scales describing the teacher's

choice of methods and assignments. The pattern of results was almost

exactly the same for both attitude and achievement. The following vari-

ables were significantly associated with both attitude and achievemint in

the directions indicated'
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02019, Variety sad choice in asetseeests (-)

01060, Teacher e4st self-pacetwork (-)

02041. Torch', use of blackboard for lectures and discussions (5)

01046, Time allotted fur class discussion (s)

0106, Teacher primarily assigns sestuork (-)

0109. Teacher primarily uses class discussions (0)

0204, Amount of class time spent in productive work (4)

Thus, students neither like nor learned well from teachers who *soloed

excessive mounts of seatwork or self-paced work, or gave their students

many choices about what.tp do. They preferred math classes where the

teacher led discussions of the class as a whole, and student. in those

classes apparently learned more math. Several variables that were signif-

icantly associated with student attitudes alone (02049, 02053, 02057,

02062) do not significantly add to the pattern presented Above. The

results for variable 02051, "frequency of homework," are intereeting'in

that they indicate that the students preferred teachers who assigned more

homework. although the distribution of scores on this variable indicates

that marl$01n$ homework was 4 relatively infrequent practice.

The final factor (02069) loaded heavily on a number of scales that had

to do with the observer* judgments of the teachers' competence and confi-

deuce. This factor, like the second factor, was only weakly associated with

achievement gAins (p .03); but was very strongly associated with student

attitudes (102 drop .32, p t .0601). few of the scales associated with

this factor were positively associated with both achievement and attitude

including those describing the teacher's general confidence level (02026),

1
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academic effectiveness (02052), and credibility (02034). Most of the

scales were significantly related to student attitudes only. Measures-of

the teacher's anxiety (02927) and awareness of the coder (02033) were neg

atively associated with student attitudes. Scales rating the teacher's

preparation (02050), command of the subject matter (02060), ability to

make productive use of his own mistakes (02045), and the.: observer's liking

of the teacher (02064) were positively associated with student attitudes.

Manyof these relationships were "ong the strongest observed for any

variables. Thus, it is again cleai that the observers and the students

liked the same teachers, and that the opinions of both were supported (but

not particularly strongly) by the data on teacher effectiveness.

C. Observers' Ratings of Target Students. In addition to rating the

teachers with the scales described above, the obseLvers rated 12 randomly

selected stirde-ta from each class. These ratings were averaged for each

class to give a general picture of the personalities and behavior of the

students in that class. The observers' ratings of these target students

co-related much less strongly with student attitudes toward the teacher

than the observers' ratings of the teacher. Only six of the 29 variables in

this subset were significantly related to student attitudes.

The connection of most of these significant results with the behavior

of the teacher is readily apparent. 'Students tended tc, like the teacher

in classes where there were more students rated as being constantly attended

to by the teacher (03005), being highly motivated and eager (03009), and

participating in class (03015). Students tended to rate teachers negatively

in claades where many students were rated as lacking persistence (03014).

It is to be expected that there might be differences on these variables in
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>classes where ,the teacher shows concern for the students,and provides them

with interesting work appropriate to their level. -

Two factor scores were also significantly related to student attitudes.

Factor 2: Charisma (outgoing, sociable, happy) with peers and teachers (03027)

was positively related to student attitudes. Factor 3: Physical, athletic

development (03028) was negatively related to student attitudes. Neither

relationship was particularly strong, and there were feif significant correla-

tions among tine associated individual scale scores. It is possible that the

students liked being in classes full of popular classmates and disliked being

in classes full of "jocks." The meaning of these scores, however, is not

very clear.

D. Teachers' Ratings of Target Students. The teachers, rated the

twelve target students in each of their classes on fi.7e scales. None of these

teacher ratings was significantly associated with either student attitudes or

achievement.

E. Observers' Classroom Descriptions. After each observation the

observers wrote shurt, unstructured descriptions of what they had seen. At

the end of the year, the descriptions for each class were pooled and rated

on 31 scales which we '!rived from those descriptions.

The results follu losely the pattern already eescribed for the first

two subsets of high inference variables. There were nine variables that

were positively associated with both achievement and attitude, and no

variables that showed significant associations in one direction with

student achlevement'and in the other direction with student attitudes.

Twelve variables were significantly related to one of the two criteria,

' but not.the other.
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Teachers who were both academically effective and liked by their students

were rated as being liked by the observers (11032), being in control of the

class (11030), being respected by the students (11029), enjoying teaching

(11015), encouraging student effort (11009), knowing the subject matter (11016),

acknowledging student feelings (11020), maintainieg warm feelings in the class-

room (11005), and.reacting positively to student feelings (11001).

The variables that were significantly related to student attitudes but

not to achievement generally involved the teacher's response to the students'

affective needs and the teacher appearance of competence. They included the

following:

11002, Teacher actively listens to students in reading, reciting, etc. (+)

11003, Teacher berates or puts down student in front of others (-)

11012, Teacher adjusts learning schedule to be flexile (+)

11627, Teacher seems prepared for class (+)

The variables that were significantly related to st nt achievement

but not attitude generally involved classroom management or the teacher's

choice of teaching methods. They include the following:

11004, When teacher makes a threat,- it is followed out (+)

11006, Students cooperate with others and teacher (+)

11010, Teacher divides time and attention among all students (+)

11011, Teacher fills empty time with busy work (-)

11014, Teacher assigns learning tasks to match individual abilities/

interests (-)

11023, Teacher encourages students to '.ake responsibility for their own

work (+)
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'11031, Time is spent in activities such as off-task talking, fooling

around (-)

Thus, the picture that emerges from the classroom descriptions is

virtually identical to that coming from the observers' ratings of the teachers.

Students generally agreed with the observers,about who the good teachers Were,

and the more effective teachers tended to be highly rated by both students and

observers. The teachers' apparent concern for the students, preparation,

and competence were very important to the students, but only weakly related to

achievement gains. The teachers' management skills and emphasis on student

behavior and responsibility were very important for academic effectiveness,

but only weakly related to student attitudes. Individualized instruction seems

to have been both unpopular and ineffective.

II. Low-inference Measures

The most important of our data sets were those generated by the low

inference coding system. The way that coding system was used and the way that

the low.Anference variables were generated has already been discussed in

Chapters 1 and 3. The coding manual is available as Appendix C to this

report. Complete results showing the relationship of each low-inference vari-

able to student attitudes in math classes are in Volume III, pages 44-145

(proportion variables), and 146-217 (rate variables). The organization of

variables for presentation will.be the same for this chapter as for Chapter

A. Teachers' use of time in the classroom. The following variables

were related to student attitudes, in the directions indicated:

15370, Minutes in lecture-demonstration (+)

15371, Minutes in discussion (+)

15372, Minutes in drill (+)
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15367, Minutes in transition (-)

15373, Minutes in special activities ()

15374, Minutes in advance. organizers (-)

15376, Minutes in individual self-paced work (-)

Variable 15366, "minutes in individual seatwork," which was negatively related

to achievement, was also negatively related to attitude, but the relationship

was not significant (a - .11). The students seemed to prefer classes where

the teacher spent large amounts of time in class discusiOns and less time in

other activities. The evidence for this preference is strongly supported

by other results to be presented below.

8. Public contacts between the teacher and students. It is to be

expected that teachers who spend more time leading class discussions should

have more public contacts with their students. Therefore, it is not surpris-

ing that teachers who were highly rated by their students tended to have a '

greater proportion of public rather than private contacts (09397, 09398).

Detailed results according to types of contacts are presented below.

1. Academic response opportunities6 Whenever a student was given a

chance to answer a teacher's question, it was coded as an Academic response

opportunity. The results for the high inference variables and the teachers'

use of time in the classroom indicate that students preferred math classes

where there was much public discussion and the teachers asked many questions.

The data for academic response opportunities confirm this pattern. The

following variables were positively associated with student attitudes:

09384, 15393, Public response opportunities

09398, Teacher initiated public contacts (excluding behavior)

15001, Response opportunities generated by process questions
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15002, Response opportunities generated by prnd-Act questions

15003, Response opportunities generated by'cloice quasciona

15019, Correct answers

15020, Indorrect answers
*/

-There were also 32 other rate variables which fell into the same pattern. In

fact, virtually every rate variable that was associated with academic

response opportunities and exhibited sufficiedt variance was positively related

to student attitudes. This one pattern is so strong that it is impossible

to use ihe rate variables for a more detailed analysis of students' prefer-

ences. We will, therefore, depend on the proportion variables for our analysis

of students' preferences with regard to types of questions, selection of

respondenti, quality of responses, and feedback by the teacher.

It is worth noting that teachers who asked many public questions were

not only popular,-they were also effective. The strong pattern is very

similar to the strong pattern of positive associations between rates of

response opportunities and achievement gains discussed in Chapter 3.

Types of Questions. Wenoted in Chapter'3 that the more effective

teachers tended to ask a larger proportion of process questions and a smaller

proportion of product questions. There was no such pattern when student

attitudes were used as criterion. Students liked teachers who asked lots of

questions, but they apparently didnot care too much what kinds of questions

the teachers asked. The only significant result among these variables was

an interaction for variable 15004, "response opportunities - generated by

opinion questions." Low ability students preferred teachers who asked fewer

opinion questions, while high ability students preferred teachers who asked

more opinion questions. This result is based on low frequency data and is
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of doubtful validity.

Selection of respondents. The results presented in Chapter 3 indicated

that the more effective teachers tended to rely more heavily on volunteers

to answer their questions, while some teachers apparently depended too heavily

on nonvolunteers. The use of preselection as an accountability device

received some equivocal support.

When student attitudes were used as a criterion, the above results

were not duplicated. The only clear pattern that emerged was that students

disliked teachers who tolerated large numbers of call outs. The following

variables were negatively related to student attitudes:

09013, Response opportunities which students answered by calling out

09078, Opinion questions answered by a student calling out

09204, Correct answers given by students who called out

It is of ',thereat that the teachers who were rated lower by the students

seemed to be those who tolerated call outs when the question was easy

(09078, 09204). Thus, it seems that although call outs may sometimes be

an indication-of enthusiasm on the part of the students or a way of keep-

ing the class moving, when they occur too often it may mean that the

teacher is letting some students dominate the class at the expense of

others. Students liked teachers who sometimes ignored called out answers

(09179), although no teacher did this very often.

The only other significant results in this section were two uninter-

pretable interactions (09060, 09201).

Quality of responses. The only strong pattern observed with regard to

the quality of student responses when achievement was used as the criterion

was a negative relationship between achievement and the proportion of no
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response answers. This pattern was not duplicated when student attitudes

were used as the criterion.

The relationships between student attitudes and quality rr responses

were dominated by a large =mbar of interactions. Students in low ability

classes liked teachers who asked questions easy enough so that a large number

of answers were correct (09005, 09017, 09019). They downrated teachers who .

asked more questions that they could not answer (09020, 09050, 09051).

Students in high ability classes, on the other hand, apparently liked teachers

who challenged them with difficult questions. For high ability classes,

the proportion of incorrect answers was positively related to student attitudes,

but therie was a negative relationship for correct answers.

These results coincide with our earlier work (Brophy 6 Evertson, 1976;

Note'2; Crawford, Note 15) in which we found that low ability students

tended to benefit from a slower pace with more repetition and a higher rate

of correct answers, whereas higher ability students benefit from sore

challenging questions. Metz (1978) believes that lower ability students

te to be less confident in their academic abilities and less convincedAlt-N,

of the alue of what they are learning in school. They, therefore, tend

to prefer work in which it is easy for them to be successful. Our pres-

ent data provide no evidence that the proportion of correct answers is

either positively or negatively related to learning in the range observed

(averages of 592 .to 922 correct), bUt they do indicate that the low ability

students prefer teachers who ask more questions that they-can answer

correctly.

The only data in this section that do not fall into the above pattern



coicern choice questions. Students in classeb of all_ability levels tended

to give higher ratings to teachers in whose classes', high proportion of

choice questions were answered correctly (09007, 09052). Since choice ques-

tions are by nature easier to answer than other types., it is probable that

teachers who had higher rates of incorrect answers to choice questions were

using them as accountability devices or asking "trick" questions. These

are unimportant results because teachers rarely asked choice questions in

illy case.

Teacher feedback to student responses. When achievement was used as

the criterion,/ the many variables having to do with feedback following

student responac yielded largely uninterpretable results; the only, important

pattern was that teachers who used praise more often tended to have higher

achievement gains.

The pattern with retard to praise was repeated when student attitudes'

were used as the criterion. Students pref4-rred teachers who used academic

praise more often (15395), and who pr a 4cescer proportion of their

anew . (09382). The use of praise was also positively related to student

attitudes in a variety of specific situations (09023, 09080, 09142, 09143,

09144).

The remainder of the results in this section seem to indicate that

students are quite sensitive not only to actual praise and criticism, but /
also to unspoken evaluations which are implied by the form of the teacher's

reactions to their responses. Students rated positively those teachers

who followed their responses by asking a new,question (09024, 09033,

09044, 09095, 09162, 09163), simplifying the question (09158), or
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integrating their answer into the class discussion (09035). A teacher

wbo reacts in any of these ways has usually listened carefully to the

student's response and is treating it with respect, whether it is correct

Or DOC.

Actual criticise of *tudent responses was rare; and was not related

my
to student attitudes. However, students did give poor ratings to

teachers who repeated the question (09088, 09153, 09154), gave the easier

(09115. 09188), foljowed a response with a nonacademic question (09025, 09100),

or asked another student (09121). All of these forms of teacherbfeedick were

more common than criticism, and all imply, not very subtly, that the teacher is

not satisfied with the student's response. A number of, interactions (09088,

09100, 01115, 09188, 15047) indicate that students in low ability classes

were particularly sensitive to such implied put-downs.

2. Student initiated questions and comments. Given the students' strong

preference for teachers who hold many class discussions, it might be expected

that the rates of student initiated questions and comments would be positively

associated with student attitudes, especially since those rates were posi-

tively associated with achievement. Surprisingly/ this is not the case. The
0,

following variables were positively related to achievement, but were not sig-

nificantly related to student attitudes:

15200, Student initiated questiot , and comments that were questions

15201, Student initiated questions and comments that were comments

15413, Student initiated' questions and comments

There is a pattern of positive relationships between the variables in

this subset and student attitudes, but it is much more limited than the pattern

observed when achievement was used as the criterion. The following rate
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variables were positively related to student attitudes:

15208, Student initiated relevant questions called out and given process

feedback

15214, Student initiated questions which were not called out

15215, Student initiated questions which were relevant

15217, Student initiated relevant questions which were given feedback

15218, Student initiated relevant questions given process feedback

15220, Student initiated relevant questions integrated into class discussion

15224, Student initiated relevant comments which were called out

15229, Student initiated relevant comments called out and given feedback

15230, Student initiated relevant comments called out and given process

feedback

15231, Student initiated relevant comments called out and integrated into

class discussion

15238, Student initiated relevant comments which were not called out

15241, Student initiated relevant comments given process feedback

15242, Student initiated relevant comments integrated into class discussion

There are three poats worth noting about this set of variables. First, all

twelve variables concern relevant rather than irrelevant questions and comments.

Second, seven of the 12 variables concern questiqns and comments which were

not called out, even though call outs were more common. Third, teachers who

were positiyely rated by their students generally gave student initiated ques-

tions and comments the kind of respectful treatment which was seen to be posi-

tively related to student attitudes in the data on response opportunities.

Only five of the 45 proportion variables in the subset were significantly

related to student attitudes, but they seem to fall into the patterns discussed



above. Two variables (09223, 09228), indicate that students did not like

classes where there are many call outs. The other three (09236, 09237, 09258)

indicate that students liked their contributions to be treated with respect.

The contrast between the attitude and the achievement results for these

variables is interesting. The achievement revolts indicate that th9 students

did better in classes where the teachers encouraged great deal of participation,

even if questions snd comments were sometimes called out or irrelevant. This

was particularly true for low ability classes. The attitude results, while not

contradictory, indicate that students liked teachers who dominated the class,

asking most of the questions themselves and keeping tight controls over called

out and irrelevant student contributions.

C. Private contacts between the teacher and students. We have already

noted that the more popular teachers tended to spend more time in class

discussions and have more public contacts with their students than the less

popular teachers. It does not follow, however, that they had fewer private

contacts with their students. In fact, neither the rate of private !,tudent

initiated contacts (15411) nor the rate of private,teacher initiated contacts

(15412) was significantly related to student attitudes.

The more popular teachers simply had more contacts with their students,

both teacher and student initiated (15393, 15401). A greatet proportion of

their contacts with their students was public rather than private (09387,

09388, 09391). The pattern hete is the.same for both attitude and achievement.

The more academically effective teachers also tended to be more active, having

more public contacts, more contacts overall, and about the same number of

private contacts as less effective teachers.



When achievement was used as the criterion, the most important pattern

involved the length of private contacts between teachers and students.

Teachers who generally kept contacts brief tended to produce higher achieve-

wand gain scores in their students. There is some evidence that students also

preferred for teachers to give them brief process 'feedback (15273, 092h.

09293) and disli,d long feedback during teacher initiated academic con-

tacts (15274). This patgern is much less strong than the one for achieve-

ment, however, and there were far too many related variables that were

not significantly associated with student attitudes for the aboie reaCts

to be discussed with confidence.

A such stronger pattern involved the types of interactions. Students

liked classes where most of their private contacts with the teacher were

academic in nature (09284, 09395) and disliked classes where there were many

private procedural contacts (09268, 09296, 09396, 15248, 15276, 15401).

Students expected their math teachers to be efficient and well organized, and

large numbers of private procedural contacts were probably a sign that the

teacher was disorganized or had failed to give sufficient instructions to

the whole class.

The only other significant result among the variables in this section

was an interaction (15270) which was probably spurious and will not be inter-

preted.

D. Behavioral contacts. The high-inference variables associated with

classroom management were generally associated more strongly with achieve-

ment than with student attitudes. It appears that the consistent use of

monitoring and accountability techniques may sometimes contribute to achieve-

ment, but generally is not strongly associated with student attitudes.

.0
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It is not too surprising, then, that low-inference variables involving

'misbehaviors and the teachers' ways of dealing w1,11 them are not strongly

associated with student attitudes. There were tem significant results for

the variables in this section, and those results generally did not form con-

sistent patterns.

Rates of behavioral contacts generally were not significantly associated

with student attitudes, although students did tend to give lower ratings t

teachers whose classes had high rates of verbs: 'aggression (15283, 09303) and

also.downrated teachers who did not deal effectively with tardiness (15316).

Teachers who made large numbers;of timing errors or target errors were

generally less effective, and their stu.ieuts 'also tended to haire more nega-

tive attitudes toward them (09315, W)312, 0937'. Students in low ability

classes generally gave higher ratings to teachers who were "with it" (Kounin,

1970) in the sense that they generally handled misbehaviors without error,

but this pattern was not as strong for students in high ability klasses

(09362, 09370).

Metz (41978) noted that teachers lo low ability classes tended to

tolerate sore mild "socializing" misbehaviors, but to react more strongly

when students stepped seriously Jul_ of line. The data using achievement as

the criterion gave some indication that this.pattern might be associated

with greatez academic effectiveness. The present data indicate very.

weakly that students may also prefer teachers who react according to the

above pattern. The following variables were related to student attitudes

positively for low ability classes, and negatively for ht*h ability

classes.

1 16. 09336. Misbehaviors lnvAlving tardiness which teacher criticized



09317, Miebehaviorsi which teacher criticised

09327, Mild misbehavior' where teacher intervened nonverbally

15279, Misbehaviors involving students socializing

15312, Socializing misbehaviors involving a management request

153844 Mild misbehaviors which teacher handled without error

15407, Mild miNhehaviors

Academic effectiveness was generally associated with mild, rather than

,evere, reactions to misbehaviors. There is no weidence that the severity

of the reactions affected student attitudes. The severest form of reaction,

behavioral criticism, was associated positively with Student attitudes on one

variable (09358), and negatively on another (09340). Both were 1,,w frequency

variab'es that were therefr,re probably unreliable.

The data involving student misbehaviors reveal few general trends. It

appears tt t neither rates of misbehaviors nor the teachers' ways of dealing

with tnem played a major role in determining a teacher's,academic effective-

ness or popularity. Furthermore, it appears th,it the "appropriate" response

to student misbehavior deperds tin the type of student, the type of misbehavior,

and otter aspects of the specific situation. Our data indicate that it will

be difficult or impossibl, o construct a simple set of general rules about

how teachers should deal with behavior problems.

III. Summary

The picture that emerges of a "good" junior high math teacher is about

the same whether student achievement test gains, student attitudes, or

!he observers' opinions are used as criteria. The more pk,rular and academ-

ica, v ..!ore effective teachers were rated by the observers as having

otter classroom management, being better organized, enjoying teaching

21 :,
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sore, Deing better prepared, knowing their subject better, b. ra

corned about their students, being more respected by their , and

so forth. These data are useful in that they provide support tor the

general validity,of out criterion mr .
ments,-but they do not enable

us to make specific recommendatiol. appropriate teaching techniques

or strategies in junior high school math classes.

However, the low Inference classroom process data revealed A number

of p..tterns that differentlat^d between successful and unsuccessful teachers

in more specific ways. Whether achievement or, Attitude was used as the

criterion. the successful teachers were found to emphasize class discus-

sions, lectures and drill, and to spend less time using seatwork and

indivivalized instructional techniques. The more successful teachers

ere highly task-oriented and businesslike in their instruction. This

was especially true of the successful teachers of high ability classes;

there was some evidence that students in low ability classes sometimes

liked and benefitted from more tolerance and personal interest on the part

of the teachers. The more successful teachers tended ,to be very much in

charge of their classes, having more interactions with their students,

especially during class discussions. The successful teachers also made

more exr..nsive use of p,,Alt. praise and generally treated their students'

contributions to class discussions with respect. Although the more suc-

cessful teachers were cared .i' be in, better k.lassroam managers, our data

indicate that appropriate ways ot'dealing with misehaviors depended ,n

many aspects or the specific situation.

Theie were differences in the results when achievement and attitude

were used as criteria, but those differences mostly involved subtle details,
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rather than major trends. The use of monitoring and accountability techniques,

for example, was more closely associated with achievement than with attitude,

while a teacher's nurturance and affective skills were very important for

student attitudes, but of marginal impOrtance for achievement. Teachers who

asked relatiVely more process questions were successful in inducing achieve-

ment gains, but there i. no evidence that the types of questions affu,.ted

student attitudes. Teachers who tolerated large numbe.s of call outs were

rated lower by their students, but there is little evidence that this pra,:tice

was actually harmful to achievement; it may even have been helpful in

.ors, situation-e. The way that teachers gave feedback to students who had

answered eue,tions had little vilect un achievement, but there is evidence

tlot students, especial' low ability tudents, wer, qn te sensitive to the

ways in which teachers treated their contributions, and they giv.'e lower ratings

to teachers who intentionally or uninte .ionally "put down" students.

overrll, the data on junior high with claises form a consistent and

reasonable picture. It is clear . teachers, students, and observer

genera !v agreed ah It the purposes of junior high school math teaching,

And that, whatever the criterion, a "good" teacher was described in similar

There was a significant difference (2 - .q.ea) between flit-, average

rating (n4010) givcn by students to their English (31 - 51.6) and matle

(.7( :8.3) teachers (Evertson et al., Note' 1). The English teachers

tended tc get higher ratings. file from the English ratings, however.

are not as satisfactory as the math data in describing reasonabl. process-

outcome relationships. We have iready noted hat the achievement data do



not form a particularly clear and conaistent pattern, and that English

achievement was unrelated to student attitudes. We shall see in looking

at the attitude data that the students are less certain about what they want

from their English teachers than they are about their math teachers.

I. 111411-irference Measures

In general, there were fewer significant results among the high-

inference variables for English than for math, and the patterns of results

tended to be different. The results for each subset are discussed below.

The relationship of every high inference variable to student attitudes

in English can 'e found in the Tables in Volume III, pages 218-259.

A. ldssroom Observat 101 None of the 19 Classroom Observa-

tion Scale variables was significantly related to achievement in English.

Five of the individual scale mores (and one of the four factor scores)

were significantly related to siudent attitudes. The significant results

were as follows:

01004, Teacher presentation of academic information (F)

01005, Negative affect (teacher and students) (-)

iJi006, Positive affect (teacher) (+)

0100d, Passive pupil behavior

u1012, Teaches enth.iam (+

11020, Fact )r 1: A.tenti,ln, ati .ty (+)

These results are teworthy in two wav-:. First, there are not very

many significant results (-;1, compared with 16 for the same variat,!es in

math). Second, four of the six significant results were concerned %,Ith

affective asp,. .', for the classroom, even though mw :r of the variables

in this subset are not affective rature.
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M. observers' sating, of Teachers' hotl,:lds and Practices. Only five of

the 69 variables in this subset were significantly associated with achtavement

in English, and they did ,t form a coherent pattern. In contrast, there were

22 variables (20 individual scale scores and two factor scores) that were sag-

nificantly related to student attitudes in English.

With these variables, as with those in the first subset, most of the

significant results concerned affective, characteristics of the teachers,

rather than tqair choices of teaching methods. The two factor scores that were

significantly assort- d with student attitudes were Factor 2: Orientation to

students' personal needs, solidarity with group (02066) and Factor 5: Teacher

competence. confidence (02069). The other three factor scores, which dealt

uith the teachers' choices of instructional methods and the quality of their

classroom -aanagement, were not significantly associar'd with student attitudes

in ENglish

Sixteen of the 20 significant results among the individual scale scores

were for a 11JO:N -.Jhich were logically u statistically associated with the two

i'tor score ot.fe.1 e-Are. The remaining four significant results were as

toll,.

gu.1;:it!, of directions, c:verly explicit and repetitive (+)

0.)040, Toak.-4er use of oe. paces work (+)

09041, Teacner u4e of F,lackboard f, - lectures and discussions (+)

Toacher primarily lectures (+)

`gang; ,t ter variables connected with the effectiveness of the tc,kchers' manage-

melt methods and the teachers' choices of instructional methods were not asso-

ciated with student attitudes in English. These results seem to support two

conclusions. First, it was less important to students that their English

teachers he efficient and well organized than that their math ten-hers be
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eft and well organised. Second, student, ireferred math teachers who

used large amounts of lecture and class discussion, but we did not detect

similar strong preferences with regards to methods of teaching English.

C. Observers' Setinecet ierset Students. Si*'een of the 29 variables

in this subset were significantly associated with English achievement, with

the largi number of interactions suggesting that an English teacher's

academic effectiveness depen4ed in a complicated manner on the types of

students in the class. in contrast, only two variables were significantly

related to student attitudes in English, as follows:

03017, Student has goodrelationshtp with teacher ( +)

03029, Students with antisocial tendencies, emotional or behavioral

problems (-)

Neither result is particularly surprising or deserving of discussion. The

. .

general lack of significant results seems to support the contention that

student ratings of their teachers are not particularly dependent on the.

behavioral and personal elaracteristics of their classmates. <.

D. ripiatnia:, Ratings . ' Target Students. The target students were

rated by their teachers on five different scales. Three of these variables

were related 1,teractivtly with English achievement,, again suggestii.e that

the academic effectiveness of English teas` 1 re depends in a complicated

manner on the characteristics of their students.

Four of the five scales were positively related to student attitudes,

as follows:

05001, Student motivation, compared to rest of cluss

05002, Teacher would want the Itudent im his/her class agaia

05003, Student academic -,erformance, compared to rest of class

-05005, Student displiys appropriate behavior in class

28o
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As ratings of individual studeks, those variables were found to be reli-

able (Everteon at al., Note 1), but they are being used 'more as class

average scores. We'have a number of reasons to believe that they are not

reliable indicators at "class average student characteristics," but rather

that they are indicators of the "rating set" of the teacher. Some teachers,

in other words, simply gave higher ratings to their students than others.

The students apparently liked those teachers who tended to give high

average ratings. It could be that they liked to hers who liked them.

could also be that the teachers who gave higher ratings also gave higher

grades, itid students better, were generally more optimistic, etc.

6. Obs..rver-' .!lassroom Descri 418. Five of the 31 variables in--__. -

this subsc.: 4 fiCantly related to English) achievement siores, with

no partic r ; IC' 1 :,cing apparent. Eight of these variables were sig-

nificantly -iated s'..0t student attitudes in English. Two (11001, 11027)

r'loted interactively and ar n ,t easily interpreted. Four others (110W,

'1023, 11029) were positively related. but not particularly inter-

* becaise the relationships were predictable.and/or isolated. Two

other relationships, however, deserve special discussion.

T'e first is a posi' '
relationship for variable 11021, "teacher per-

kives student learning rates and adjusts learning pace." This variable is

of interest because the relationship with student attitude's was quite

stroug (K2 drop - .32. .004) and because it was negative4 associated

with student learning. This reinforces the pattern already observed, that

student preferences in English we:e fl,t necessarily affer- qi by the teacher's

choice of instructional methods or the effect ieness of those methods.

The second interesting variable is 11032. "-hserver's overall positive

28/
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evaluation of the teacher." This and a similar variable, 02064, were posi-

tively r,iated to student attitudes, but were unrelated to achievement. Thus,

In English, as in math, the observers and the students tend to wee about

who the good teachers are. In math, however. both the students' and the

observers' ratings are supported by data from our achievement tests. In

English, the teacL'rs whom the observers and the students liked were not

significantly more effective than those that they disliked.

II. Low-inference Measures

When the variables free the low-inference coding i "atea were compared

with achievement, the results were genctally hard to interprri, with

many interactions suggesting that the needs of high and low ability stu-

dents were different ih English classes. The predominance of interactions

deco not extend to the attitude data; instead, there is a predominance

uegative associations. Complete results i r each variable are pre-

ited .n Votume III, pages 260-359 (proportion varial'les)

(rate variables). The results are summarized below.

A. Teachers' %Ise of time in the classroom. Our data

ahu ju0-410

sugsestd deft-

nit, student ogs about how they wanted their math teachers to use their

time. Thi is act true for Englist, ()Inly two variables were significantly

related to student attitudes in Lnglish (15264, 15381), And both concern'1

low-frequen, events. Variable l',181. "number -f peer tutnring situations."

was interactively related to both attitude and arht .n English, with

rule direction of the interaction trIientin6 that peer tutoring may he nor..

appropriate for 'lw ability classes. Pwre was also a negative maih effect

when attitude was the criterion. This result is ec. doubtful validity, how

ever, because peer tutoring was very rarely observed and because a closely
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related variable, 15362, "minutes in peer tutoring," was unrelated to either

achievement or student attitudes.

B. Public contacts b tween the teacher arii.students.

1. Academic response poportunities. Variables indicating the pres-

ence of large amounts of class discussion and many public tesponse oppor-

tunities were generally positively related to both attitude lnd achievement

in math, art unrelated to English achievement. Many of those variables were

negativekx related to student attitude6 in EitcAsh. The following variables,

for example, are positively related to math attitudes, but negatively related

,-(1 English attitudes:

1J393, Public response opportunities

n(1184, Dyadic ,untacts which were response opportunities

09397, , lent created public contacts

I5002, Response opportunities generated by product questions

11/19, Correct answers

l5P20, Incorrect answers

The same pattern extended to 12 other variables (15005, 1501.:, 15031, 1(032,

15031, 15037, 15039, 15045, 15051, 15397, 15399); all were positively

related to student attitudes in math, negatively in English. It is obvious

that these jun:,r high school students expected very different things from

their math and their Engliah teachers.

The general pattern of negative association, between class discussions

and student attitudes in English includes not only the variables limted

above, but also 12 ethers (15009, 15025, 15030, 15C:4, 15036, 15039, 15052,

15084, 1-107, 15116, 15120, 15147). The predominance of negative results

makes interpretation of the rate variables difficult, but rlie contrast

283
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between the math and English results is inatiketive. The general pattern,

which will be discussed in More deceit in the following sections, seem* to

be this; students expect their math teachers to be demanding and to do a

good job of teaching them math; they expect their English teachers to be nice

and not to demand too much from them. Possible reasons for this pattern will

be discussed in Chapter N.

Types of questions. Teachers' choices of types of questions were

untnlated to either achievement or student , titudes in English.

Selection of respondents. There was no reliable pattern of associaL.onh

between English achievement and the wan that teachers selected respondenth

to their questions. There were, however, some interesting associations

between student attitudes and the ways that English teachers ':eluted respon

dents to their questions.

We have noted atu.ve that students did not like call outs in their math

classes. However, three variable,: eudicating the proportion of call outs

were IL,sitivell 45,40, I with student attlt,des in Ergiish (09013, 09076,

09204, 09209). High rates 4 called responses are generally indicative

of a r:,,4itt,0M atmosphere where teachers do not demand that their students

a;.ays -ducal r14,

The use of preselection (calling the student's name before asking the

question) was associated interactivel with student attitudes on six variables

(09010, 09064, 09127, 0"01, 09206, 09Z11). Students in low ability classes

apparently liked te.i who used this method, while students in high ability

classes disliked teachers who used it. This method of selection was very

rarely used by moqt teachers.

The proportion c.f nonvolunt tnswered incorrectly (09129) W,1%



very strongly negatively associated with student attitudes (R
2
drop .21,

.0000. Most students definitely did not like toschits who made a

practics of clltAg on students who had not volunteered and did not know the

answer.

Quality of student reappnlm. There were no consistent relationships

between variables indicating the quel-ity at student responses and achievement

in English. student attitudes in math were related interactively with vent-

able. indicating the proportions of correct and incorrect answers, with

students in law ability classes indicating preference for teachers in

whose classes the proportion of correct answers was higher. It is possible

that students who were less committed to academic achievement in math were

more likely to react negatil.wiy to the embarrassment of giving an incorrect

answer.

In English, the attitude results were similar for students at all

ability levels. The roportiou of correct answers was positively related

to student attitudes (09006, 09019), and the proportion of incorrect answcks

was negatively related to student attitudes (09020, 09051, 09129). These

results from the proportion variables a:- supported by the pattern of nese-

Ave results among the rate variables. In spite of the fact that more than

80Z of all !,served -osponses were correct. there were 14 rate variables

assaiated with incorrect answers and only three variables aseL,Liated with

correct answers among those that were negatively related to student attitudes.

This pattern of results is especially into esting in view of the fact

_uat the propttton of incorrect answers umc significantly lower in English

classes than in math classes. The stride , , high ability math classes gave

I.gher ratings to math tenrhvts who asked many questions that they couldn't
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answer, but those same students (in gassy cases) 4aer lower rating* to English

teachers who did the same thing. There are a number of possible esplanations

for this pattern of results, but ono e' the Oust likely, especially in view

of th, other results for linglish attitudes, is that the high ability students

were not convinced that theybonefitted from difficult questions in English

clauses.' They were weal aware that their math teachers were trying to help

them learn difficult and important concepts and were thus willing to accept

a relatively high pressure, teacher-dominated class. In English classes,

however, they preferred a much lower level of pressure and demand.

Feedback followinastudent reponse.. The use of public praise was

positively associated with 'achievement in both math and English, and with

student attitudes in math. HoWOver, no- of the variables associated with

public praise was significantly related to student attitodps in frtglieb,
I

either positivel:r or negatively.

in fact, there are virtually nk, data to indicate how students liked

tt,rhers to react to their answers. Only two isolated variables in this

section we .e. tvely related to student attitudes in English: 09172,

"noavoluntsers whose answers were ntegrated into the class discussion,"

and U91d2 "nonvolunteets whim jsrocess teea

n,.re was an abundance ot data to suggest what the stulents did not

1! o, however. They did not like teachers who ottered more cri,icism

(09030, 0084, 09147, 09013), omitted teedbo,:.k k09107, 09178, 09179), or

gaL: nonacademic 'oedback (09100, 00165, 091t7). These results are in

line with hose reported above ler %rodent attitudes in math. The student.;

generally gave lower tatinge to teachers who reacted to their answers in

ways that e.ther eltp14 ir:, or implicitly indicated a lack of respect

for the students c.-niiitittuos.
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There is also a second pattern amens the results for feedback variables.
4

Two negative mein effects (09033, 09161), and two interactions (09044, 09162)

indicate that students, and high ability students in particular, gave lower

ratings to teachers who tended to ask a new quest;n of the same student.

Variables associated with this pract. worn generally positively related to

student attitude in with. Asking a new question is a fore of sustaining

feedback wheww the teacher "stays with" a tudent ane tries to elicit an

improved response or more tnformation. The use of sustaining feedback

was onrelatoe to student attitudes in math or to achievement in either

subject. Student attitudet in English, however, vicre negatively related

to both the rates (1539s, 15199) and the proportions (09213, 0971i1 of

sustaining feedback. Once again, this seems to be par: of the general

pattern in Ail h students save lower ratings to English tescnore who

tried elicit high levels of academic performawc.

Student initiated questions and comments. The rates of student

intttAted questions and comments were not associated with achievement in

English. The rate of student initiated questions was also unrelated to

4%pdeut sitituies, but there was a negative relationship between the ate

-0 student initiated comments an- stu,:;rit attitudes (15201). This is part

of 4 small pattern of negative results which In:qudes only irrelevant com-

ments .rich were wiled out (15223, 15112,.15236, 0925)). The rate of

irret.vint questions which weer called st and given feedback (1' i3) was

als negatively associated with student ;ittii.les.

There were only two other Atgnificant results osong the vari.,rles in

this section. Students tended to ,ive lower ratings to teachers who ignored

-elevant questions or comments th..t had been called out (09221, 09243).
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These resu;,0 adt to the already considerable complexity of the results

describing call its. Cell outs were common in the class, that we observed,

and many of the variables associated with call outs were significantly

related to both attitude and achievememt, in both math and knglish There-

fore, the question of how the teacher ahemld deal with call (4,4ts is an

important ono. Our data h.re to tr 'ait that there are no emote answers

to this qu.stina. We have town, outs were diffecontlY related

to the twit criteria. and that ov ,t a single criterion is considered,

the relationships may vary 4L or gins the tvpr of claws, the subject

matter, what the student said. I the reactions of the teacher. it seems

that our data are lore mart 'r pointing out the importance and complexity

4 the question than for providing meaningful answers.

C. Private contacts between the students and teacher. Given the strong

pittern of negative associations between the rates and proportions of public

cot.tacts and student attitudes in English, it is not to surprising that

the proportion of grty, 0 contaeta was positively related to student Attitude's

(09191). Mc rates of private '.smarts. however, were not eigniftc.antly

associated with stuk!ent attitudes (l'411, 15412).

A very %rook pattern Indik.lted may have preferred to ask

tivootiona of the teacher raft.. thltv ho Jr the tem,er come to, them,

especially if the contact W44 pr,,#,foral in nature (09187. 09192, )9400).

An the 6C ,,rtAbtes having to lo with the n of the contact

and the teaciler's feedback. then- only one main ette: (0274) and two

interaction* (0921). 09280). These isolated results will not t'e Interpreted.

D. behavioral contacts. both rate, of student stshehaviors and the



,

ways that teachersrActed to them were strongly related to student achieve-

ment 'gains in palish. One strong pattern of.negative relationships revealed

that teachers who tolerated high rates of serious misbehaviors were generally

less effective. A second, pattern of interactions revealed that academically

'effe tive teachers tended to react more severely to misbehaviors, especially

serious ones, if they were teaching low ability classes.

Variables having to do with rates of misbehaviors and the way teachers

reacted to them were large4 unrelated to student attitudes in English class's,

however. There were only four main effects (09316, 09357, 15246, 15338) and

two interactions (09354, 15310) among th, 130 variables having to do with

behavioral contacts. All of the significant results are isolated, aqd all

.

are on variables associated with very low frequency events. Since more sig-

.

nificani results could be expected as a result ofrchance alone, theie results .

seem somewhat anomalous, and they wil\not be interpreted. It could
.. .

be that students' opinions are dependent on factor's which our coding system c
did not record, or that studeqls' judgments of "appropriate" teacher reactions

.

.
es

...--- -7
.,

depended on the concext in ways tog specific for our coding system to recerd.

The detailed nature of the coding syste6 however, makes these explanations

unlikely. It is clear t at issues of behavior control at the junior high

level deserve further investigation.

E. Social contacts.. None of the variables concerning social contacts

Was ed to student attitudes in English. This is somewhat surprising

in view of the fact that there was a strong pattern of intn-aotive relation-

ships between these variables and English achievement. The more academically

effective teachers tended to accept student-created social contacts in low

ability classes, and to reject them in high. ability cffasees. It seems

:28 1.9
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4' strange that rates of *000 contacts would be aasiociated with ach.evement

but not with student ratings of the teachers'.

III. Summ,r, and discuslion

If nothing else, the attitude data in English indicate that junior

high school students expect voschers of4ifferenc subjects to behave cif-

ferently. The samples of math and English students came from the same

schools; many students were in both samples. Rut they rated their math

and their English teachers according to very diffbrent criteria. A pattern

of heavy academic emphasis, high Amend, frequent class discussing, and

teacher dOminsnce was both academically effective and accepted by the

students in their math classes. There is no evidence that that style of

teaching was associated with academic effectiveness for Eng "Eh teachers;

neither was it accepted by the students.

We discussed it. Chapter 3 our difficulties with measurirg the academic

effectiveness of English teachers. In the absence of a generally agreed

upon curriculum or set of objectives, it was virtually impossible co

construct an achievement test that was a valid measure of whit tte students

had learned in their English classess We do not hive similar doubts about

the validity of our attitude measure.

However, ttie attitude results seem to indicate that the students may
I

have been no sOie sure than we were what they were supporied to be leaihing

in English classes. Not only were student ratings unrelated to the'adademic

effectivenesi of the teacher, they also indicated very little about Student

preferences with regard to instructional techniques.' Most of the positive

results among the attitude d9ta were on high inference variablts which

were global ratings of the affective characteristics of theteacher. Stuuents-

290 ,
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liked teachers who were

academically effective,

of interest fordoiwo roes

ment between students and observers about who the good English teachers were,

although the agreement was getierally stronger in math. Second, is is of

rated by the observers as affectionate, nurturant,

competent, enthusiastic, 'etc. These result, are

uns. First, they tell us lhat there was some kg rile-

#

interest that most of these variables were unrelated to'acedemic effective-

ness in English, at least as we measured it.
.404. ,

Variables related DO teachers: organization, efficiency, discipliie

and managemeht methods were generally unrelated to, student ratings of English

teachers, although many of Oome variables were related to student ratings

of math teachers and academic effectiveness in both math and English.

Students apparently did not like for their English teachers to be

demanding. Variables associated with teacher questioning, incorrect

answers, probing, criticism,

related to student ratings of

few specific clues about what

and sustaining feedback were all negatively

their English teachers. Our results give

leaching mathodithe students did like.

2

Positive results among these variables were few.and far between, and they

did not fall into cohesive patterns.

These results could be aterpreted in a number of ways. It is pos-

sible that there are several different "good" ways to

it difficult to find behavior patterns common to most

teachcrr. It is also possible that the coding system

Xeacn English, making

"good" English

simply failed to

describe many of the important behavior patterns of "good" English teachers.

Considering the wide variety in goals . methods among the English teachers

we observed, it is likely that both of,these interpretations are partially

valid.
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There seems to be another factor at work, however. ln' general, the

variables that were positively associated with student ratings, were Chafe

which describe "nice" teachers, while those that were negatively associated

with mdent ratings were those which describe "hard" teachers. Students

simply did not like English teachers who mad, them work too hard. Those

students were not simply laity; they gave high ratings to math teachers who

mode them'work hard. It seems more likely that they were not convinced that

the English teache4 had anything to reach them that justified great deal,

of effort on their parts Since demanding teachers were academically no

more effective than those wbo were less demanding, the students may well

have been right.

Our data would seem to indicate, therefore, that improvement in the

quality of junior high school English teaching may depend on an in-depth
OS.

examination of the curriculum.' We have not found a sat ot teaching

behaviors that seem to be ';good" for teachers working with.. ride variety

of students, and having many different objectives. In the absence of a

more general agreeient about the goats of junior high school English

classes,, it will remain very difficult to make generalisations in this

,I field. It may he that most studies in the future will.need to-concen-

trate on ways achieving specific objectives with specific students

rather than looking for patterns of behavior that 'are generally associated

with desirable outcomes.



:table 4.1s Relations of.SeleCted Var/sbles to Strident Attitudes

in Junior Nigh School Meth and inglish Classes

Table 4.1 contains those results which were fudged to be both practically

and Statistically significant, end which were discussed in the text of the

chapter..

J

The table is divided into sections, as f011owss

I. High-inference Measure*

Pa e
319

A: Classroom Observa-ion Scales 319

B. Observers' Ratings of. Teachers'. Metbods and tractices 320

.C. Observers' Ratings of-Target Students 323

D. Teachers' Ratings of Target Students 323

B. Observers' Classroom Descriptions 323

II. Low-inference Measures (Rates snd Proportions) 324
.

.

A. Use of Time in the Classroom
.

.

324

B. Public Contacts between the Teacher and Students 325

- 1. Academic response opportunities 325

Types of quc:dtions 326

Selection of respondents 326

Quality of response '327

Feedback following student responses 328

2. Student initiated questions and comments . 331

C. Private Contacts between the Teacher and Student it, .133
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J

. The umbels used in the tablet sr, so follow

In.s. not simnifloent. There was no statistically significant relation-,
,

ship between the classioom behavior and student attitudes in that subject.

eoskttve Witiomshie. There was a significant positive association

between the classroom behablor and student attitudes in that subject.

- isolative tilittfAl_nehio. dare was ao!ignificani meetly. 1101104filti0O

between that classroom behavior and student attitudes in that subject.

interaction. The relationship between the classroom behavior and

student attitudes in that subject was significantly different.for low and

high ability classes.

When there is an interaction, the separate relationships for low and high

ability classes are listed in the Adjacent columns. A + or - (without

parentheses)'Modicates that the slopeof the regression line for variance

and ability level exceeded our criterion for practical significaoce k.40 A-score

units difference in adjusted vein for high and low levels of th behavior). A

ors.( -)(in parentheses) indicates that the slope of the regression line

did not exceed our criierionlor practical significance.

Results for both math and English, and for both rate and proportion vari-

ables are listed together in each section. At the end of eschamctioh is

list of variables that were related to achievement in a statistically signif-

icant manner but not discussed separately in the text. Additional information

on those variables in availavle in the tables in Volume III.
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TOO 4.1s Relations of Sileared ',enables to student Attitudes

In Junior Nigh $fhool Netkand tnilish Classes

HAW BMWMCI *AMOS (1.)

glettIVOIN Phsortimi ifiWas "(LA.)

01002 Teacher initiated problem solving

01004 Teacher presentation of academic
information

01005 Negative affect (teacher and
students)

01006 Positive affect (teacher)

01007 Higher cognitive level student
behavior

01006 Passive pupil behavior

01009 ConVergent evaluative inter-
actions (teacher ptobes for right
answer)

01010

01011

01012

01013

Teacher task orientation

Clarity of teacher presentations

Teacher enthusiasm

RanOos questioning; memory ques-
tions; fact related questions

01014 Higher leel cognitive questions:
synthesis, why questions

01015 Questions with application to
students personal lives; personal
questions

01020 Factor 1: Attention, clarity,
activity

01021 Fat or 2: Positive effect,
entsusiaam

Interbctiona
(path)

av Nigh

-2$' 195

Main
Iffects

Math tallish

ns

ne

ns.

ns

AS

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

Interactions
(Snelish)

Low' Bei



01:
classroom Oftervation Scales U.S.)
cont.

01022 Factor 3: Questioning, evalua-
tion

01023 factor 41 Pupil interaction,
teacher presentation

Obaervora' Ratings o( Toocipor' mothoda
and Practices MO.)

02001 Teacher patience when correcting
errors

02002 Attractiveness of room

02003 Effectivenesss of
asement methods

02008 Student obedience

teachers' man-

to teacher

02009 Quantity of directions; ovcrly,
. explicit and repetitive

02010 Closgroom interruptions

02014 Consistency of enforcement. of
rules

02016 Length of time Ator bell for
class to begin

02019 Aaount of teacher co.,fut1on,
Muster

02021 Monitoring of class

02022 Efficiency of trans.tion during
the class period

02023 Average 1mvel of teacher affec-
tion

02024 Teacher range of affection:
Low end

02025 Teacher range of affection:
Nigh end

Table 4.1 (root.)

Interactions Hain
(Math) Meets

Low MALI:.
,to

Math 8nalish

na

ns

ns

ns

:MO ns

n.

As

ns

na

411,
Interactions

(English)

Low glib



Table 4.1 (cont.)

MigiltillAAWIBLAJNWINUULLAtibeit
arm sactic (1.a.1 cant.

02026 Teacher solidarity with group

01027 Teacher anxiety

020;8 Teacher con:Ldence level

02029 Teacher enthusiar

02030 Student respect for teacher

02031 Teacher deals effectively with
student personal problems

02032 Teacher socialises with students

02033 Teacher awareness of coder

02034 Teacher credibility

02036 Academic encouragement given by
teacher ,

02037 Receptiviless to student input

;

02018 Mutturance of student affective
ski Is

02039 Variety and choice in assignments

02040 Teacher use of self-paced work

02041 Teayher use of blackboard for
1eckures and discussions

02042 Teacher use of audio-visual aids

02044 Teacher use of drama; students
read parts in plays or stories

02045 Teacher sakes productive use Of
own mIstakes

02046 Teacher goes to students during
seatwork

02047 Student eagerness for response
opportunity

Interactions
(Math)

nth

-289-
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Main
effects

?Lola Metal

ns

ns

ns

ns

- +

ns

ns -

+

ns

ns

,170161111Mr

Interactions
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fitervols Patinas of reacher,' flothodo
gaiLlugligg (Z.8.) vont.

02048 Time allotted for class discus-
aeon

02049 Task-oriented seatwork

02050 Mecum of teacher preparation

02052 Teacher academic effectiveness

020:1 Frequency of homework
1

02054 Amountof class time spent in
productive work

02056 Teacher concern for academic
achievement. grades

02057 Teacher primarily lectures
I

02058 Teacher primarily ansiens seat-
.

'work

02059 Teacher primarily usesiclas.
discussions

02060 Teacher coemai.d of subject latter

02062 Teacher consistently plans suf-
ficient work for class

02064 Coder. if 7th or 8th grader.
would choose this teacher

02065 Factor I: Effective teacher
organisation. control .

02066 Factor 2: Orientation to student
personal needs. solidarity with
group

02067 Factor 3: High use of class dis-
cussion (vs. seatwork)

02069 rector 5: Teacher competence.
confidence

Table 4.1 (cent.)

Interactions
(Math)

-290-
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Main
affects

Path Znakkeh

+ ns

no

ns

+

ns

ns

n

ns
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+.1 ns

ns
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Interactions
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Table 4,1 Nog.)

fledehte

0)005 Student is constantly beteg
attended to by teacher

MO, Student is highly motivated and
sager

03044 Student lacks persistence

0)015 Student participate. in class

0)017 Student has good relationship
with teacher

0)027 Factor.2: ,Charisma (outgoing,
sociable, happy) with peers and
teacher

03028 Factor 3: Physical, athletic
development

0)329 Factor 4: Students with anti-
social tendencies; amottonal or
behavioral problems

Nacho's' Patinas of Tareet StudfoCs
(I.D.)

05001 high student motivation. compared
to rest of class

0S002 Teacher would want Oho student in
his /her class /skein

05003 Nigh student academic performance
compared to rest of class

05005 Student displays appropriate
behavior in Mimes

Ohaarvare Classroom Descriptions (lat.)

11001 Teacher react* positively to
student feelings

11002 Teacher actively listens to stu-
dents in reading, reciting, etc.

Interact 1 las
(Math)

-291 -29!)

Plata Immerses Imo
Streets (1.411,ab)

nW

na

ns

ns

no

ns

1

as

AIM



IMINICalliMMenr, Pan" 111.C1111101r/Mile .111gV Tntr,11.111BE -761saccarr.,:e IOW

gligati"ASIMILROSIAWSOIdame.

11004 Teacher berates art out* down
student in ftIrt of others

1100, Ulm hails-11k* fooling to
clstieroosi positive feelings
mons cuss,

110011 Teacher escourseso student
efforts slime support ror work

11012 leacher adjusts instruction
schedule to be f.asable

1101$ Teacher cease to enjoy teachirs

11014 Teacher *eons to know content of
subject matter

11020 Teacher scknoeledses student
feeliaps both positive and
nowlve

11021 Teacher perceives student learn-
ing rates and adjusts lvarul.44 par

1102) Teacher encourapoo student. to
cake responsibility for their own
work

11021 Teacher seems prepared for class

11029 ftwents respect the teacher

11030 /ocher is in control of the
class end maintain* order

11012 Obseryore overall positive evslu-
stlans of the teacher

toss nimPtivtar wigs* ports ma poro-mum ar.)

SeKillel.11111PMAlt

Table 10 least.)

.1.3."2.011111,1,11111011.. 111110MIL 71111111WIftenft

ihtprectiess Main Wevactieme
Moth) Mists (24411,610

lei RAO ffeit Inallek Le

SO

no

no

no

ns

RR

1

ns

Ussiol.rDas An the Classroom M.A.,

13364 Minutes is mall group. not
teacher controlled ns

e
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Table 4.1 (cont.)

Use of Time in the Classroom (Ir.A.)

15367 Minutes in transitions

15370 Minutes in lecture demonitrMtion'

15371 Minutes in discuSsion

15372 Minutes in drill'

15373 Minutes in special activities
(not Included in previous cate-,
gories)

15.374 Minutes in advance organizers

15376 Minutes in individual self-paced
work

15381 Number of peer tutoring situations

Public Contacts between the Teacher and
Students (II.B.)

09397 Student created public contacts

09398 Teacher initiated public contacts
(excluding behavior)

15392 Teacher-student contacts

15400 Teacher-student contacts which
were student initiated

Academic Response Opportunisies (II.B.1.)

09384 Teacher-student contacts which
were response opportunities,

15393 Public response opportunities

Stmtistically significant results not

discussed:

Math: 15005, 15006, 15007, 15010, 15011,

15012, 15013, 15021, 15023, 15024, 15026,

15028, 15031, 15032, 15033, 15035, 15037,

15038,1 15039, 15044, 15045, 15047, 15050,

Interactions
tMath)

Low High

si

-293-
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Main
Effects

Math _English

ns

ns

ns

s

ns

ns

ns

ns

-;I

ns

+ ns

ns'

Interactions
.(Engits10...

Low High



Academic Response Opportunities (II.B.1.)
cont.

Math (cont.): 15051, 15053, 15079,
15080, 15091, 11112, 15119, 15141,
15142, 15143, 15183

English: 15006, 15009, 15010, 15012,
15032, 15033,
15038,'15039,
15081, 15084,
15120, 15121,

15025, 15030, 15031,
15034, 15036, 15037,
15045, 15051, 15052,
15107, 15114, 15116,
15147

'riles of questions

09004 Response opportunities generated
by opinion questions

15001 Response opportunities generated
by process questions

,I15002 Response opportunities
by product questions

generated

15003 Response opportunities generated
by choice questions

Selection of respondents

09010 Response' opportunities given to
students preselected in non-
patterned turns

09013 Responle opportunities which stu-
dents answered by calling out

09064 Preseledted nonpatterned turn
. student4; who were-asked produce.

questionn

09076 Product questions answered by
. a student calling out

09078.0pinioh questions answered by
student calling out

Table 4..1 (contr)

Interactiond
(Math)

Low High

el

Main
Effects

Math *-English

I ns

ns

ns

ns

I

ns

I

I

ns

Interactions
(English)

Low High
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Table 4.1 (cont.)

(17.13.1.) cont.

Selection of respondents (cont.)

09201 Correct answers given by, pre-
selected nonpatterned turn
students

09204 Correct answers given by students
who called out

09206 Incorrect answers given by pre-
selected nonpatterned turn
students

09209 Incorrect answers given by stu-.
dents calling out

09211 Don't know /no response answers
given by preselected nonpat-
terned students

Quality of responses

09019 Correct answers

09020 Incoirect answers

09005 Process questions which students
answered correctly,

09006 Product questions which students
answered correctly

09007 Choice questions which students
answered correctly

09017 Volunteers-who answered correctly

09050 Process questions which students
answered incorrectly

09051 Product questions which students
answered incorrectly

0905 Choice questions which students
answered incorrectly

09127 Preselected patterned turn stu-
dents who answered incorrectly

Interactions
. (MaLfi)

High

+

4

Main
Effects

P'
Math 1.2eish

I I

nsC I

ns +

as

I

I ns

ns '+

ns

I 'ns

I ns

I

ns ,

ns

Interactiona
Onglish)

Low 'High



Table 4.1 (cont.)

(11.8.1.) cont.
Quality of responses'(cont.)

09129 Nonvolunteers who answered
incorrectly

15019 Correct. answers

15020 Incorrect answers

Feedback to student 'responses

09023 Correct answers which teacher
praised

0904 Correct answers after which
teacher asked a new question

09025 Correctranswers after which
teacher asked a nonacademic ques-
tion

, --
09030 -Incorrect answers which teacher

criticized

09033 Incorrect answers after which
teacher asked a new question

09035 Incorrect answers which teacher
integrated, into class discussion

09044 Don't know and no response answers
after which teacher asked a new
question

ICIN 09080 Answers to product questions
which teacher praised

09084 Answers to product questions
which'teacher criticized

A9088 Prodnct.questions after'which
teacher repeated the question

09095 Process questientafter which,
teacher asked a new question

09096 Product questions after which
teacher asked a new question

y

Interaction4
(Math)

Low High

-296-
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( + )

Main .

Effects

Math English

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

I

ns

ns

ns

ns

Interactioni
(English)

Low High



Table 4.1 (cont.

(tI.8.1.) cont.:
Feedback to student responses (cont.)

09100 Product questions after which
teacher asked a nonacademic
question

09I07-Process questions after which
teacher.gave,no feedback

09115 Process gbestions after which
teacher gave'the answer

09121 Choice questions after which
teacher asked another student

09142 Nonvolunteers whom teacher
.praised

09141 Volunteers whom teacher praised

09144 dill-ouf students whom teacher.
praised

09147 Nonvolunteers whom teacher
criticized

09153 Volunteers for whom teacher
repeated the question

09154 Callout students for whom
tether ,repeated. the question

09158 Volunteers for whom teacher simr
plified-the question

09161 Preselected nonpatterned turn
. students whom teacher asked a new

question

09162 Nonvq,lunteers whom teacher asked
a new queition

09163 Volunteers whom teacher asked a
new question

09165 Preselected patterned turn stu-
dents' who& teacher gave nonacademic
feedback

Interactions
(Math)

Low High

+

-297-

-34)5

Main
Effects

Math English

ns

ns

ns

ns
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nEr.

Ps

ns

ns

r.13

ns -
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ns

ns

Interactions
(English)

Low High
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Table 4.1 (cont.)

1 Interactions
(Math)

(11.3.1.) cont.
Feedback to student response: (cont.)

09167 Nonvolunteers whom teacher gave
nonacademic feedbar:&

09172 Nonvolunteers whose answers
were integrated into class dis-
cussion

09178 Volunteers, whom tearher gave no
feedback

09179 Call-out students whom teacher
gave no feedback

09182 Nonvolunteers whom teacher gave
.process feedback

09188 Volunteers whom teacher gave the
answer

09190 Preselected patterned turn stu-
dents terminated L.), teacher asking
another

09213 Incorrect answers after which
teacher gave sustaining feedback

09215 All response opportunities which
'teacher gave sustaining feedbck

09382 Response opportunities in which
teacher praised.

MIL

09383 Response opportunities in which
teacher .titieized

15395 Academic praise

15397 Sustaining feedback given an
incorrect response

15399 Sustaining feedback

15409 Reinforcing teacher-student
/.contacts

Low High

-29890

. Main
Effects

Math English

ns

ns

ns

ns

-,1 ns

,ns

ns

na

ns

ns

ns

+ ns

Interactions
(English)

Low High'
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Table 4.1(cont.)

Student initiated questions and consents
(II.B.2.)

09221 Student initiated relevant ques-
tions called out and ignored

09223 Student. initiated relevant ques-
tions called ou; and given feed-
back ,

09228 Student initiated irrelevant ques-
tions called out and not accepted

09236 Student initiated relevant ques-
tions integrated into class dis-
cussion

09243 Student initiated relevant, ,:om-
ments ailed out and ignored

09252 Student initiated irrelevant com-
ments called out and given feed-
back

'09257 Student initiated, relevant cam-
, ments given process feedback

09258 Student initiated releyant.com=
ments integrated into dlasi dis-
cussion

15200 Student initiated questions and
comments which were questions

0
15201 Student initiated questions and

comments whiCh were comments

15208 Student initiated relevant ques-
. tions called out e^d given pro-

cess teildback

15213 Student initiated irrelevant ques-
tions called out and given feedback

15214 Student initiated questions which
were not called out

'3215 Student initiated questions which
were relevant

Interagtioni
(Math)

Low High

-29S-07

Main
Effects

Math English

ns _

ns

ns

ns

ns

+, ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

I

ns

ns

Interactions
(English)

Low High

0



Table 4.1 (coot.)
.

(11.3.2) cant.
'Student initiated (tuestions and coinents
(cent.)

15217 Student initiated relevant ques-
which were given feedback

15218 Student initiated relevant ques-
tions which were given process
feedback

15220 Student initiated relevant ques-
tions integrated into class dis-
cussion

15223 Student inW red comments which
were called out

15224 Stulent.initiated :relevant com-
ments which were called out

15229 Student initiated relevant com-
ments called out and given feed-
back

15230 Student initiated relevant com-
ments called out and given pro-
cess feedback5

15231 Student initiated relevant com-
' meats called out anl integrated
into discussion

45232 Student initiated irrelevant com-
ments which were called out

15236 Student initiated irrelevant com-
ments called out and given feed -

15238 Stddent initiated relevant com-
tents which were not called out

15241 Student initiated relevant com-
ments given process feedback

15242 Student initiated relevant com-
ments Integrated into class dis-
cussion

Interactions
(Math)

Low High

-300-
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'Math English
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ns
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ns

Interactions
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Table 4.1 (cont.)

(11.1.2.) cont.
. Student initiated questions and comment)

(cont.)

. 15413 Sipdent initiated questions and
6onsonts

Private Contacts betimen the Teach,:
and Students (MC.)

. 09268 Student created contacts which
were related to classroom pro-
cedure

09281 student created content related
contacts given brief process
feedback

09284 Teacher initiated contacts which
were academic related

.

09293 Teacher initiated academic con-
tacts which involved brief pro-.
cess feedback

09296 Teacher initiated contacts related
to-classroom procedure

09387 Teacher-student-contacts which
were student created (private)

09388 Teacher-student contacts, which
were teacher initiated (private)

09391 Teacher-Lcudgnt contacts which
were privkte (not public response
opportunities)

Q9392 Private teacher-student contacts
which were student created (not
social)

09395 Private academic contacts

09396 Private nonacademic cqntacts

09400'Student created private porcedural
contacts

Tritc.actions
.(Math)

Lobt Nigh,

-301-
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Math English
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Table 4.1 (cent.)

(ZI.C..) cont.

Private Contacts between the Teacher
and Students (cont.)

15248 Student created contacts related
to classroom 'procedure

15273 Teacher initiated academic con-
tacts which involved brief pro-.
cess feedback

15274 Teacher initiated academic .con-
tacts which involved long feed-
back

1527 Teacher initiated contacts which
related to.clasuroom procedure

15401 79pedural contacts

15411 Private student created contacts

15412 Private teacher initiated von -
tacts

Significant qesults not discussed:

Math: 15270
English: 09274, 09280, 15274

Behavioral Contacts (II.D.)

15394 Behavioral contacts

15407 Mild misbehaviors'

15408 Serious misbehaviors

09303 Misbehaviors during which student
wss verbally aggressive

04305 Misbehaviors involving student
leaving claim without permission

09315 Misbehaviors in which7teacher
delayed management request
(timing error)

4

Interactions
'IMath)

Low High

3 0 -

-302-
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Effects

Math English
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IMP
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ns

ns

ns

Interactions
(English)
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Table 4.1 (cont.) '

(ZI.D.) Cont.
80bevioral Contacts court.

09317 Misbehavior which.teacher'criti-
cized

09327 Mild misbehaviors where teacher
intervened nonverbally

09336 Misbehaviors involving tardiness'
which teacher criticised

09340 Disruptive misbehaviors which
teacher criticized

09358 Misbehaviors not in above cate-
gories which teacher criticized

09362 Misbehaviors in which teacher
acted without target or timing
error

09370 Mild misbehaviors which teacher
handled without error

09372 Mild misbehaviors f( which
teacher made a timing error

09375 Serious misbehaviors for which
teacherpade a target error.

15279 Misbehaviors involving students
socializing

15283 Misbehaviors during which
student was verbally aggressive

15285 Misbehaviofs involving students
leaving class without permission

15312 Socializing misbehaviors involv-
ing a management request

15315 Tardiness given a management
request

15316 Misbehaviors involving tardiness
which teachei criticized

Interaipions Main
(Math) Effects

4

Low High I Math ;palish

I us

us

+ - / ns
ft

ns

ns

(-) I ns

+ - I ns

- , ns

ns

ns

(-) ns

ns

+ - I I ns

ns

+ - I I ns

1
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Table 4.1 (cont.)

- (1I.D.) cont;
Sehaviotal Contacts cont.

15330 Leaving rocs without permission
responded to with management
request

15384 Mildssilsbehvviors which teacher
handled without error

Significant results not discussed:

Math: 15338
English: 09316, 09354, 09357, 15296,
15310, 15338

Soda, Contacts between the Teacher and
Students (IT-S-)

-15339 Teacher initiated contacts which
were social

15340 Student created contacts which
were social

A

Interactions
(Math)

Low High

0
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/.1 Chapter S

Summary and Discussion

In this challter we will summer's/the results and implicsaons of

this %Cady. Our discussion will be divided intoshree parts. In the

first section of the chapter vs will summarise the netbods Sind procedures
ON.

used for data collection and data reduction. In the second section we will

prevent the more important patterns of results and discuss briefly the

implicitions of those results for issues having to do with junior high

school teaching. In the final section we will discuss, the implications of

this study for future researchao teaching at the junior high school-level.

/stroductimand Mithodolosv.

This report talents process-outcome relationships.found in the data

from.tde Texas Junior High School Study. This study was conceived as

a replication and extension of an earlier stey of tgiching effectiveness
r

conducted,by the Correlates of Effective Teachir; !rogrms at the University

of Taxed Researckand Development Center for Teacher Education (Brophy 4

Evertson, 1976; Note 2).

Sixty-eight teachers (39 English and 29 oath) were observed in nine

A

of the 11 junior high schools in a large urban school district. Two

sections were obsirved for each teacher; there were 136 classrooms in all.

Two observers alternated visits to each of these classes, for an average

of 20 one -hour observations throughout the school year 1974-75.

During their visits the observers collected both high- and low-

inference data on classroom processes. The low inference detail were collected

with complex Classroom Observation Coding System, which was an adapta-

tion of the coding system used in the Texas Teacher Effectiveness Study



(*trophy 4 tvertson, Mote 2). The coding' manual is available as Appendix
A

C to this report. The high-inference data on classroom processes were

collected with sir different instruments; as follows:

1. Classroom Observation Sealers, completed after each observation

2. Classroom DescrtPtione, written after each observation, then

rated as set at the and of the year for each class

3. Observation Matings of Target Students, completed for 12 randomly

A selected students in each class at the end of the school year

4. Observer Ratings of Teachers' Methods and Practices, completed

at the end of the school year

e Teacher Ratings of Target Students, completed st the end of the

school year

C
6. Students' Ratings of Teachers, completed by the students at the

end of the school year

The Student Ratings of Teachers served as one outcome seasure. The

other was an achievement test designed to reflect the subject natter taught

in the observed clusrooms. Students' scores on the English and math

Ei subtests of the California Achievement Tests given in the spring of the

preceding school' year were used to estimate entering ability.

The class was used as the unit of analysis for all analyses repdited in

this report. When data were collected for individual students (as for

the pretest and posttest scores, the student ratings and the attitude

measure), all of the available scores were averagee for each of the 136

classes. Data collected continuously over the course of the year, such

as.t.hoos from the Clawson Observation Scales, were averaged to produce

3
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a single score representing "average behavior" for, all of the observations.

Two types of variables were generated from the coded data produced

by obseivers using .the low - inference coding system. Rate variables were

created by dividing the total number of times that an avant was observed

over the course of the year by the number of S0- minute observation periods

tfiat the observers spent in that classroom. Thus the rate variables
. ,

represent the "average. frequency" of.an event during a typical observation

period. Proportion-variables were ratios of rate variables. Thus pro-

portion variables represented the proportion of the time that some event

.occurred as opposed to some alternative or set. of alternatives.

Once class average scores had been generated for each of the process

and outcome measures, a long series of analyses. were conductedrich related

,.the process measures to the outcome measures. Volume II consists of

tables showing the relationship of each of the process measures to scores

on the achievement test given at the end of the year. These results

are discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 of-this report. Volume III consists of

tables showing the relationship of each of the process measures to a

0 factor score from the attitude measure which estimated *he student's

overall positive or negaftve evaluation of the teacher. These results

discussed in Chapter 4 of this volume. Data from math and English

classes are preseted separately.

The relationship between each of the process variables and each

outcome measure was analyzed by means of amaltiple-regression procedure

designed to, detect three possible relationships between the process variable

and the outcome measure, as follows:
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1. Tests for simple linear relationships (main effects) detected

general trends in which classes exposed to differing levels of the class-

room behavior differ in their outcome scores.

2. Tests for interactive relationships detected differences in the

relationship between the classroom behavior and the outcome scores depend-

ing on the entering ability of the students.

3. Tests for curvilinear relationships detected situations in which

the best lor worst) scores on the outcome measure were associated with

neither extremely high nor extremely low incidences of the classroom

behavior, but rather with levels that lay within the range of observed'

scores.

For all analyses, the California AchieVement Test scores from the previous

spring were used as covariables; so-that differences among students' enter-
.

ing abilities were controlled statistically.

About 9,000tests.for significatce late performed, and over 1,000 of

those tests were significant at the .05 level. Not all of those results

were useful, however. Less than 5% of the tests for'curvilinear relation-

ships were significant at the .05 level, and most of those that were

significant added little information to the analyses for main effects and

interactions. 'ThereforeTherefore we have generally ignored curvilinear relation-
u

ships in our discussion of tee results (although some of the significant

ones are presented for interested readers at the ends of Volumes II and

III). We do not mean by this that curvilinear relationships between

classroom behaviors and outcome measures do not exist; rather, we have

failed to detect them reliably with the methods we used inthe present
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study.

Interactions and main effects were both very common, but again, not

all of these results W41411 equally useful. In general, we discussed and

reported.on those results which were both practically and statistically

significant (our criteria are disdUssed in more detail in Chapters 1 and

3). The results of every test for interactions and main effects are pre -

c
sented in Volumes II and III for interested readers.

For a more extensive discussion of the background for the study,

our methodology, the characteristics of the sample, and other reports

using this data base,-the reader is referred to Chapter 1.

Summary of Results

In this section we will; discuss important patterns of results in two

different ways. First, we will summarize what our results have to say

about. the characteristics, method'', and practices o'f "good" junior high

math aAd English teachers. As we ,do so, we will attempt to synthesize and

contrast the data using achievement and student attitudes as outcome

measures. Second, we will discuss the implications that our results have

for a number of issues that have played a prominent role in discussions

of teaching in the past.

Math classes. The picture that emerges of a "good" junior high math

teacher is ;bout the same,whetherfttudent achievement test gains, student

attitudes, or the observers' opinions are used as the criteria. The moll!

popular and academically more effective teachers were rated by the

observers as having better classroom management, being better organized,

enjoying teaching more, being better prepared, knowing their subject
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better, being more concerned about their students, being more respected

by their students, and so forth. These data are useful in'that they pro-

vide support for the validity of our criterion measurements, but they

do not enable us to make recommendations about appropriate teaching

techniques or strategies in junior high school math claims., since they

are general ratings.

The 1ov:inference data it filed a number of patterns which differ-

entiated between successful and unsuccessful teachers in more specific

ways. The following patterns of results were apparent.whether achievement

or attitude was used as the criterion:

1. The successful teachers emphasised class discussion, lectures,

and.drill, and spent less time using individualised instructional techniques

or individual seatwork. All teachers, however, assigned seatwork some of

the time, and our results could be interpreted as indicating that class

discussions are an important part of math instruction, rather than that

seatwork is ineffective as an instructional technique.

2. The more successful teachers were highly task-oriented and business.?

like in their instruction. This was especially true of the successful

teachers of high ability classes; there was some evidence that students

in low ability classes liked and benefitted from a teaching style that

included tolerance of some distractions and indications by the teacher of

pecsonal aterest in the students.

3. The more succepsfulleachers tended to more active. They had

more interactions with their students, especially during class discussions,

and they tended to dominate patterns of interaction. Studenti generally
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talked to the.teachers rather than each other.

4. The successful, teachers made more extensive use of praise during

class discussions, and generally treated students' contributions with respect.

3. The *ore successful toe/chars were rated as being better classroom

managers, but the low-inference data indicated that behavior problems were

observed just as often in their classes as in those of less successful

teachers. Our data indicate that they may have been better at dealing with

behavior problems In a low-key manner that prevented those problems from

seriously disrupting thi class.

There were differences in the results when achievement and attitude were

used as criteria, but those differences tended to, involve subtle details

.rather than major trends. The sore important patterns among the differ-

ences included the following:.

1. The use of monitoring and accountability tech:dims was more

closely associated with achievement than with attitude, while variables

having to do with nurturance and affective skills were associated very

strongly with student attitudes, but only marginally with achievement.

2. Teachers who asked relatively sore process questions were success-

ful in inducing achievement gains, but there was no evidence that the

type/ of questions asked affected student attitudes.

1 3. Teachers who tolerated large numbers of call outs were rated lower

by their students, but there was little evidence that this practice was

actually harmful to achievement in the observed classes. It may even have

been helpful in some situations, especially with low ability classes.

4. We found few patterns of associations between achievement and
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the way that teachers gave feedback to students after they had answered

questions, but it appears that students, especially those in low ability

classes, were quite sensitive to the *aye that teachers trestedthair

contributions.. They gave lower ratings to teachers who overtly or subtly

"put down" the students and higher ratings to teachers who listened and

responded to students respectfully. 11%

Overall, the data on Junior high math classes form a consistent and

reasonable picture. It is clear that teachers, students, and observers

generally agreed about the purpose of junior high school math teaching,

and people with different viewpoints described "good" teachers in similar

ways. -

I; moat be emphasised, however, that we do not have prescription for

improving junior high school math teaching. Rather, we have description

of how the better teachers differed from those who were less successful in

our sample. It may well be that methods which we observed rarely or not

at all are more effective than any of those commonly used by the teachers

in this sample. RIgn if weassume that we do in fact have description of

"good" teaching, it does not necessarily follow that that description can be

used to improve the skills of math teachers. Our data do not separate

behaviors which cause students to learn better from short-term outcomes

which are indications that the students, are learning better. Does extensive

use of public praise, for instance, cause students to learn better, or

is the presence opraise simply an indication that the students are giving

good answers to.the teacher's questions?

The moseode used in this study leave yet another question unanswered.

Tb what extmetcanteachers change theii behavior on the variables we have

observed, and will a change in teaching behavior produce, the same results

32 o
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as it doss for teachers who use s method "naturally"? Intensien use

of class discussion and moderate %Me of seatwork, for instance, were

strongly associated with higher achievement test scores in our sample.

Should we thon.recommend that teachers should spend move time in class

discussion? Unfortunately, it is not that simple. Good and Grouws,

is a similar study at the fourth grade level (Notes 12 and 13), found

that not only the best teachers but also the worst teachers made extensive

use of class discussions. To run a successful discussion at the junior

high school level, the teacher must have good control over the class,

enough time, to plan the discussion well, and enough energy to do it five

times a day. For teachers who'lack the classroom control, the time, or

the messy; it, may well'be that assigning seatwork is better than holding

disastrous class discussions.

The methods we have used for this study will not answer the questions

we have raised in the preceding paragraphs.' They can be attacked by seams

of experimental studies such as those done by Anderson, Svertson, and

Brophy on first-grade reading group' (in press), by Good on fourth-grade

math (Note.13), or Gage, Crawford, and associates in third -grade classes

(Note 15).

English classes. In many ways the most interesting results from the

data collected in English classei have to do with methodological issues

rather than patterns of significant results. Some of those methodological'

problems, however, have substantive implications. Three of those will be

discussed in the following paragraphs.

First, the pretest accounted for am extremely high proportion (852)

of the variance on the posttest. 16 part this is a reflection of the

wide range of entering abilities among the students, some of whom were not
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native speakers of English. This result is also an indication that the

schlevamet test scores of the students is our sample denies/ tar more

on the students' backgrounds than it did on anything that happened in

their English classes. Our data do not support the Conclusion, however,

that Inelish Coacher' had no effect at'all oWtheir students' achievement

test scores. Although the results for English classes are less satisfac-

tory than those for math classes, there were far too miry significant

results to be accounted for by chance alone.

locoed, interactions tar outnumbered main effects among the data

using achievement as the outcome measure. This pattern of results implies

that academically effective teachers wed different patterns of teaching,

behavior for high- and low- ability classes. This result is not surprising

in view of the wide range of entering abilities and the diversity of

ethnic composition among the observed classes. It is of interest,

howmeei, that interactions were much more common among the English data

than among the math data.

Third, the essociation between achievement test scores and the attitude

measure was insignificant when entering ability was controlled for

(R
2
drop .0006, 2. .57), and the patterns of results were entirely dif-

ferent from the two outcome measures. We believe that this reflects a

general lack of consensus among students and teachers about the goals and

appropriate methods for English teaching.

Our methodological problems also raise serious substantive issues

for people who are interested in improving the quality of teaching. Our

data indicate that one central problem is the lack of a shared perception

of the goals and importance of junior high English classes. Mots (1978) .

points out the difficulties, of teaching low-SES students who do not share
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the teachers perseptiems of the #mpectaace of what they are etudying.
t

la laglish it appears that there is no agreed -epos set of skills or goals

which are generally perceived as important and which are the exclusive

responsibility of )welor high nglish teachers. This leads not only to

difficulties with measuring learning outcomes, but also to difficulties

with getting gunboats to Perceive their work as impibrtant. Thus students

tend to judge their 'palish teachers primarily by affective criteria rather

than their academic effectiveness (as judged by the achievement test). It

would appear that primary cower& of those who would improve the quality of

of junior high school Stylish teaching must be that of constructing con -

sensual:about goals in which teachers, administrators, and students all are

able to share.

in the following paragraphs we will discuss the achievement and atti-

tude data separately. Looking first at the achievement results, we find

Oat the high inference ratings of ltnglish teachers produced surprisingly

_7--
Lbw interpretable results. Teachers who were well-liked by the °haulm*,

and those who were rated as being kind, enthusiastic, well-organised,

having the respect of their students, etc., were no more successful in pro-

ducing achievement gains in their students than those who were rated-lower.

Me believe that the lack of significant results is more likely to be due

to the difficulty of constructing an achievement test that accurately

reflects the many goals of English teachers than to problems with the

rations themselves.

There wore elm many uninterpretable results among the data produced

with the lei- inference coding system, but among those were two fairly

clear patterns of naps effects and four pi.-terns of Interactions most

of the interpretable main effects fell into one of the following patterns:
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h40-ability were rarely criticised or threatened unruly students.
. .

The attitude data indicate that students apparently judged their

English end math. teacher by very different criteria. As we noted above,

1. IlEndisnis uses less likelyte show Large sehlevelest sales Its

classes whets eseloomiadeloshsviets wows OSOMSal
1+1

2. Tesabste who prattled Osir steatite more often durimg class

diseassiess Seeded to be Imre successful is isduciag student

schlevemast miss.

Pitta's@ of si4ificast intersecting included the followings

1. Is low-ability classes the successful teachers were UM likely

to accipt or to4srate called out questleas and comments than their less

successful colleens's. This trend was reversed for teachers of high

ability, classes.

2. Effective Machete of lib-ability classes were more likely that

less successful teachers to accept privet: contacts with their students,

especialleabout spsecademic matters: In bigh-ability classes the effec-

tive teachers were more likely to discourage such contacts.

3. Successful teetoers of lowLability classes tended to accept more

of their students' attempts to start social conversations than lase moue -

cessful teacheree In high-ability classes the successful teachers tended

to discourage social interactions with their students.

4. Succerful teachers of low-ability classes were more likely to

react severely to their students' misbehaviors. Successful teachers of

students tended to like the characteristics in their math teachers that
0

were also associated with academic effectiveness. The students tended to

give higher ratings to their ImgLish teacheri, but the English teachers

who got the highest ratings were the ones who showed 'resillbct, concern, and

interest is their students, not those who were academically the most
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effective, at least as we measured laglish achlevemest.

Meet of the positive results smog the finitude data were om high-

isierince vwriables which were global retinas of the affective characteris-

tics of the teacher. Studests liked teachers who were rated by'the observers

as affectionate, ~tarmac, academically effective, emptiest, enthusiastic,

Sic. These results are of interest for two Possess. Hirst, they tell us

that there was sem .greenlet between studemts and observers about who the

good English teachers were, although the agreement uses generally et:eager

in oath. Second, it is of interest that most of4these variables were

uarelated to academic effectiveness in English., at least as we measured it.

Variables related to teachers' organisation, efficiency, discipline,.
.

and management methods were generally unrelated to student ratings of

&Wish teachers, althggh many of those variables yore associated with

positive student ratings of math touchers and academic effectiveness in

both math and inglish.

Students apparently did noClikelor their English teachers to he

demanding Low-inference variables asaociated with teacher queationing,

incorrect answers, probing,. criticism, and sustaining feedback were all

'negatively related student ratings of their Inglish.teachers. Our results

give few clues about what teacher methods the students did like. Positive

results Among these variables were few and far between, and they did not

fall into cohesive patterns.

Issues in teaching sildIsarnina. The data reported in this paper are

relevant to a number gt issues that have occupied researchers on teaching.

On the following pailks we will address several of those issues, and try to

synthesise and interpret our findings. The issues that we will discuss

Include the following:

its



1. Cholas, et tnathimg methods

2. teOlvidualimtd instruction

3. Cameereme atmosphere (iterturance and task orientaties)

4. Sealing with misbehavior (classroom namagemeet)

S. 'seise of instruction

G. Suetaiaing feedback

7. Use of praise mad criticism

S. Conducting class discuseirso

a. Nigber-order "meatless

b. Appropriate difficulty levels for questions

c. Selection of students (call outs, nenvoluateere,

and volunteers)

d. Acceptance of student ideas and contributions

Choices of teach/5g methods. Our observers saw far more seatvork than

any other fOrmet, while the next most commonly observed ware lectures and

class discussions. Other forests, such as those dealing with individualised

instruction, peer tutoring. testing, games, etc., were observed far less

commonly. In general our data, especially for math, seen to indicate that

many teachers were assigning more seatwork than would he ideal, and having

too few class discussions. The math teachers who had more class discussions

and less seamark were generally more effdptive and rated higher by their

studente.
N

Individualised instruction. Most of the teachers in our sample used

individualised instructionaletechniques rarely. although two other schools

In the district had completely individualised math progress. Our data

indicate that individualized instruction as used in our sample was less

effective than alternative techniques. and was generally unpopular among
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and generally were not easily distracted from their academic purposes.

Our results support those. of Good and Grouws (Note 13)1, who found that

fourth -grade teachets who kept their math classes moving at a faster

pace were generally more effective. For English we found no general

pattern of associations betweep variables related to pacing and either

achievement or attitude.

Sustaining feedback. We have found% earlier research at the

primary level (Anderson et al., in press; Biophy & Evertson, Note 2)

that the use of sustaining feedback, where the teacher "stays with" the

student after an error and tries to elicit an improved response, was

positiVely associated with achievement in certain situations. In this

study, sustaining feedback was generally unassociated or negatively

associated with both achievement and attitudes. The difference in our

results may be due to the fact that sustaining feedback, while it benefits

the student who receives the feedbacks, also tends to slow down the pace of

the class. In the primary grades, where students learn mainly from.indi-

vidual interactions with the teacher, the slower pace. is justified in

ski1,111earning sixations. At the junior high school level, however, stu-
,

dents are capable of learning much more from listening.to class discussions;

.so slowing down the.discussion for the purpose of giving sustaining feed-

back to a single student is less often justified.

Use of praise and criticism. We have found that teachers in-the

primary grades tended to,overuse praise to their students, especially non-

specific praise that was given to students who had come to the teacher

"asking for" praise of their work (Brophy & Evertson, 1976; Note 2). Praise

which specified what the teacher liked about the student's performance, how-
.

ever, was positively related to, achievement ,(Anderson et al., in ptess).
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It appears that at the junior high level, teachers were each less likely

*

to be "gushy" and to overpraise. In fact, the-opposite problem was'slore

common. The more successful teachers tended to praise more often during

class discussions, making sure that their ztudents knew when they had

made good contributions. The rates of private praise were generally

unrelated to either achievement.or attitude. Academic criticism was

very rarely observed add unrelated to achievement, though it was negatively

related to student attitudes in English.

Higher-orderiquestions: Flanders (1970) and others have emphasized

the value of questions that demand thinking on the pert of students rather

. than simple recall of facts.. Our data-provide very limited, support for

this position. Math teachers who asked more questions tended to be more

effective, regardless of type. In addition, the proportion of process

questions calling4or an explanation from the student wps positively

related to math achievement. Most of the questions asked were coded as

product questions because they called fOr simple answers. .It is virtually
.

impossible to tell in many cases what type of thinking a product question

demands of the student. For instance, the question, "How many even-
..

numbered primes: are there?" may involve thinking about-the set of prime

numbers, but 'the teacher may also 'simply be asking the student to remember

what was said in the class the day before. It does appear that questions,

that are too difficult or that slow down the pace of the class are

inappropriate, whether they are higher-order questions or not.

Selection of students. Our data reveal that teachers' mebods of

selecting students to respond to their questions varied enormously' from

teacher.to teacher. The most commonly observed methods were calling on

nonvolunteers (an average of about 45% of the time), calling 'on volunteers

3:30
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(around 25%) of call outs from students who had not been called on (around

25%), but different teachers used very different patterns of selection.
I

I

High rates of calling on volunteers tended to be positively related to

achievement. Teachers who were able to use this method often tended to

have good control over their classes and students who were interested

enough to answer. The practice of calling on nonvolunteers who were

following the class diScussion and knew the'anxiiefik appeared not to be

particularly harmful, but when teachers often called on nonvolunteers who

answered incorrectly, is was a sign of trouble. Call outs/were very common

in the classes that we observed, and they were often related significantly,

to both achievement and attitude. Thus the teacher's handling of call

outs must be viewed as an important issue. The direction of the relarlon-

_

ships, however, depended on the subject matter, the ability level of the

students, what it was that the student said, the reaction of the teacher,

and probably many other factors. Most teachers had rules discouraging call

outs, but those rules obvimisly were not consistently enforced by many

teachers. In some Situations large numbers of call outs were apparently

indications that the teachers had lost control of the class, while other

teachers were able to use call outs effectively to keep the class moving

)

at a fast pace and encourage free student participation.

Acceptance of student contributions and ideas. Flanders (1970) and

others have emphasized the importance of accepting student contributions to

class discussions- and allowing student Ideasto play a major role in those

discussions. Our data provide some support for this practice, but only in

the context of A strong academic orientation and well-planned classes.

-Students tended to give lower ratings to teachers who often ignored their

contributions to class discussions, criticized them, or otherwise failed
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to give Ebel proper consideration; *Teachers who often praised student

contributiOns or otherwisie treated them in a respectful manner (even if

they were wrong) were generally rated' higher by their students.'. That ,

use of praise, as-vs have'noted above, was positively associated with

'achievement in both path and English, anO teachers whobad high rates

of student initiated comments knd questions in 'math classes were academ-

ically sore effective in math. There were limits, however, to the effec-

tiveness of student participation. High rates of irrelevant questions 7

and comments, especially if they were called'out, were associated With

'lower academic eff*ctivehess.

Implications for Future Research on Teething

Wenow turn from discussion And interpretation of the findings to

broader discussion of classrdou.processes and process-outcome relationships

as they are affected by grade level and other context variables. Recall

that this study was one of a series of related studies, and in articular

was designed to replicate our earlier research. at the sencond- and

third-grade level (Brophy & Evertson, 1976; Note 2) as closely as possible.

It is:instruitive to consider the findings from this perspective.

The kinds of classroom process variables included in\the 6dikg
.

system (level.oi question, type of response opportunity,quality of student

answer,'and type of teacher, feedback during public response-opportunities,I

student initiated comments and questions, and various categoriei for priyats

arid behavioral interactions and for teacher behaviors during such inter-

actions) were selected in the first place because they,seemed to be impor-

tmitein, the grades under study at the time (Brophy & Evertson, 1976; Note'

2). The rich set of findings derived frdm that and related studies at the

earlygrades indicate that they were, in fact, important. These same
.
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studi.s also illustrated the value of our research strategy of spreading

classroom observations across the school year and using adjusted scores
. .

from an end-of-the-year achievement teat as the learning criterion. We,

were working at grade levels where curriculum and instruction are rela-

tively homogeneous compared to later grade levels, and we concentrated on

basic skills, where this is especially true.

The findings from the present study underscore our contention that

the teaching-learning situation is so different -at different grade levels

that contrasting patterns of process-outcome relationships are to be.

expected, and differing research strategies may be necessary to document

them. These inferences can be drawn both from the general differences in

numbers and types of findings between our earlier wink and the present

study, and within the present study, from the differences in findings

between the math and the English classes.

A general difference in the studies is that the earlier findings

(Brophy 6 Evertson, 1976; Note 2) were both more numerous (a higher per-.

. tentage of possible relationships reached statistical significance) and

more interpretable (the findings fit together in large patterns and seldom

were contradictory). We believe that much of the reason for this is that

the various coding systems based on the original Brophy-Good dyadic system

(Brophy 6 Good,.1970), including the. coding system used in the present

Junior High School Study, do a better job of capturing classroom process .

variables related to learning outcomes. in the early. elementary grades than

they do at the higher grades. In the early grades, public recitation

situations really are more like a series of dyadic interactions than a

true group lesson directid to the group as a whole, and the quantity and

quality of these dyadic interactions with each individual student seems
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to depeadamelksore beswily eatbe quantity and quality of interactions,

both public and priVate, that that parttoilarstudent shares with the

.temOber, and is =chiefs affected by what goes on when that;particular

student is a rOlatiVely passive obserqer and listener during the times

Mien that teacher is addressing the group as a whole or (much more

frequently) seam lather student.

This gradually changes with increasing grade level, and by junior

high school, the teaching-learnine situatlphas pretty much changed from

a series of ,dyadic interactions odgetectail* broken by presentations to

tbi.entire group, to presentations to the entire group's' the basic method

of instruction,-supplemented by follow up interactions with individuals

(especially those who are having difficulty).

The dyadic coding'system was used in the present study in order to

replicate as much of the.earlier work as.possible. Several changes were

introduced to take into account the laet that Junior high students,Initi-

ate more questions and Comments during public recitations than elementary

students do. We also added more detailed categories for teacher handling

of specific kinds of student ,misbehavior, aid we added the coding of time

spent in various instructional activities,. Even so, the coding system

remained focused on dyadic interactions between the teacher and individual

students. It did not allow low-inference coding of teacher behavior-
.

directed toward the class as a whole.

Unfortunately, we seem to have confirmed our fear that our research

.

methods that have been successful in the early elementary grades ace not

as.successful-as the teaching-learning situation moves away from stress on

basic skills and dyadic interactions. It still is useful even at the

junior high level for math,, where skill learning and relative homogeneity



of curriculum and instructional methods is still observed. For English, .

though, terra ge of objectives addressed becomes too great to be handled

...

by tradit)end-of-the-year tests, and the range of instructional

methods used becomes too great to be captured in a single coding system,

even a very comp/ex one of the sort that we have been using. These.con-

siderations call into question a 'method of trying to link classroom pro-

ceases measured over the course of the school year to outcomes measured

at the of the year, no matter how complex the measurement of both

processes and outcomes might be.

Here, it may be more appropriate (as Well as such easier) to limit

the scope of individual studies to particular aspects of teaching (presen-

tation of new infbrnation to the class;, conducting discussions; reviewing

essignments), coding classroom events only during. episodes related to the

topic of study and using short term outcome criteria referenced to the

teacher behavior being investigated rather than tests of general learning

given at the end of the course or the school year. Linkage between class-

room processes and scores on standardized achievement tests is desirable

in many ways, especially because of the high face validity and credibility

of the Outcome criterion, but it just is-not a reasonable expectation at

the higher grade levels in subject Matter areas where a great variety of

objectives are pursuedeind instructional methods are used across schools

and classrooms.

One of the reasons that the present rzeearch.model (collecting process

data across the length of the school year and relating them to end-of-the-

year achievement test scores adjusted with covariahles) was selected in the

first place was that research on teaching prior to the 1970's had produced

weak and contradictory results. The Coleman report and similar studies

'000.
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bad raised serious questions about whether teachers made any significant

difference in student learning at 441. and review. by Rosenshine (19711

and others pointed out that few teacher behavior variables received con-

sistent support as correlates of student learning, and none of these

correlated strongly and without exception. This led to an emphasis on

long-term outcomes, especially standardised achievement tests at the end

of an entire school year. This allowed investigators to argue the general

point that teachers do in-fact mike a difference <as well as the more

specific points involved in ascribing this difference to specific behavior).

This has changed in the 1970's. Issits have proliferated and the

field is becoming recognizably more complex as it becomes more sophisti-

cated, but even so, it is clear that some teachers consistently produce

greater student learning than others, and that certain teacher behaviors

have consistent positive or negative relationships with learning outcomes

(Boric's, 1977; Good, Biddle, 4 Brophy, 1975). The specific instructional

methods that are appropriate vary with grade.level end other context vari-

ables, as we have seen there, but is clear that learning outcomes ate

closely related to variables like the amount of direct instruction received

(Rosenshine; Note 17) and the amount of time that students spend engaged in

academic Auks (Rosenshine i Berliner, 1978). With hindsight, this seems

obvious, but such data were necessary to refute the assertions, commonplace

in recent years, that individual differences in teachers and/or in teacher

behavior did not significantly affect student learning.

At this stage in the development of the field, such assertions have

been refuted. Wanner recognise that teacher behavior does significantly

affect student learning, and detailed information about. process -Outcast*

relationships is accumulating. Consequently, the need to include long-term
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4;Xcemms is reduced. iturthermore,,as.attestiom shifts from gross general

differmscee is teacher behavior to differences in the specifics of lapis-
.

mestatiom of similar as&eral patters., loss -term outcomes become less

appropriate. Mere is leis reason to believe that differences in subtle

and situation' specific teacher behavior can be shown to significantly

influence long-term outcomes.

In the present study, for example, sane classroom process variables

concerned teacher behavior that occurred infrequently, such as teacher

reactions to students who failed to respond to questions. Even though a

few significant relationships with end -of -nor achievement wire observed,

such variables can be studied more effectively wring short -tern outcomes

like success in improving the student's response during that response

opportunity and increases or decreases in the quality of the student's

responses in the immediate future. Other possible short-tern outcomes

include student attention, signs of understanding or confusion during the

lesson, quality of questions asked by students, and performance on follow

up activities that required students to drew upon knowledge they had pre-

sumably gained during the lesson.

These research strategies shouldehive more payoff then the strategy

4
attempted here for linking the classroom processes to outcomes at higher

.grade levels and in subject matter areas where standardised tests are not

representative in sampling the curriculum objeitives actually taught.

Junior lash school English seems to fit this definition. Year-long.data

collection and use of standardised' tests and end-of-year achievement cri-
.

'testa are useful in the early grades and even at the junior high level in

math, although even hope, short -tors outcomes probably are more appro-
4

priate at this stage. Year-long studies with long-term outcomes have
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established that individual teachers and particular patterns of teacher

behavior do mike an important difference in student learning, but they

may have reached a point of decreasing returns with respect to establishing

new knowledge about teaching effectiveness.

The failure of the present study to find process variables which are

consistently related to long-term outcomes in English classes, however,

salsa troublesome methodological and substantive issues that will not be

easily resolved. The most important of those issues involves fragmentation

and lack of consensus among researchers and among people who wish to improle

the quality of teaching.

Research on teaching is valuable only if it results in the development

of concepts which are applicable to real classrooms and which aid in the

teaghing of important skills and concepts. In the present study and others

like it we have avoided the problem of defining "real classrooms" and

"important skills and concepts" by using naturalistic samples of classrooms

and standardised achievement tests. The naturalistic' samples were presumed

to, be typical of similar classrooms throughout the country, and the

achievement tests measured long-term outcomes which were generally conceded

to be important. By using these methods we were able to do productive

research on classroom processes in spite of the absence of a paradigm or

general agreement among rsearchertl and practionera as to which procesries

or short-term outcomes were significant.

The lack of a paradigm becomes a significant problem, however, for

studies done on smaller scale and involving short -term outcomes. The

number of poeiible short-term outcomes that can be measured is immense,

and there seem to be little consensus among researchers or practitioners

as to which of those outcomes are important and which are not. Similarly,
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studies of subtle.bilkavlors in specific situations. often involve a prior

commitment to a certain teaching model (such's& direct instruction or

insLruction). Inthe absence of. a optimally agreed on

..'
theory of teaching and learnine, the possibility. for fragmentation of

effort is very arose.

It say be thit the greatest value of Large-scale studies such as the

present one vil.l ultimately lie not so much in-the isolation of important

process -produit relationships as in the guidance they provide for the

design of sore specific smaller scale studies. The present study, for

eiample, is a scarce of descriptive data whiefi can be used to decide which

classroom formats and teaching behaviors occur often enough to be worthy

f further study. The present study can also be useful in providing

suggestions as to when short -term measures, such as student behavior or

participation in class, are likely to be demonstrably associateI with gains

on .more generally accepted long-term outcome measures such as achievement

tests.
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